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PREFACE
 

Watershed resources play a significant role in the development

of any country. Dependent upon the location of a watershed, they fur
nish a diversity of primary wood products, contribute forage for live
stock and wildlife, yield water for municipal, agricultural and
 
industrial developments, and provide many forms of aesthetic and recrea
tional uses.
 

In respect to water yield, runoff from the upper reaches of a
 
watershed flows downstream, supplying water to valleys and joining lakes,

rivers and oceans. Along this path, man's activities may continually
 
alter the natural hydrologic flow. Land use manipulations for agricul
ture, urban development, forest harvesting, engineering and mining
 
purposes are important developmental activities. Unfortunately, these 
activities can often have destructive consequences, such as increasing
the rate of sedimentation. Whether or not land use manipulations
bring about desired optimum benefits for a country depends, in 
part, upon the magnitude of the destruction of the environment. There
fore, along with the various natural resource products and uses derived 
from a watershed, the associated disadvantages of developmental activ
i ties should also be fully evaluated. It is here where the role of 
effective watershed management becomes important. 

Effective watershed resources management in many countries is
 
currently inthe formulatIve stages. While there may be a trend to 
effectively manage a country's water-related resources, the accumulated 
effects of previous abusive use of watersheds will continue to be felt 
for some time. It is urgent for all concerned with watershed manage
ment to know and apply relevant strategies and techniques that will 
promote effective managerient and use of a country~s natural resources. 

At present, current misuse of watershed resources can be
 
attributed to two important factors: misuse of vegetative cover on a 
watershed for short-term economic gains; and lack of an efficient
 
management system to implement goals and policies for the watershed 
resources in a country. Essentially, these factors are management
oriented problems which may be solved for better overall results. 



While there is a growing realization of the destructive
 
consequences of past and, at times, current misuse of watershed resources,
 
the necessary elements of what constitutes effective use of these resour
ces often elude watershed resource managers and land use planners. Con
sequently, a well-meaning policy based on an improper understanding of
 
a watershed ecosystem may be as detrimental as mismanagement. A case
 
in point may be a policy to indefinitely ban the harvesting of timber
 
on otherwise potentially harvestable watershed areas. Similarly, it
 
may be unwise to prescribe timber harvesting on areas potentially sensi
tive to erosion without a thorough understanding of the ultimate con
sequences.
 

To acquire understanaing of the impacts of alternative water
shed resource management practices and to provide input to the formula
tion of more effective watershed management policies, a need for
 
long-term environmental mcitoring exists. As part of a program for
 
long-term environmental monitoring, the following subjects must be
 
addressed: biological, geophysical, chemical and anthropological.
 
Specific topics to be considered under biological monitoring include
 
flora and fauna checklists; descriptions of biotic populations and
 
c ;niunities; and quantifications of ecosystems processes and dynamics.
 
Geophysical topics include measurement of precipitation, air tempera
ture, and streamflow; description of soil type and associated physical
 
and chemical properties; and estimates of area or volume of landslides,
 
intensity and extent of windstorms, et.. Chemical monitoring includes
 
the detection of pollutants and monitoring of natural substances
 
through examination of critical components in the atmosphere, precip
itation, surface water, soil and litter, and vegetation. Anthropological
 
monitoring includes assessment of demographic characteristics, land
 
ownership patterns and legal structures.
 

The primary reason for offering a regional training course in
 
WATERShED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING is to provide
 
background in which natural resoirce managers and land use planners
 
concerned with watershed resources can identify relevant goals, synthe
size appropriate policies, and implement proper management practices.
 
Only by acquiring the training necessary to obtain required baseline
 
information (through environmental monitoring) to formulate watershed
 
resources goals, policies, and management practices can this overall
 
purpose be achieved.
 

This syllabus has been prepared to furnish a framework to a
 
Regional Training Course in WATERSHED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRON-

MENTAL MONITORING IN HUMID-TROPICAL ECOSYSTEMS. A primary sponsor of
 
the course was the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
 
Organization's Man and Biosphere (MAB) Program. Funding was made avail
able, in part, through the United States' Agency for International De
velopment (AID) as a contribution to the i\ID/MAB Education and Training
 
Program.
 



Specific materials for the syllabus have been provided by:
 

Kenneth N. Brooks, University of Minnesota
 
Brent C. Cluff, University of Arizona
 
Gordon R. Dutt, University of Arizona 
Peter F. Ffolliott, University of Arizona
 
Martin M. Fogel, University of Arizona
 
Hans M. Gregersen, University of Minnesota
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Much of the subject matter presented in the syllabus is basic
 
to acquiring an understanding of watershed resources management ant! en
vironmental monitoring, with special emphasis on humid and tropical 
ecosystems. This syllabus is a second version (the prototype being

dated :;c;tembc Z7.,), to be revised as necessary to ecccmmodate the 
purposes and objectives of subsequent courses.
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CHAPTER I 

CONCEPTS OF
 
WATERSHED RESOURCES
 

MANAGEMENT
 

INTRODUCTION
 

In addition to well-defined agricultural lands and urban areas
 
is a major portion of the earth's habitable land surface which is for
est or rangeland, wild lands, marginal lands or undeveloped lands. For
 
lack of a more specific term, these residual lands will be called water
shed lands. They include more than 80 percent of the land on earth.
 
It is to these watershed lands that we must look for increased producti
vity of food, fiber, energy, and living space for our growing population,

and it is these lands that currently s:and in great danger all over the
 
worl d.
 

This course is directed toward the understanding, planning,

development and management of the land and water resources of watershed
 
lands. It is aimed particularly at some of the major problems that
 
concern the use of these lands in the developing countries.
 

PROBLEMS OF WATERSHED LANDS
 

The problems of watershed lands in the developing countries are
 
often connected to social and economic patterns which endanger the
 
environment. At present, three billion human beings inhabit the earth.
 
Each day, 200,000 more individuals are added to our planet's population.
 
By the year 2000, the population could increase to 6 billion. As the
 
population increases pressure upon natural resources, our planet will
 
need careful management if mankind is to survive. However, human sur
vival alone is not enough. The developing nations are aspiring to
 
equal economic and social standards that will require a more fair share
 
of these resources.
 

Worldwide, the ratio of land to population is dwindling: in a
 
number of countries, the amount of cultivated land per person is less
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than half a hectare. Only a few decades ago, food production was
 
increased in most countries by cultivating additional hectares or by
 
extending grazing areas. No'w that option is disappearing in many re
gions.
 

At present, between 50 and OCpercent of the population of the 
developing nations live on witershed lands. For these millions of 
people, it is a fact of life That the harder they work,. the poorer they 
get. Their land is either too steep or too dry or the soil is too poor 
to support more than an average levl of existence for a few people. 
Because of increasing population and current land uses, fragile environ
ments are being subjected to mistreatment. 

As populations increase, peoples migrate into fragile areas.
 
In the more humid regions, forested slopes are cleared for fuel, fodder
 
and primitive cultivation. Fires are allowed to escape from fields and 
burn indiscriminately; forests are grazed to an extent that prevents 
their reproduction; networks of trails are established with no concern 
for the erosion 'iazard they create. The consequences are accelerated 
soil loss and land deterioration, environmental degradation, and fur
ther impoverisrnent of the rural inhabitants themselves. In more arid 
areas where cultivation or wood harvesting is not possible, overgrazing
 
is practiced to the extent that more than 4 million square kilometers
 
of the earth have been converted to unproductive deserts during the
 
past fifty years.
 

Another problem in both humid and arid areas is the loss of the
 
protective cover of the soil and the reduction of the soil reservoir-
the principal means by which water and erosion are controlled on water
shed lands. The results have been increased flooding of valleys and
 
shifting of stream beds resulting in water and silt invading prime 
agricultural land, irrigation structures, reservoirs, settlements, and
 
communications. Stream flow during dry periods becomes unreliable and
 
insufficient for the prevention of disease, the maintenance of irriga
tion works, and for urban and industrial needs. Ground water levels
 
decline, resulting in the failure of springs and wells.
 

EXAMPLES OF WATERSHED LANDS AND THEIR PROBLEMS
 

Steep and Mountainous Watershed Lands
 

Steep and mountainous watershed lands make up almost one quarter
 
of the earth's land surface and are inhabited by 10 percent of the total
 
world's population. A great proportion of these lands have mesic or
 
humid climates, vegetative cover (often forest) with little arable soil, 
and low population densities. Some of the most severe problems of steep 
land watersheds are seen in Nepal where erosion, increased by man's 
activities, is contributing 250 million cubic meters of silt to the
 
Ganetic Plain each year. According to Napli observers, the beds of the
 



rivers in the Terai Plain of southern Nepal are risirg by 15 to 30
 
centimeters annually which leads to flooding and changing river courses.
 
The Kosi River, for example, has shifted its course 115 kilometers
 
westward within the past 150 years, leaving 15,000 square kilometers 
of once fertile land buried under a mass of sand and rubble. This pro
cess has left 6.5 million persons homeless.
 

The ever increasing populations of Nepal and orher countries 
in the region are moving further into the mountains aid higher up the 
slopes to seek a [leans of livelihood. Even with the aid of terracing, 
which the farmers of Nepal have boen practicing for centuries, these 
slopes are too steep and the soils too thin for intense cultivation. 
Nevertheless, a single acre of cultivated land must now suoport four 
people. The demands of increasing population result in the cultivation 
of less suitable soils and steeper lands which leads to a reduction of
 
overall productivity in the country. In the densely populated eastern
 
hills of Nepal, as much as 40 percent of w'hat once was farm land has 
been abandoned and allowed to revert to bush because it is no longer
 
fertile enough to support crops. These lands are the sites and sources 
of severe eroding, massive land slides, and severe gully erosion. How
ever, cultivation is responsible only in part for the rapid deterior
ation of the watersheds. Nepal's forest lands stand in much greater 
jeopardy. The demands made by increasing numbers of livestock (over 
15 million at present) are taking their toll on the forests of the
 
steep hillslopes by fodder harvesting and overgrazing. Forest and 
range fires also present a serious problem.
 

In many of the steep and mountainous watershed lands of the 
world, the effects of timber and firewood extraction, forest clearance 
for cultivation, grazing, looping for fodder, and burning of the under
growth, combined with inefficient timber utilization are causing a gen
eral degradation of the forests. The destruction of the forests of
 
these steep and mountainous watersheds increases every year. InNepal,
 
for example, these lands (over 80 percent of the country) are likely to
 
be almost totally denuded by the end of the century.
 

Dry Watershed Lands
 

Arid and semiarid regions are not often thought of as watershed
 
lands. However, the water relationships of these regions are perhaps
 
more critical to a greater number of people on earth than those of more
 
humid regions. Water is always in critical balance with arid ecosystems
 
and this balance is presently being upset by man and his animals at
 
alarming rates over vast areas.
 

Dry regions cover more than one third of the earth's land sur
face. Slightly over half of the dry area is inhabited by 630 million 
people. The remainder is so dry and unproductive that it cannot sup
port human life. The degradation of land and water resources by human 
activities is turning potentially productive dry lands into unproductive 
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deserts in Asia, Africa and Latin America. This process is called
 

It has been estimated that a collective area larger
desertification. 

than Brazil, with rainfall above the level classified as semiarid,
 

been deyraded to desert-like conditions.
 

About 60 million people in the developing countries live on 
the
 

humid areas. Desert encroachsemiarid region between deserts and i-3ore 


received the greatest international attention
 
ment in West Africa has 

recently. Reliable reports from the Sahara estimate that 650,000 square
 

kilometers of land suitable for agriculture or intensive grazing 
have
 

been lost to that desert over the past 50 years.
 

One of the most outstanding examples of the problems of dry
 

watershed lands is the Thor Desert of Western Rajasthan in India. 
An
 

people now occupy each square kilometer of these lands. 
average of 61 A
 

consequence of this population pressure has been the extension of crop

fit only for forest or ra'.ye. Meanping to submarginal lands which are 


while, as the land available for forage shrinks, the number of grazing
 

available exclusively for grazing in Western
animals swells. The area 
to 11 million hectares between 1951 and 1961,
Rajasthan dropped from 13 


14.4
while the population of goats, sheep and cattle jumped from 9.4 to 


million. The livestock population is still growing. During the decade
 

of the 1960's the cropped area expanded from 26 percent to 38 percent of
 

even more.
the total area, squeezing the grazing area 


patterns continue, the livelihood of
As long as current land use 

will, at best, remaintens of millions living in the arid lands of India 

at its current dismal level. At worst, a prolonged drought in the future 
available rewill mercilessly rebalance the number of people with the 

seriously
sources. As it is, relief programs for the arid zones are 


draining the governments' funds and food stores.
 

use patterns in descrt environments must change so
Present land 

not pushed beyond their limits. As
that delicate water relations are 


the number of people and animals living in the arid zones climbs and
 

the quality of the land on which they must live at the same time declines,
 

the impact will be global unless solutions are found.
 

Humid Tropical Watershed Lands
 

can fall back on its
There is a conmmon fallacy that the world 

One quarter of the Asian, African and
tropical watershed basin lands. 


Latin American tropics are occupied by these lands. The Amazon Basi!i,
 

for example, includes nearly 40 percent of the South American continent,
 

yet it is inhabited by less than 3 percent of its population.
 

Another common fallacy is that these lands, because they support
 

a rich and diverse plant cover, must also be suited to intensive agri

culture. Unfortunately, tropical rain forests are closed systems with
 

most of the available nutrients tied up in the vegetative canopy. The
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nutrients are easily released to the soil 
if the canopy is burned. Thus,

these lands are well suited to slash and burn agriculture which has been
 
practiced in tropical regions for thousands of years. It only becomes
 
a serious threat when production pressures become too great to allow a
 
long enough recovery period between slash and burn cycles. There is
 
good evidence that these pressures were largely responsible for the
 
collapse of several jungle civilizations, notably the Mayan civilization
 
of Central America and the ancient Khmer Empire of Cambodia. Their 
agricultural practices led to cementation and loss of fertility of the 
lateritic soils they farmed. 

Increasing demands for food and fiber are now placing pressure
 
upon tropical watershed lands on a global scale. In eastern ,Jigeria,

for instance, the most densely peoxlated part of Africa south of the
 
Sahara, shifting agriculture has been forced into shorter and shorter
 
rotation cycles to the point that it has become continuous cropping.

The result is a loss of nutrients arid breakdown of the soil structure.
 
This decline has been severe in Africa where per capita food production

has actually declined over the past twenty years.
 

One of the best examples of the problems of tropical watershed 
lands are those in the Amazon basin. Most of the soils of the Amazon 
basin are poor and could p.rhaps best be exploited through forestry or 
nonagricultural practices. Only about 4 percent of the Brazilian por
tion of the Amaz,i have soils with medium to high fertility. Most of 
the better soils are in narrow plains along the banks of rivers, and 
their development for large scale agriculture will require large expen
ditures for drainage and flood control. Nevertheless, the Amazonian
 
govrnments have programs to help new farmers from other regions settle 
in the basin. Since 1971, fifty thousand families have settled along a 
proposed highway between Peru and the Atlantic. With few financial
and administrative resources, and less knowledge of tropical farming
techniques, even the most successful produce at subsistence levels. It 
is probable that many more colonists will find it impossible to make a 
living and will abandon their plots after the soil has been severely

degraded by over-intense, inappropriate cultivation.
 

THE WATERSHED OR A UNIT FOR DEVELOPMENT
 

The fundamental unit of water resource management is the water
shed basin. It may be a catchment area for the precipitation provided
 
to stream channels or a larger basin which contributes water to a par
ticular river channel or set of river channels. Biologists, ecologists,

and biogeographers have turned to the watershed as an ideal 
unit in 
which to develop the ecosystem approach. Systems engineers and econ
omists view the watershed as the basis for study and development in 
terms of river basin planning for economic development. Hydrologists
and cn.ineers consider the watershed to be a system within which a 
balance can be struck between inflow and outflow of water and encrgy. 
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The term watershed implies a domain or system within boundaries.
 
such as watershed divides, or they
The boundaries may be physical ones, 


may be defined by processes such as runoff. The watershed domain may be
 
into sub

further divided into subcomponents of smaller watersheds or 

Watersheds may be controlled with
 processes such as overland flow. 


the series of dams operated 	by the Tennessee
physical structures such as 

Valley Authority in the United States or uncontrolled as are most
 

watersheds in developing countries.
 

In a social science context, the watershed has 	recently emerged
 
This emergence
as a logical unit of understanding and policy making. 


is closely connected, in the course of general 	economic development,
 

with technological change and siifting demands for the main products of
 

a watershed: hydroelectric power, water, timber, livestock, agricultural
 

crops a::d the amenities.
 

THE ROLE OF THE WATER RESOURCE MANAGER
 

control a watershed
The water resource manager may be asked to 


to meet some objective through the appiication of upstream treatments.
 
increase water yields, provide a dependable
His objectives may be to: 


supply of water for downstream use, improve forest, range and small
 

farm production on the watershed, maintain a specified standard 
of water
 

quality, reduce erosion and 	flood hazard, or enhance recreation 
and
 

These tasks might involve the selection of
wildlife on the watersned. 

appropriate cover types, harvesting methods, and plant cover or crop
 

resource manager may have to consider the
management systems. The water 

feasibility of reservoirs in combination with upstream watershed 

struc

tures and land treatments. The development of surface or ground water
 

for human and/or animal use or small scale irrigation may also be one of
 
resource manager must be knowledgeable
his responsibiliLies. The water 


in hydrology and he must be always aware of the needs, customs and tra

ditions of the people who livc within and depend directly upon the
 
The lives of those people living
for their livelihoods.
watershed areas 


downstream from a watershed are also affected by its multiple and inte

grated produicts. Perhaps the most important task of the water resource
 

manager is to apply his skills toward solving, in ways which will be of
 

greatest benefit to mankind, the numerous probleiis associated 
with land
 

use which currently threaten large areas of the earth.
 

It is the task of the water resource manager to reduce this ir- •
 
not so!ve the propact, but simply creating new sources of water 	will 


In fact, the development of water in dry environments is often
blem. 
a major cause of desertification. With water, livestock numbers in

evitably increase, and each new watering spot becomes a nucleus for
 
The water resource manager in dry environfurther expanding the desert. 


ments must not only know the techniques of water development, but must
 

confront the dilemma of: what is essential to the survival of society
 

over the long term is usually contrary to what is essential to the sur

vival of the individual over the short term.
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The watershed manager in humid, tropical watershed lands must 
know small farming practices and alternatives to those practices, 
transport systems and economic marketing, and the hydroloyy and soils 
of humid tropical regions. In steep cr mountainous regions, he must 
be familiar with the techniques of erosion control, reforestation, and 
forest management. He must deal with the problemK of slifting culti
vation, fuel wood harvesting, and forest grazing. Groundwater develop
ment and stream control may be an ilmportant part of his job. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
 

There is clear evidence that the physical potential exists on 
earth to feed a much larger population than now lives here. Despite 
this encouragement, it must be remembered that the resources of indivi
dual countries vary widely. Even India is capable of producing much 
more food than is now being grown because of its abundant sunlight and 
deep soils. 

Water resource development takes a long time before it yields
 
benefits. Political leaders in both the rich and poor countries have
 
short term goals. They focus on inmmediate and popular concerns. Yet
 
the conservation and production of the resources of watershed lands
 
depend on long term and expensive commitments. Both the developed and
 
developing countries must be ready to make this commitlment to the develop
ment of the worli's watershed lands if future worldwide disaster is to
 
be avoided.
 

It is important to recognize that the problems of watershed lands 
do not necessarily arise from physical limitations nor from lack of 
technical knowledge. The limitations on production and abundance are 
found in the political and social structures of nations and the economic 
relations among them. The resources are there, and their successful 
development depends upon the will of men. The water resource manager 
car hclp strengthen this will by presenting and implemerting good, prac
tical solutions for developing the productivity of watershed lands 
which will provide the greatest benefit to man in the long run. 

Itmust be pointed out that solutions do exist. Much is known
 
and much more remains to be learned. The problems are complex and
 
touch sensitive areas of the political, economic and technological struc
tures of nations. Solutions will not be easy to find. They will re
quire knowledge, imagination and courage" but they can be obtained when
 
the best minds endeavor to develop wise policies that will also be
 
acceptable to the public,
 

Thi; course has been developed for medium level technicians and
 
professionals engaged in the management and development of watershed
 
lands in developing nations. A major aim of this syllabus is to pro
vide te water resource technician or manager with information which
 
will hellp him improve present land use practices and inform him of other
 
concepts and techniques in land and water use.
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It should be understood that because of the large scope of this
 

syllabus, exact solutions to each specific problem of watershed lands
 

they may exist unjer the physical, social and economic conditions
as 

in each of the developing nations cannot be givan.
 

hibi Lab 	 areas of theWatershed 	lands are defined broadly as 
inc lade w,,I ([e i ,neda ricultural ionds, urbanearth, but do uoL 


areas, or special reserve areas. Because the production from these 

lands is linked with water, a basic portion of the course will deal with 

fundamentals of hydrology; and, because most of the problems in ,evelop

ing the multiple products of watershed lands are of social and economic
 

course will emphasize this aspect of development.
origin, the 
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CHAPTER II 

STATISTICAL METHODS
 

INTRODUCTION
 

To many, statistical methods and procedures appear to limit
 
progress. At the very least, people may be frustrated when attempting
 
to apply statistical methods and procedures to interpret statistical
 
analyses.
 

Much of the above-mentioned difficul may be due to not under
standing the basic objectives of statistics. Essentially, two primary 
objectives exist: to estimate population parameters and to test hypoth
eses about thcse paramters. 

An excimwle of the first objective is the application of statis
tical techniques to estimate the mean (average) o; a population. The 
statistician's jrb is to derive proper methods nf collecting the re
quired source data and, then, calculating the desired statistic (.
 
the estimated population mean), 

An example of the second objective is to test the hypothesis 
(theory) that the estimated population mean equals or exceeds a prede
termined value. It -isthe statistician's job to develop appropriate
 
tests of hypotheses to satisfy this objective. Here, emphasis will be
 
placed on the first objeccive, specifically, to develop estimates of
 
population parameters from a series of random values obtained from a
 
sample of a population.
 

DEFINITIONS
 

To apply statistical methods arid procedures to natural resource
 
manageient problems, it is necessary to develop a working knowledge of
 
the terms commonly employed in statistics.
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The term rati-,;!&, for instance, has two accepted meanings. 

Statistics (plural) refers to the collection or organizatioin of source 

data (i.,*., annual lumber production in Arizona), tattistics (singular) 

is the science of analyzing the Wolected mea ;urenrents ard, guided by 

the results of the analysis, irnferring genral truths. 

A complete aggregate of individuals or item s in one category 

is a ,";' An :" :, population is composed of practically aneojn: ,. 
unlimited number of individuals or items; whilp , a ' / a population is 

made--up of a limited number of individuals or items 

A '.: ?,"',' ," (I., ., the mean) iv a quantitative char

acteristic which descbes a population. A i a quantitative 
from population.characteristic which describes a sample ohtained a 

samples are used to estimate population parameters.Statistics based on 

of small portions of a populationMeasurements or observations 
is a r. c. It is not information about the sample which is being 

sought, rather, about the population from whic-h the sample was taken. 

The assumption is made that infformation obtained from a sample also 

holds for the population. 

A measurable characteristiL which varies in amount or magnitude
 

(tree volume /,,.) is a "ira,.,,,or variate. Variables that are cap
are
able of exhibiting every possible value within any specified range 

in limited gradc_,ntin-n)o, variables; variables that are manifested 
or isolated values are ,iic.m>'. variables, or discontinuousuations 

is consideredvariables. A variable of an associated pair whose value 
to depend upon that of the other variable in the p'.ir is a JK',_,a Kt 

variable; a variable of an associated pair whose value is considered 

to determine (or predict) that of the other variable in the pair is an 

variable. cases, or independent variables•nd andn'n t (In some two more 
can be used in association with one dependent variable.) The definitions 

of other terms relevant to statistical methods and procedures may be 

found in standard references dealing with statistical techniques. 

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
 

A definite pattern of frequency of occurrence of units cf each
 

of a series of equal classes is a frequency distribution function. A
 

frequency distribution function shows, for a population, the relative
 
occur. By
frequency with which different values of a variable (X) 


knowing the frequency distribution function, it is possible to deter

mine what proportion of the individuals are within certain size limits.
 

Each population has its own distinct frequency distribution
 

However, there are certain general types of functions that
function. 

The most common are the normal, the binomial, and
occur quite often. 


the Poisson. The ornal frequency distribution, which is the familiar
 



bell-shaped distribution, is widely used in statistical analyses of
 
watershed resources measurement (Figure 1). Theoretically, the normal 
frequency distribution exhibits the following properties: the mean, 
median, and mode are identical in value; small variations from the 
mean occur more frequently than large variations; and pusit.ive and 
negative variations about the mean occur wi L equai fr.equency.
 

The !.:,.,, " >,. ..:, ',: ':' . , is a s ci wvith data 
whore a fixed number of individuals are observed on eo h unit and the 
unit is characterized by the number of individual having sonic partic

, jmca: i~.'",,. ,. may whereular attribute. The ., 1 [a. arise 
individual unitq are characterizemd by a count having no fixed upper 
limit, particularly if zero or vwry low counts lend . perd in.1, 

In add itin to knowing the relative freguency ! t dii -eret 
values of a variable (X) occur in a population, (on iy ao ,inis to 
know what prorortion of a population lies between qp,:ified ]imiL of 
X. For example, a watershed resources manager miql wish to know what 
proportion of ill precipitation events occurring oi d, ivr basin lie 
within a partic'lar interval of X values, whore the intrrval of X 
values def ines a range in precipitation amlolunts. lo )'t in this sort 
of informilation, it is necessary to cons truct a ,,.,.z*. .':.. aj 

a':..function. Normally, to develop a cuiulative frequency 
distribution function, values of X are cumulated startillq with the 
smallest value of X and proceeding to the largest value (Fiqure 2). 
Cumulative frequency distribution functions that are devel oped by 
starting with the largest value of X and proceeding to the smallest 
value are commionly referred to as ,:,xa j; :..nh,i. 

BASIC TERMS AND CALCULATIONS
 

To develop an understanding of statistical methods and proce
dures, it is important to obtain a working knowledge of basic terms and
 
calculations.
 

Measures of Central Tendency
 

Many problem.; in natural re'ource measurements require the de
termination of a cen~ral value of a series of random values obtained
 
from a sample of a population. Oiten, some kind of "average" is de
sired, but this is not the only measure of central tendency.
 

Perhaps the ",,vin (or average) is the most familiar and commonly 
used measure of central tendency. Given source data obtained from a
 
simple random sa,'e (note: all statistical formulae described in
 
this chapter have their roots in simple random sampling), the mean is
 
calculated as follows:
 



1.0 	 1.0 F 
0.8 	 0.8 

CO~MU lat i e 
normal 

0.6 	 - Normal distribution
 
probability 50.00%-, function
 

density 	 Irel 
04 	 function 34.1"Y 0A 

313%
 

0.2 	 0.2 15.87%\%/ 

3Y13.60%
 

0 -2c P 2o-	 0 -2c- p 20"
 

,f68.26%-# +68-26% -4 
------ 9 5 .46 %  995 .4 6 % 

-- - 9 .7 2 9v - 9 9 .7 2 9 c ,. - . . 

igure I. 	The -ormnal frequency distribution Figure 2. The cumulative frequency distri
function. bution furction. 
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Ex
 
n
 

where:
 

? = estimated population mean
 
x = individual random value in the sample series 
n n number of random values in the sample series (.u., sample 

size). 

Another measure of central tendency is the mc'cah. The median 
of a series of random values obtained from a sample of a population, 
arranged (ranked) in order of size., is the value halfway through the 
series. If the number of random values is odd (3, 5, 7, ,... little 
problem exi;tn in selecicig the median. However, if the number of 
random values s even (4, 6, 8, , the "true" medi an is the value 
halfway betwo;e the two central values. 

Still another measure of central tendency is the ,/w. When 
a series of rondom values is arranged by classes and frequencies (..c., 
a frequency distribution), in many cases one class (or a few classes) 
show the highest, frequency of occurrence. The class (or classes) with 
the highest frequency of occurrence indicates the mode (or modes 

In applying statistical methods and proc(edure, to naturi re
source measuremnt problems., it is o'ten assumed thaL, the haic mna
surements exhibit a normal frequency distributi, n, Withl a normal 
frequency dintribution, the mean, median, and node are identical. How
ever, if the hisic measurements are not normally distribhuted, these 
measures of central tender y are not identical. In these latter in
stances, care must be exercised to select the measure of central ten
dency most appropriate to the specific problem. 

Measures of Dispersion
 

Measures of central tendency are fundamental descriptions of
 
a series of random values obtained from a sample of a population.
 
However, other measures may also be necessary for a "finer" definition
 
of a series of random values. Measures of dispersion (or variability)
 
serve this purpose since they define the extent to which individuals
 
in a series vary from the central tendency.
 

The ,-ip: represents the total interval between the smallest
 
and largest values in a series of random values obtained from a sample
 
of a population. It gives prelimi try information on dispersion of
 
random values in a series.
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Perhaps the most important measure of dispersion is the
 
varinc,', which characterizes the variability of individual random 
values about the mean. This measure gives an idea of whether most
 
individuals in a series are close to the mean, or spread out. Given 
basic source data obtained from a simple random sample, the variance 
is calculated as follows: 

n

where:
 
2s =estimated variance 

and the other terms are defined as above. 

Another mathematical expression of the variance, and a formula
 
more easily solved, is:
 

2

2-


n - I
 

where all terms are defined as above. The square root of the vari
ance(s) is the o.tandard deviation, which is used in calculating the
 
coefficient of variation, among other statistics.
 

Generally, a series of random values obtained from a sample of
 
a population which exhibits a large mean shows more variability than a 
series of values from a population witi a small mean. The aocj'flcient 
of variation facilitates comparisons of variability about different 
sized means. It is a measure of relative variability. Given basic
 
data obtained from a simple random sample, the coefficient of vari
ation is calculated as follows:
 

CV- s 

where:
 

CV = estimated coefficient of variation
 
s = standard deviation (square root of the variance)
 

= estinated population mean
 

Usu:-.'y, there is variation among the individuals in a series
 
of random values obtained from a sample of a population, which can be
 
measured by calculating the variance. It is conceivdble, therefore,
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that variation may also exist among a series of estimated means
 
calculated from a set of different random samples obtained from a
 
population. The OICn LarU' error of the mean is measure of dispersion 
among different sample means, just as the variance is a measure of
 
dispersion among individuals in a series of random values. 

ForLunaLely, it is not necessary to take many different rdndom 
samples tc calculate the standard error of the mean, A satisfactory
estimate can be calculated directly from a single sample. 

The calculation of the standard error of the mean depends on
 
how the random sample was selected. If the sample was drawn from an
 
infinite population (i.e., a population that is large relative to the
 
sample size), and given basic data obtained from a simple random
 
sample, the standard error of th2 mean is calculated as follows:
 

sx n
 

where:
 

s = estimated standard error of the mean 

and the other terms are defined as above.
 

Confidence Limi ts 

The statistical way of indicating the reliability of an esti
mate of a population parameter (a statistic) is to establish confidence 
Zinit. For an estimate of a population parameter made from a normally
distributed population, and given basic source data obtained from a 
simple random sample, confidence limits about an estimated mean are 
calculated as follows: 

C =- + (y(t) 

where:
 

CI = estimated confidence limits 
s-= estimated standard error of the mean
 x 
t = tabular value (Table 1) used to define a statement of the 

level of probability for statistical inferences. 
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Table I. The Distribution of the t Statistic 

df 


1 

2 

3 

4 

5 


6 

7 

8 

9 

10 


11 

12 

13 

14 

15 


16 

17 

18 

19 

20 


25 


30 


0.1 


6.314 

2.920 

2.353 

2.132 

2.015 


1.943 

1.895 

1.860 

1.833 

1.812 


1.796 

1.782 

1.771 

1.761 

1.753 


1.746 

1.740 

1.734 

1.729 

1.725 


1.708 


1.697 


1.645 


Probability
 

0.05 


12.706 

4.303 

3.182 

2.776 

2.571 


2.447 

2.365 

2.306 

2.262 

2.228 


2.201 

2.179 

2.160 

2.145 

2.131 


2.120 

2.110 

2.101 

2.093 

2.086 


2.060 


2.042 


1.960 


0.01
 

63.657
 
9.925
 
5.841 
4.604
 
4.032
 

3.707
 
3.499
 
3.355
 
3.250
 
3.169
 

3.106
 
3.055
 
3.012
 
2.977
 
2.947
 

2.921
 
2.898
 
2.878
 
2.861
 
2.845
 

2.787
 

2.750
 

2.576
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The Distribution of t
 

A portion of the distribution of the t statistic is given in 
Table 1. To use with a simple random sample, the column labeled df
 
(degrees of freedom) will equal one less than the sample size (n - 1).
 
The columns labeled probability refer to the odds specified. In the
 
development of confidence limits at the 90 percent probability level, 
for instance, the t values in the 0.10 column are used. If confidence 
limits at the 95 percent probability are specified, the 0.05 column is
 
used etc.
 

SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
 

Obviously, it may be desirable to have a complete census of a
 
population. A complete enumeration is rarely possible, however, and
 
a sample is usually taken.
 

Sample Size
 

Samples cost money, but so do errors. The primary objective
 
of sampling is to take enough observations to obtain a desired level
 
of precision--rio more, no less. The number of observations to be
 
taken in a sample depends upon two factors: the inherent variability
 
of the population being sampled and the desired level of precision
 
(i.e., sampling error).
 

The equation used to calculate a sample size isderived by
 
transforming the relationship expressing the confidence limits for the
 
mean. Here, it is desired to have the product (s-)(t) equal to or
 
less than some arbitrarily specified level of precision. Thus:
 

E = (s-)(t)
x
 

where:
 

E = specified level of precision 

and the other terms are defined as aboye. This relationship may also
 
be expressed as follows:
 

E % (t)
n
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The equation used to calculate a sample size is derived by 
squaring all of the terms in the above relationship, and then solving
 

for n (the sample size). Therefore, assuming that a simple random 
sample will be implemented, the sample size is calculated as follows:
 

n (s2 )(t2)
 

E2 

where:
 

n = sample size 

and the other terms are defined as above. To calculate sample size,
 

it is necessary to have an estimate of the variance, which can be ob

tained from a preliiljinary sample of the population. Also, a t value 
at the appropriate level of probability is needed and the level of 
precision must be specified.
 

Size and Shape of Individual Sample Units
 

The size and shape of the individual sample units affect the
 

cost and precision of sampling. Often, small plots exhibit more
 

variability than large plots and, in many instances, circular plots
 

may be easier to establish than rectangular plots. It is necessary,
 

therefore, to select the size and shape of individual sample units
 

that are compatible with the sampling objectives and the inherent
 
variability of the population being sampled.
 

Sampling Designs
 

After computing the sample size and selecting the appropriate
 

size and shape of the individual sample units, it becomes necessary to
 

allocate the sample units to obtain source data necessary to estimate
 

the required population parameters. The problem is to decide on the
 
terms of the sampling objectives and
most efficient sampling design in 


the characteristics of the population.
 

Many sampling designs and variations of sampling designs exist.
 

Three basic sampling designs often employed in natural resource mea

surements are: simple random sampling, stratified random sampling,
 
and systematic sampling.
 

The fundamental idea behind sim.le random samplin.g, when 
allocating a sample of n units is that every possible combination of 

n units has an equal chance of being selected. And, the selection of 
any given sample unit is completely independent of the selection of 
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all other units. (All of the statistical methods and procedures
 
previously discussed in this chapter have their roots in simple random
 
sampling.)
 

Often, previous knowledge of a population can be used to in
crease the precision, or usefulness, of a sample. .17tratifiedrl anlom 
,vrq)tling takes advantage of certain types of information about a pop
ulation by grouping homogeneous units of a population together on the 
basis of some characteristic (vegetation, cover type, age class, util
ization class, t,.). Then, each unit, or stratum, is sampled (using 
a simple random sampling design) and the group estimates are combined 
to estimate population parameters. 

As the name implies, sample units in a syptcmatic salq)le are 
allocated, not randomly, but mechanically, according to a predetermined 
pattern. Systematic sampling has been widely used in natural resource 
measurements for two reasons: the location of individual sample units 
in the field is often easier and cheaper, and there is a feeling that 
a sample deliberately spread out over a population may be more "repre
sentative" than a simple random sample. Statisticians may not argue 
against the first reason, but they are less willing to accept the
 
second. Estimation of sampling errors of a sample requires more know
ledge about a population than is usually available,
 

REGRESSION ANALYSES
 

An important statistical tool often used in analyzing natural
 
resource measurements is regression analysis. The basic objective of
 
regression analysis is to quantify relationships between two or more
 
variables.
 

A simple regression defines the relationship between a deoen
dent variable (Y)and one independent variable (X). A simple linear
 
regression is used with a straight-line relationship between two
 
variables. Other simple regression analyses may involve nonlinear
 
relationships (parabolic, exponential, logarithmic, etc.).
 

The general model for a simple regression is:
 

Y = a + b (X) 

where:
 

Y = dependent variable
 
X = independent variable
 

a,b= regression coefficients estimated by statistical formulae,
 
as given below:
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(EX) (ZY)
E(XY)
=
b 
- n
 

Ex 2 
_ 	 n)
 
n
 

a -Y- b(
 

There are several methods of determining "how well" a regressin
Z )
Often, the coefficient of determination (r
line fits the sample data. 

i'i calculated, as follows:
 

(ZX)n(EY) 
)2
 

(N(XY)
2 

E 2 _ E )2
 

(TX2 _ (FX)2 


n 	 n
 

One common means of Interpreting the coefficient of determina
tion is: if the r2 value is 0.65, "65 percent of the variation in Y is
 
associated with X." For example, 65 percent of the variation in annual
 
precipitation amount is "explained" by elevation.
 

Frequently, the dependent variable is related to more than one
 
independent variable, If this relationship can be estimated, using 
rw.tipIe refjcrsoio,2 analysis, it may allcw more precise predictions of 
the dependent variable than is possible by a simple regression. 

The general model for a multiple regression is
 

V = a + b(X1 ) + c(X2) + 

where:
 

a,b,c = estimated regression coefficients.
 

KEY TO BASIC STATISTICAL TESTS
 

Many of the foregoing definitions are basic. The concepts pre
sented are quite general and underlie most o! statistical theory.
 
Little has been offered in terms of specific direction for the user.
 
Obviously, further and more specialized training is one remedy. How
ever, until this is obtained, there are several points that a user
 
should con.ider to improve his general statistical performance:
 

etd(1) First, and probably most importantly, und-v, the method 
you intend to uee. It should be evident that statistics is an
 
extensive and complex subject. In fact, statisticians are
 
often unsure of their own conclusions and commonly discuss
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them with their colleagues for verification. So, be s're that 
you know the method thoroughly; then, you will be much less 
likely to misuse it. 

(2) Keept .,/. Where there is a choice, use the simpler
 
method. There is no need to apply the latent analysis tool if
 
an older, simpler one tells us what we want to know. Further
more, there is less chance of going wrong when the simpler
 
method is used.
 

(3) PZa ,k, . To obtain an adequate performance, planning must
 
be done at the outset. Be sure to allow enough time for all
 
aspects of an investigation. Unfortunately, a common practice
 
is to leave analysis and interpretation to a Lime when Lhere is
 
no possible way to do an adequate job.
 

(4) Adopt -,,,:tic;! attitud, when examining the results of an 
analysis. Try to let the data (rather than your preconceptions)

lead you- thoughts. 

(5) Stailati-l avi:iois cannot be l to a routinecol j,[etpQ ,dwocd 
Inn(n't.,.:. In particular, do not be led astray by "computer 
analysis" packages. While many computer programs are good 
tools, it should be kept inmind that computers do not analyze 
--and they never will. Become familiar with programs which are
 
useful, but do not surrender your analyses to them.
 

(6) Respct gcoir profcssional judgment. Your" training and experi
ence give you an ability to see the elements and relationships
 
inyour science and profession better than a layman,
 

To assist watershed resources managers in selecting the
 
appropriate statistical test to apply in given situations, the fol
lowing key to basic statistical tests is presented. While this key

includes many of the commonly employed statistical methods and pro
cedures available for consideration, the user is advised to consult
 
statistical references before making a final decision as to approach
 
in analyses.
 

Go to Step
 
Step Number Number
 

1. 	Enumeration (or attribute or discrete) data only . . .. 2 
1. 	Continuous (or measurement) data; or both continuous and
 

enumeration data ................................ 
 4
 
2. 	Only two criteria of classification for each
 

attribute ................ CHI-SQUARE 2x2
 
2. 	More thpn two criteria of classification for one or
 

more of the attributes .... ...................
 3 
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Go to Step
 
Number
Step 	Number 


3. 	Two criteria for one attribute, more
 
than two for the other ......... CHI-SQUARE Rx2
 

3. 	Mure than two criteria for each
 
attribute ..... ............ CHI-SQUARE RxC
 

4. One groc* oi7 sampling units ...... ............. 5
 
4. Two or more groups of sampling units .... ......... 8
 

5. 	Two variables measured in each
 
sampling unit ......... .................. 6
 

5. 	 More than two variables measured 
in each saimpling unit . . . MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
6. 	Neither variable dependent
 

on the other ................ CORRELATION
 
6. 	One variable dependent on the 

other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
7. 	Straight line relation 

between variables . . LINEAR REGRESSION 
7. 	 Curved 1ine relation 

Letween v .ri ab Ies. CURVILINEAR REGRESSION 
8. 	One variable measured for each 

sampling unit ......... .................. 9 
8. 	 Two or more variables measured for 

eacn sampling unit ..... ................ ... 12 
9. 	Only two groups of sampling 

units ....... .................... ..10 
9. 	More than two groups of 

sampling units .......ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
10. 	 Individuils from one 

group paired with 
those in the other. t-TEST, PAIRED INDIV
 

10. 	 Individuals not 
paired ..... ................ . I..11 
11. 	 Groups of equal 

size .......t-TEST, EQUAL GROUPS 
1]. Groups of unequal 

size . . . . t-TEST, UNEQUAL GROUPS 
12. 	 Twc variables measured
 

in two or more groups ..........COVARIANCE
 
13. 	 Three or more variables measured 

in two or more groups . MULTIPLE COVARIANCE 
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CHAPTER III 

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The hydrologic balance or water budget is both a fundamental 
concept of hydrology and a useful method for the study of the hydrologic
cycle. The hydrologic cycle represents the proce;ses and pathways in
volved in the circulation of water from land and watr hodieg, to the
atmosphere and hack again (Figurp 1). -he cycle iq complex and dynamic
but can be simplified if we categorize components i nto, input, output or 
storages. input such as rainfall, snowmelc and con(in isation must balance 
with changes in storage and with outputs which incidc t reamflow,
groundwater, and evapotranspiration. The water budget ;s esseutially 
an accounting procedure which quantifies and balances these coponencs. 

The quantit;es of water in the atmosphere , 1o5l ,uidwater,s
surface water and other components are cons tantly chauging because of 
the dynamic nature of the hydrologic cycle. At any one point in time,
however, quantities of water in each component can he approxi mated. If 
we consider the total water resource on the earth, only about 3 percent
is fresh water. About 77 percent of this fresh water is tied up in
the polar ice caps and glaciers, and II percent is stored in deep ground
water aquifers, leaving 11.6 percent for active circulation. Of this 
11.6 percent, only 0.55 percent exists in the atmosphere and biosphere

(from the top of trees to the lowest roots). The atmosphere redistrib
utes evaporated water by precipitation and condensation. Components of
the biosphere partition this water into runoff, soil water storage,
groundwater or back to the atmosphere. 

The hydrologic processes of the biosphere and the effects of 
vegetation and soils on these processes are of particular interest to 
atershed managers. Processes such as precipitation, infiltration, 

percolation, evaporation, transpiration, surface-runoff, subsurface
 
flow and groundwater flow can all be affected by land management activ
ities. Likewise, man can alter the magnitude of various storage
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Figure 1. The hydrologic cycle.
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components including soil water, siowpacks, lakes, reservoirs and rivers. 
With a water budget we can examine existing watershed systems, quantify 
the effects of manag.r:ent impacts on the hydrologic cycle and in some 
cases predict or estimate the hydrologic consequences of proposed or 
future activities.
 

HYDROLOGIC PROC[SSES
 

Precipi tation
 

Precipitation occurs when three conditions in the atmosphere 
are met: (1) the atmosphere becomes saturated, (2) small particles or 
nuclei are present in the atmosphere upon which condensation or sublim
alion c,in 1.jtle place, and (3) water or ice particles m.st unite and 
gro' n,, fall under the influence of gravity.enough to Saturation 

.,I'! .,en si ther the air mass is cooled until the saturated vapor 
prassure is reached or when moisture is added to the air mass. Rarely 
d(oes tU10 dit ecI introduction of moi st cir cause precipitation. More 
commoi Iy precipitation occurs when a-n air mass is lifted, becomes cooled, 
and reaches its saturated vapor pressure. Air masses are lifted as a 
result of (1) Frontal systems, (2) orographic effects, or (3) convection. 
Diffecen t . tor nd precipitation characteristics result from each of 
these lifting pr'oceusses. 

.:,:t.ioi, occurs when two air masses of different 
temiiperature ,rid moi s ture content are brought together by general circu-. 
,i( 0 rHO , ' ,,le, lifted at che frontal surface. A . : ,....,!re
,MIts fro ai cold air mass replacing and lifting a w,arm air mas.;. Con
versely, a *. results when - up over cold. J,,, warm i: rides and a air 
!ass. Cold fronts are characterized by high intensity rainfall or rel. 

t ivol,, .hortl ,urati on anJ usually have less areal extent than warm 
fronts. Widespread, gentle rainfall is more characteristic of warm 
fronts. 

'*.":,,:.. , '(.p,~, i.)t5,, occurs when an air mass is forced up arid 
over :ountain ranges as a result of general circulation. As the air mass 
becomes lifted, a greater volume of the air mass re.aches saturation vapor 
pressure resulting in a general increase in precipitation with increas
ing elevation. Once the air mass passes over mountains, a lowering and 
wrming of the air occurs. This results in a rain shadow effect on the 
leeward side of mountain ranges. 

',,,t'(-l
tioz, characterized 
i,-the result of excessive heating of the earth's surface, When the air 
adjcent. to the surface becomes warmer than the air sass above, lifting 
occurs. As the air rises and condensation takes place, the latent heat 
of vaporization is released, more energy is added to the air mass and 
consequently more lifting occurs. Rapidly uplifted air can reach high 
altitudes .'here water droplets become frozen and hail forms or becomes 

1 as by summer thunderstorms, 
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intermixed with rainfall. Such rain or hail storms are of the most
 
severe precipitation events anywhere. High intensity, short duration
 
rainfall over rather limited areas characterize convective storms.
 
Numerous thunderstorms can occur over a widespread area, however, and
 
can cause flash flooding.
 

Intercelktion--Net Precijitation
 

Once rainfall or snowfall has occurred, the type, extent, and
 
condition of vegetation can strongly influence where and how much pre

cipitation reaches the soil surface. Dense coniferous forests in
 
northern latitudes and the multi-storied canopies of the tropics can 
catch and -tore large quantities of precipitation which ultimately 
evaporate and are lost from the watershed. In the tropics, over 70 per
cent of the annual precipitation may he lost via interception. As we 
proceed to more arid or semi-arid environments, and more sparse vegeta
tion, the interception losses become less important. Although we gen
erally consider forests to have the highest interception losses, at 
times, grasses may intercept 10 to 20 percent of gross precipitation. 

Not all the precipitation which is caught by a forest canopy is
 
lost to the atimosphere. Much may drip off the foliage or run down the
 
stems and thereby reach the soil surface. Conversely, not all the pre
cipitation that penetrates the forest canopy becomes available for
 
either soil water or runoff. The litter which accumulates in the for
est floor can store large quantities of precipitation which ultimately
 
evaporate.
 

In most water budget studies, interception loss is considered to 
be an important storage term which should be subtracted from gross pre
cipitation. The result is not ,lun4 wlor'icm, or that amount of precip
itation that is available to either replenish soil water deficits or 
become surface, subsurface or groundwater flow out of the system. 

Movement of Water Into and Throuch the Soil
 

The rate of new precipitation, once it reaches the forest floor
 
or soil surface, depends upon the soil surface conditions and the phys
ical characteristics of the soil itself. Of primary interest are those
 
factors which affect the rate at which water can enter the soil and the
 
subsequent rate of movement through the soil.
 

Plant material or litter on the soil surface influences the
 

amount and rate of movement of water into the soil surface. Litter can
 
be viewed as two hydrologically distinct layers: (1)an upper horizon
 
composed of leaves, stems and other undecomposed plant material, and (2)
 
a lower horizon of decomposed plant material which behaves much like
 
mineral soil. The upper horizon protects the soil surface from the
 



energy of raindrop impact which could displace smaller soil particles 
into voids and effectively seal the soil surface. Plant debris also 
hinuders any surface runoff which might occur and, in tOt, minimies
 
overland flow. The lower horizon has a sutkstanlial ,o -, capacity,
 
over 200 percent by weight in some instancr. Thun plant litter is im
porunt is bovh a storage Component and aa pr. lci ye cower which 
ia intainn an "open" soil surface condition favorabli for high rates 
of water enLrS into tihe surface.
 

nhe process by which water enters the soil ,urfaceis called 
.v:V'P,-n. Inifiltration results trom the combined forces of capil
larity and gravity. If we applied water to a dry, medium textured soil, 
a very rapid in 1ial infiltration rate would be observed. This high 
initial rate is due to the strong physical attracti onof oil particles 
to water (ca nillarity). As time proceeds and the soil water content in
creases. the rote of infiltration eventually become, a constant. At 
this time, infiltration is only as rapid as the rate which the soil can 
drain under the influence of gravity. The process of saturated flow 
through the soil mantle under gravitational forces is called erco.latio. 

Evapotranspi ration 

Evaporation from soils, plant surfaces and water bodies, and
 
transporation through plant stomata are often considered collectively as
 
evapotranspiracion (ET). Evapotranspiration is of particular interest
 
to watershed managers because it strongly affects the water yield
 
characteristics of an area and is often influenced by forest and range
 
management practices.
 

The evaporation process is simply the net loss of water from a
 
surface by means of a change in state of water from liquid to vapor.
 
The requirements for evaporation or transpiration are:
 

(1) a flow of energy to the evaporating or transpiring surface;
 
(2) a flow of vapor away from these surfaces; and
 
(3) a flow of liquid water to these surfaces.
 

If one or more of these flows are changed, there is a corresponding
 
change in the total ET loss from a surface. Conditions that control the 
net flow of energy by radiation, convection, and conduction to evapor
ating surfaces determine the amount of energy available for the latent 
heat of vaporization. The aibedo or reflectivity of the evaporating 
surface determines the proportion of incident solar radiation that is 
absorbed by the surface. This absorbed solar radiation plus the net 
longwave radiation constitutes the net all-wave radiation which is avail
able Ln ev'i pnar,:te water, heat the air, or heat the soil s'/stem. When 
water is read-ily available, most of this net radiation is utilized in 
the ET process. Some studies have shown that over 80 percent of net 
radiation is utilized in ET for well-watered soils with a dense
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vegetative cover. As water becomes limiting, a greater proportion of the
 

net radiation goes into heating the air and soil surfaces.
 

Runoff
 

Runoff refers to the various processes and pathways by which
 

excess water becomes streamflow. Excess water represents that part of
 

total precipitation which runs off the land surface and that which
 

drains from the soil and is thus not consumed by ET. Some water flows 
rather quickly to produce streamflow yet other pathways have a deten
tion storage time wich may t'ake weeks or months for excess precipita

' tion to show up as streanf 1aw . If we were to identify the major path
ways of flow and coi )Ipare these with a streamfl1ow hydroyra ph (th(e graphical 
relationship of streamflow discharge (1!13/sec) plotted against time) from 
a watershed, the runoff process can be somewhat simplified (Fi(jure 2). 

A perennial stream, .. , one which flows throughout the year, 

is most likely being fed by groundwater, pathway "" (Figure 2). This 
component sustains streamiflow between periods of precipitation or snow
melt. Because of the long and tortuous pathways involved, groundwater 
flow, hence baseflow, does not. respond quickly to moisture input. 

Once rainfall Or snowmelt occurs, several additional pathways of 
flow feed streamflow. The most direct pathway from precipitation to 
streamflow is that part which falls directly into the stream channel, 
called I:u:':.n ,,Ktim (A in Figure 2). This component causes the 
initial rise in the streamflow hydrograph and ceases soon after precip
itation stops. ;ii, (WU ,:,'j or .,' ;a<. ' , occurs from impervious 

areas or areas in which the rainfall rate exceeds the infiltration 
capacity of the soil (B). Some surface runoff is detained by the 
roughness of the soil surface, but nevertheless represents a quick flow 
response to moisture input, second only to channel interceptioiu. During 
d rainstorm, this component of the hydrograph would be relatively large 
for urban areas but typically insignificant for forested areas with deep 
soils.
 

IiZ>.-zx,' : .'LOW or iuicrf ow is that part of precipitation which 

infiltrates, yet arrives at the stream channel over a short enough time
 
period to be considered a part of the storm hydrograph, illustrated as
 
pathway "C' (Figure 2). This is considered to be the major contributing
 
pathway of storm hydrographs from forested watersheds.
 

The sum of channel interception, surface and subsurface flow is
 
called ,_eu2,eot i-unofit. or .-torta'lfow. Direct runoff is the part of the 
hydrograph of interest when we look at the flood-producing characteris
tics of most watersheds.
 

Although we can conceptually visualize the four major pathways
 

of flow, subsurface flow is particularly difficult to measure or
 
separate from the others. Also, the actual pathway from rainfall to
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Figure 2. The relationship between pathways of flow from a water
shed and the resultant streamflow hydrograph. 
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streamflow may in reality involve surface and subsurface flow. Water may
 

infiltrate in one area and exfiltrate downslope and run over the land
 

surface for some distance. Conversely, some surface runoff may collect
 
infiltrated at
in depressions in the land surface to be evaporated or 


some later time. By viewing the total streamflow hydrograph, 	therefore,
 
some quanwe are seeing the total integrated response of a watershed to 


tity of moisture input.
 

WATER BUDGET CONCEPT
 

The water budget is simply an application of the conservation of
 

That is, for a given watershed
 mass principle to the hydrologic cycle. 


and a certain time interval:
 

I - 0 = AS 

where:
 

I = inflow of water to the system
 
0 = outflow of water from the system
 

AS = change in storage of the volume of water in the system.
 

Substituting with the hydrologic components of a watershed or
 

river basin, the above relationship for a given time interval becomes:
 

=
P - (Q + ET) + L AS 

where:
 

P = total precipitation
 
Q = total runoff or streamflow, including measured
 

groundwater flow
 
ET = total evaporation and transpiration losses
 

or
L = leakage out of the system by deep seepage (-) 


leakage into the system (+) from an adjacent
 
watershed
 

AS = change in sterage in the system
 

Water budgets c.an be determined for small plots, headwater drain

ages, large river basins or even continents. If a water budget was to
 

land and water areas, the total
be determined over one year for all 

change in storage would usually be very small.
 

the ratio ET/P we can make relative comparisons
By looking at 

of the abundance of water. A high ratio indicates a more arid climate
 

Water budgets
(Australia), a lower ratio a more wet climate (Europe). 


for such large areas do not tell us anything about the distribution of
 
The unequal disprecipitation and streamflow within the continents. 


tribution of water supplies over continental areas and with respect to
 

season results in many of our water resource problems. Thus, water
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budget studies are typically performed on river basins or individual
 
watersheds, and often for time periods shorter than one year.
 

THE WATER BUDGET AS A HYDROLOGIC METHOD
 

The application of a water budget as a hydrologic tool is rela
tively simple; if all but one component of a system can either be
 
measured or estimated, then we can solve directly for the unknown part.
 

The annual water budget for a watershed or drainage basin is 
often used because of the simplifying assumption that changes in storage 
over a year period are very small in many instances. Computations for 
the water budget could be made, beginning0 and ending with wet months (A 
- ') or dry months (B - B') as illustrated in Figure 3. In either case, 
the .ifference in soil water content (storage) between the beginning 
and ending of the period is small. By measuring the total precipitation 
and streamfiow for the year, the annual evapotranspiration (ET) can be 
estimated from the following: 

ET= P - Q 

rovidd that a reasonable estimate of precipitation on the watershed is 
obtained, the next major assumption is that the total outflow of liquid 
water from tihe watershed has been measured. This implies that there is 
no loss of water by deep seepage to underground strata and that all 
groundwater flow from the watershed is measured at the gaging site. if 
certain kinds of geologic strata such as limestone underlie a watershed, 
the surface watershed boundaries wiay not coincide with the boundaries 
governing the flow of groundwater. In such cases there are two unknowns 
in the water budget, ET and groundwater seepage (L), which result in: 

ET + I.=P -Q
 

if losses to groundwater are suspected, they can sometimes be estimated
 
by specialists in hydrogeology who have knowledge of geologic strata
 
and respective hydraulic conductivities.
 

The change in storage can sometimes be difficult to quantify
 
when we cannot assume that change in storage is small over the time in
terval. Estimates of change in storage become more difficult as compu
tational interval diminishes and as the size of the area under
 
investiqation increases. The change of storage for a small vegetated
 
plot way involve only periodic measurements of soil water content. Such
 
measurements can be made gravimetrically (weighing a known volume of
 
soil, drying the soil in an oven and reweighing), with neutron attenua
tion proh-- or other methods. As the size of the area increases, the
 
storage cnanqes of surface reservoirs, lakes and groundwater must also
 
be considered. Stage-elevation-outflow data are needed to evaluate
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changes in lake or reservoir storage, and are not particularly difficult
 
to analyze when compared with storage changes in surface soils and
 
geologic strata.
 

The soil-water-storage component is usually distinguished from 
geologic strata in water budget computations, as that part which can be 
depleted by evapotranspiration. Diurnal as well as seasonal changes in 
storage of the soil mantle can be significant. The underlying geologic 
s ,rata, on the other hand, represents a zone in which changes in storage 
are slow. Recharge and drainage account for changes in storage within 
strata below the soil mantle. These strata along with unconsolidated 
sand and gravel deposits are the sources of sustained streamflow yield 
(baseflow) from many watersheds. 

Energy Budget
 

Solar energy is the driving force of the hydrologic cycle. As 
with the water budget, the components of the energy cycle can be iden
tified and partitioned. Some of these components can then be related 
to parts of the water budget. The linkage between the water and energy 
budgets is direct; net energy available at the earth's surface is 
apportioned largely as a result of quantities of water in the various 
storage components. The primary purposes for studyi;wg the energy
 
budget, like the water budget, are to develop a beLter understanding of 
the hydrologic cycle and to be able to quantify or estimate certain 
parts of the (ycle. The energy budget has been widely used to estimate 
evaporation from bodies of water, the potential evapotranspiration for 
terrestrial systems, and has also been used to estimate snowmelt. 

The earth's surface neither gains nor loses significant quan
tities of energy over long periods of time, but there may be a net gain
 
or a net loss for any given time interval due to different types of
 
solar radiation. The net radiation is the residual of incoming and out
going short-wave and long-wave radiation. The albedo or reflectivity
 
of the terrestrial system determines the proportion of total incoming
 
short-wave radiation which is reflected from natural surfaces back into
 
the atmosphere. The apportionment of solar radiation is also affected 
by weather conditions. On the average, about 85 percent of the total 
downward stream of solar radiation is direct solar, but during cloudy 
days the diffuse or scattered short-wave radiation is the only short
wave input. Likewise, the long-wave radiation components are affected 
by atmspheric conditions. A cloudy or hazy atmosphere essentially 
traps long-wave radiation which would otherwise be lost from the earth, 
resulting in a larger incoming component than an outgoing component. 
The emitting constituents of long-wave radiation in the atmosphere are 
primarily CO2, (:) and the liquid and vapor forms of water. Terrestrial 
objects absorb and radiate long-wave radiation very efficiently, ap
proaching 100 percent. Therefore, reflectivitv of long-wave radiation
 
by terrestrial objects is considered negligible.
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The energy budget (or energy balance) can be described by:
 

Rn (S + s)(] - + I - It 

where:
 

R = net radiation in langleys/time 
n 
S = direct solar radiation in langleys/times = indirect, scattered solar radiation in langleys/time 

= albedo, or reflectivity of surface to solar radiation 

I+ incoming longwave radiation in langleys/tiine 
It outgoing longwave radiation in langleys/time
 

Net radiation may either be positive or negative for any arbi

trary time interval. When positive, Rn represents excess radiation
 

energy for some time interval, which can be allocated in the following
 

manner:
 

Rn = (L)(E) + H + G + Ps 

where:
 

L = lantent heat of vaporation in calories/gram
 
E evaporation in grams or centimeters

3
 

H = sensible heat in langleys
 
G heat of conduction to ground in langleys
 

Ps = energy of photosynthesis in langleys
 

The net radiation (Rn) available at a surface is important
 

from a hydrologic standpoint because it is usually the primary source
 

of energy for evaporation, transpiration and snowmelt. Typically when
 

snow is present the majority of net radiation is apportioned to snow

melt (80 cal g-i). In snow-free systems, the allocation of net radi

ation is highly dependent upon the presence or absence of water. If
 

water is abundant and is readily available for evaporation and trans
large amounts of energy are consumed in the evaporation
piration, then 


terrestrial temperature). Little
process (about 585 cal g-I at common 

energy is left to heat the air or ground. On the other hand, if water
 

is limiting, a greater amount of energy isavailable to heat the air,
 

the ground surface and other terrestrial objects. Losses (or gains) of
 

energy to the interior earth do not change rapidly with time and are
 

usually negligible. Similarly, energy consumed in photosynthesis,
 
although of unmeasurable importance to life on earth, is a very small
 

quantity in hydrologic terms and is usually not considered.
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WATER BUDGET EXAMPLE
 

Each watershed is a unique system which responds to 
precipitation and energy inputs according to its bioioglical and phys
ical characteristics. The following example should provide the reader 
with some inright into the usefulness of the water budg-et method. 

Streamiflow yield and other colilponents of th hydr)ologic cycle
 
can be obtained for tropical ecosystems by using a vwater hnd ,t to
 
couple climatological records with knowledge of the watershed system.
Average soil texture and depth, and the rooting depth Cr extent. to 
which the existing forest community can deplete soil water should be 
known. Generalized relationships of soil texture and "pl1ant available 
water" (Figure 4) can then be used with es ti;nates of so I depth to ob
tain values of the total soil water holding capacity mi'd the total 
water available for evapotranspiration. For, most LropicaI forest eco
systens, roots are assumed to fully occupy the soil 'ystIm and evapo
transpiration is considered to occur at or near the potential rate. 
Estimates of potential ET and rainfall are then coupled with the above 
soil-plant characteristics to provide an accounting of water surplus
 
or deficit for given time increments.
 

An cxample of mean monthly water, budgets based on climatolog
ical data from two different areas in Thailand is presented in Table 1.
 
The mean mornthly rainfall (item 1) is the input item of the accounting
 
method. Potential FT for each month is listed as if-em 4. Actual ET
 
(item 5) is either the total available moisture (itenm 3) or the poten
tial FT (item 4), whichever is smallest. The available soil water is
 
determined as the difference between field capacity end permanent wilt
ing point. The quantity of soil water available to plants when soils 
are fully recharged for Chanthaburi and Chiang Pai are 279 iui and 
124 mm, respectively. The first month's calculation, without actual 
soil-water content data, would appear to be somewhamc of a guess,. Er
rors associated with unknown antecedent soil water status can be min
imized, however, if the accounting begins with a month in which the 
soil is typically recharge6 with water. The month which ends the rainy 
season, in these examples October, is a good startinq month. The total 
available moisture (item 3) is determined from the sum of the rainfall 
and the initial soil moisture content (item 2). The remaining avail
able moisture (item 6) is determined as the difference between total 
available moisture and actual ET. Any amount in item 6 which is in 
excess of the soil-water capacity is calculated as runoff in item 8. 

Historical data rather than mean monthly values can be analyzed
 
in a similar manner as Table 1, if we were interested in evaluating the
 
water yield associated with some observed sequence of rainfall, perhaps
 
a drought period. Water budget analyses of drought sequences are use
ful for determining storage requirements for water supply or hydroelec
tric reservoirs. Likewise, sequential monthly values for several years
 
could be analyzed "before and after" some management activity which
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Table 1. Averane ronthly water budgets for two stations in Thailand. 

Station: Chanthaburi, Thailand OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP YR 

1. Average rainfall 
2. Initial soil moisture 
3. Total available moisture 
4. Potential ET 
5. Actual ET 
6. Remaining available moisture 
7. Final soil moisture 
8. Runoff 

231 
279 
510 
123 
123 
387 
279 
108 

7d 
279 
353 
115 
115 
238 
233 
0 

15 
233 
253 
117 
117 
136 
136 
0 

48 
136 
184 
109 
109 
75 
75 
0 

46 
75 

121 
103 
103 
18 
18 
0 

76 
18 
94 

110 
94 
0 
0 
0 

117 
0 

117 
108 
108 
9 
9 
0 

325 
9 

334 
119 
119 
215 
215 
0 

498 
215 
713 
123 
123 
590 
279 
311 

444 
279 
7?3 
128 
128 
535 
279 
316 

439 
279 
718 
129 
12) 
5859 
279 
310 

478 
279 
757 
124 
124 
633 
279 
354 

2791 
-

-

1408 
1392 

-

-

1399 

Station: Chaing Mai, Thailand 

1. Average rainfall 
2. Initial soil moisture 
3. Total available moisture 
4. Potential ET 
5. Actual ET 
6. Remaining available moisture 
7. Final soil moisture 
8. Runoff 

130 
124 
254 
Hid 
114 
140 
124 
16 

46 
124 
170 
107 
107 
63 
63 
0 

10 
63 
73 

102 
73 
0 
0 
0 

5 
0 
5 

99 
5 
0 
0 
0 

10 
0 

10 
85 
10 
0 
0 
0 

13 
0 
13 
87 
13 
0 
0 
0 

51 
0 

51 
87 
51 
0 
0 
0 

127 
0 

127 
103 
103 
24 
24 
0 

132 
24 
156 
110 
110 
46 
46 
0 

198 
46 

244 
117 
117 
127 
124 
3 

232 
124 
356 
120 
120 
236 
124 
112 

290 
124 
414 
112 
112 
302 
124 
178 

1244 
-

-

1243 
935 
-
-

309 
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For example, the effect of clearcutting on
ET.
affects the actual 

water yield can be estimated by changing the effective 

rooting zone in
 

system after clearcutting and recomputing the water budget.

the soil 


then be obtained as the results
Approximate effects on water yield may 

water storage capacity.'
of a modified "effective soil 


as the *,'n2p iza_ and
A water budget analysis is only as good 


Such assumptions include: (1)

the uW , !). which have been made.>w 


there are no deep seepage losses or "leakage" from or to the system,
 
available soil water
 (2) transpiration responses are linearly related to 


content (unless better knowledge of physiological responses is avail

able), and (2)rainfall intensitites do not affect the volume of runoff,
 

runoff only occurs when field capacity is exceeded, 
the assump

* manner
'.. 
evaluate. Likewise, the


tion on leakage is always difficult to 


in which the community of forest species respond to diminishing soil
 

water contert is unknown. The third assumption for tropical forest
 

ecosystems is likely valid because of the extremely high infiltration
 

capacities of soils.
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CHAPTER IV 

INVENTORY TECHNIQUES
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Fundamental to watershed resources management is an accurate
 
evaluation of the components of the ecosystem. Techniques to measure
 
or inventory precipitation, streamflow, water quality, timber, range
 
and wildlife are presented. 

PRECIPITATION M[ASURLMENTS
 

The measurement of precipitation is an integral part of most 
hydrologic projects. Information on precipitation--amount, intensity, 
type, frequency, duration--is essential to much of the research and to 
the development of operational programs in the management. of watershed 
lands. 

Types of Gauqes (Point Measurements)
 

Three types of precipitation gauges are now in general use:
 
the standard gauge--size varies with standards established in individ
ual countries--(usually read after each storm event or at relatively
 
short predetermined time intervals); the storage gauge (manufactured in
 
several sizes and read only periodically); and the recording gauge
 
which records rate of precipitation as well as depth.
 

Selection of Raingaugc Sites
 

Three general types of natural factors which affect the vari
ation in amounts of precipitation over an area are: weather itself, in
 
terms of area distribution of condensation processes and types of cir
culation of and within storms; topography of a scale large enough to
 
affect te weather; smaller scale terrain effects which influence the
 
performance of the gauge. The selection of a gauge site, which is rep
resentative of the surrounding area, will be influenced primarily by
 
the latter factor.
 



Local anomalies in the rainfall pattern may be produced by 

small-scale topographic influences or by obstructions which distort the
 

wind pattern in the imnuediate vicinity of the gauge. This distortion 

may make the particular gauge site nonrepresentative of the general 
region, introducing an error in the determination for the area. In re

gions of flat topography., this factor is usually of minor importance. 
In mountainous torrain, it ay account for much of the variation in 

preci pitation measurements. Variation in precipitation way be attributed 
in some cases to variations in the local exposure of gauge sites rather 

than in actual differences in the distribution of precipi tation. 

An ideal exposure woold eliminate all turbulence and eddy cur

rents rear the gauge. .ndividual obstructions, whether a building or a 
tree, may set up serious eddy currents and, as a general rule, should 
not be closer to the gauge than twice (preferably four times) the height 
of the object above the gauge. When objects are numerous and uniform, 
such as in a forest opening, their height above the gauge should not ex
ceed about twice their distance from the gauge. 

At exposed sites, compensate for the lack of natural protection 
by shielding or by using pit gauges. The Nipher shield is reconnended 
if the precipitation is primarily rain, the Alter shield if a substantial 
portion of the precipitation is snow.
 

Number of Gaue.s- Required 

The number of rain gauges required to measure precipitation will
 

increase with the size of the watershed. The use of random sampling as
 

a means of excluding bias in the selection of gauge sites and for es

timating the number of gauges needed is suggested. However, in areas
 

of dense brush or forest, this type of rainfall sampling may not be 
practical owing to the difficulty of obtaining adequate sampling sites. 

Rainfall variability on a watershed for monthly, seasonal, or 
a
annual periods can be estimated at much lower operating cost by using 


regular network which is read after each storm event. By reading
 

storage gauges monthly or seasonally, the effects of storm types on
 

variability may be lost, but systematic differences in precipitation
 

between parts of the watersheds for these longer periods can be es
timated.
 

Methods of Calculating Mean Watershed Precipitation
 

The mean depth of precipitation over a watershed is required in
 

most hydrologic investigations. Several procedures are used in deriving
 
this value. The three most comimon are the arithmetic, the Thiessen,
 
and the isohyetal methods.
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Arithmetic Method
 

A straight arithmetic average is the simplest of all methods for 
estimating the mean raiifall on a watershed (Figure 1). This method 
yields good estimates in level terrain if the gauges are numerous and 
uniformly distributed. Even in mountainous coun try with a dense rain 
gauge network. arithmetic averages will yield fairy dccurate rs.ults 
if the oro ra hi( rnfluencps on preripitatiin ,rp co0 iderd in the 
snlection of qauqe sites. However, ifgauges are r,l.tively few and 
irregularly spa:ed and precipitation over the area varies considerably, 
the arithmetic mean is likely to differ greatly from the results de
rived by other methods.
 

Thiessen Method
 

This method involves determination of an area of influence for 
each station. Polygons are formed from the perpendicular bisectors of 
lines joining nearby stations (Figure 1). The area of each polygon is 
determined and is used to weigh Lhe rainfall amount of the station in 
the center of the polygon. The entire area within any polygon is 
nearer to the rainfall stations contained therein than to any other, 
and it is, therefore, assumed that the rainfall recorded at that sta
tion should apply to that area. The results are usually more accurate 
than the arithmetic average unless a large number of gauges are used. 
fhe Thiessen method allows for nonuniform distribution Of gauges by 
providing the weighting factor for each gauge. The method assunes 
linear variation of precipitation between stations and makes no attempt 
to allow for orooiraphic influences.
 

Isohyetal Method
 

In the isohyetal method, station location and amounts are
 
plotted on a suitable map, and contours of equal precipitation (iso
hyets) are drawn (Figure 1). The average depth is then determined by
 
computing and dividing by the total area. Many investigators indicate
 
this as theoretically the most accurate method of determining mean
 
watershed precipitation. But it is also by far the most laborious.
 

The accuracy of the isohyetal method depends upon the skill of
 
the analyst. An improper analysis may lead to serious error. If
 
linear interpolation between stations is used, the results will be es
sentially the same as those obtained with the Thiessen method.
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SOURCE DATA:
OB 


A 

•D 

9B 

-

C 

"/-e 

.,D 

eD 

8 7 
94/
I B / 6 

// / 
/5 

/--T--

/1 / / ///10.5
iI 9 D I 

/ I 

1 , 
A5.5 

Daily rainfall measured at each
 
gage in centimeters
 

A 	 B C D
 
8 10 6
 

Arithmetic Mean 4 + 8 + 10 + 6
 

4 

*D7 	centimeters
 

THIESSEN POLYGON:
 

Depth Area in Volume
 
Station (cm) Polygon* (cm)
 

A 4 x .28 = 1.12
 

8 8 x .09 = 0.72
 
C 10 x .49 4.90
 

6 x .14 0.84
 

sum = 7.6 cm 

*As 	a fraction of total area
 

ISOHYETAL:
 

Mean Depth Area Between Volume
 

(cm) Isohyets* (cm)
 

4.5 	 x u,.12 = 0.54 
x 0.25 = 1.38 

6.5 	 x 0.14 = 0.91 
7.5 	 x 0.13 = 0.98
 
8.5 	 x 0.18 = 1.53 
9.5 	 x 0.14 1.33 x 0.04 = 0.42 

sum = 7.1 cm 

Figure 1. Methods for estimating average rainfall for a watershed.
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STREAMFLOW MEASUREMENTS
 

Measuring Streamflow 

Streamflow data is perhaps the most important nforration 
needed by both the engineer and the water resource manager. Peal flow 
data are needed in planning for flood control or enginieering structures 

bridges, culverts, cfc.). Minimum flow data ace required for 
estimating the dependability of water supplies. Tota! runoff and its 
variation must be known for design purposes ( . z., investigative works, 
storage reservoir, ck_.). 

A stream hydrograph (see Figure 2, page 29) is a record of the 
discharge of a watershed as it changes with time. It provides a record 
that shows the effects of the hydrologic processes which occur in a 
watershed and, therefore, the hydrologic condition of the watershed. 

Analyses of single storm hydrographs (the reactien of a strealn 
to a rainstorm event or period of snowmelt) can -indicate the condition 
of a watershed and provide information on the effects of land use and 
management practices. Storm hydrographs can be separated into compo
nents of quick return flow (primarily surface runoff) and subsurface 
runoff (base flow and interflow). 

The stage of water in a stream is readily measured at some 
point on a stream reach with a staff gauge or a clock-driven water 
level recorder. The problem is to convert a record of the stage of a 
stream to discharge or quantity of flow per unit of time. This is done 
either by stream gauging or with precalibrated structures such as
 
flumes or weirs constructed in the stream. 

Measuring Dischare
 

One of the simplest ways of measuring discharge is to observe
 
how far some floating object tossed into the stream travels in a given
 
length of time. A measurement of the cross sectional area of the
 
stream should be made simultaneously; the two should then be multiplied
 
together:
 

Q = VA
 

where:
 

Q = discharge in cubic meters per second 
V = velocity in meters per second
 
A = cross section, in square meters 

However, a simple measurement such as this would not be very accurate,
 
particularly for a large stream because velocity varies from point to
 
point with depth and width over the cross section of a stream.
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velocity of
The velocity at the surface is greater, than the mean 

the stream; thus, a reduction factor is needed if the velocity ismea-

sured at the surface. Generally, it is assumied to he about -,percent. 

If the cross section )f a stream is divided into fiinite vertical 
can be estimated by measuringj individuallysections, the velocity profile 

the mean velocity of each section. The area of each section can be de

termined and the average discharge of the entire stream is then computed 

the sum of the product of area and velocity ot each section as follows:
 as 


n
 
T, AiVi 

where: n = the number of sections
 

The greater the number of sections, th~e closer the approximation. How
usually enough under ideal
 ever, for practical purposes, 10 sections are 


The actual number then depends
conditions, but 20 are commonly used. 

The folupon the stream's channel and the rate of change in the stage. 


lowing rules should be observed: depth and velocity should not vary
 

greatly between verticals, and tle measurements should be completed be

fore the stage changes too much (a 15 centimeter change is too much for
 

most cases). 

There are two ways to estimate areas. They are: the midsec

tion method where each vertical is considered the midpoint of a rectan

gular subsection extending halfway to the midsection of the other
 
each section is consijered
and the mean section method w.lhere
vertical, 


a trapezoid. The midsection method is most commonly used (Fig,.re 2).
 

Velocity and depth of verticals can be taken by wading into the
 

stream, from cable car, boat or bridge. Velocity is usually measured
 

There are several ways of performing a velocity
with a current meter. 

For depths greater than 0.5 meter, two measurements are
measurement. 


made for each section at 20 and 80 percent of the total depth. For
 

depths less than 0.5 meter the current meter is set at 0.6 of the
 

For shallow streams less than 15 centimeters, a pygmy meter is
depth. 

used which is simply a smaller version of a current meter.
 

The most critical aspect of stream gauging is the selection of
 

that is, the point on the stream for which a rating curve is
 a control, 

to be developed.
 

In a longitudinal profile of a stream bed and the water surface
 

for a given reach, ABCDEF represents the profile of the water surface
 

during a low stage of the stream (Figure 3). At this stage the section
 

at C serves as a control for the reach extending up to B and the section
 

at C is the control for the reach leading up to D. The reaches AB, CD,
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Figure 2. 	Measurements needed to record channel, cross
 
section and velocity.
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EE

A' 


.....
AC D 

Figure 3. Longitudinal profile of a stream.
 

and EF act as their own controls throughout their respective lengths 
at
 

When the water surface rises approximately to the stage

this low stage. 


the section at E becomes the control
 
represented by the profile A'E'F' 


for the entire length of channel from A to E.
 

Except in places where a rock outcrop creates either 
a waterfall
 

river profile is a prac
or a rapids with considerable drop, longitudinal 


location of the various controls in
 tical necessity in determining the 

is the one that is
 

any given length of stream channel. The best control 

as a control throughout

the most nearly permanent and that functions 

all stages of the river. 

There must be of course a nearby gauging station equipped 
with a
 

water stage recorder that has hydraulic connections with 
the water in
 

the stream.
 

Precalibrated Structures for Streamflow Measurement
 

Weirs and Flumes
 

On small watersheds, (less than 800 hectares in size), partic

ularly experimental watersheds, precalibrated structures 
are often used
 

The most common types of prebecause of their convenience and accuracy. 

Weirs are often preferred
calibrated structures are weirs and flumes. 
 flows.
 

for gauging small watersheds particularly those with perennial 

flumes are often more con-
Where heavy sediment-laden flows are coimmon, 


(without an impoundment) with
A flume is a stabilized channel
venient. 

Flumes also must be used where the gradient
access to a stilling well. 


of the stream is particularly low.
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Weirs or flumes can be constructed of concrete, (.because of its
strength and permanence, probably is used the most), 
treated wood, concrete blocks, metal and many other materials. The notch of a weir isoften a steel blade set into concrete, and flumes are often lined with 
steel for permanence. 

Weirs. 
 As used here, a weir includes ail components of a streamgauging station that incorporates a notch control (Figures 4 and 5).impoundment of water (the weir basin) is formed upstream from the wall 
An 

or dam containing the notch. A stilling weil with water-level recorder
is connected to the weir basin. A gaugehouse or some other type of shel
ter is provided to protect the recorder.
 

I L L 

V NOTCH RECTANGULAR 

L 

TRAPEZOIDAL 

Figure 4. Types of notches.
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H Nappe areated 
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crest contraction 
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-NappeC H ~ j 
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Firiure 5. Schematic dianrams of neneral hydraulic relationships for
 
weirs. A = flow characteristics over a sharn-crested weir.
 

=
H the denth of water nroducinn the discharne. B = minimum 
renuirements for t)roner discharne when H equals oreatest ex
nected denth for a shar-crested V-notch weir with end and 
crest cnntractions. C = flow characteristics over a hroad
crested weir of rectannular cross section.
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The cutoff wall 
or dam is used to divert through the notch all
water (above or below the streambed) moving down the channel. 
 Where possible, the cutoff wall 
is tied into bedrock or other impermeable
material so 
that no water can 
flow under or around it. But where leakage is apt 
to occur, the weir basin is sometimes constructed as a water
tight box.
 

The edge or surface over which the water flows 
iscalled the
crest. Weirs can 
be either sharp crested or broad crested. A sharpcrested weir has 
a blade with a sharp upstream edge so that the passing
water touches only a thin edge and springs clear of the rest of the
 
crest.
 

A broad-crested weir has a flat or broad surface over which the
discharge flows. Broad-crested weirs are generally used where sensitivity to low flows is not critical and where sharp crests would be dulled
 
or damaged by sediment or debris.
 

The rectangular weir has vertical sides and horizontal 
crest.
Its major advantage is its capacity to handle high flows. 
 However, the
rectangular weir does not provide for precise measurement of the low
flows of small experimental watersheds--a small increase in head will

give only a slightly increased discharge.
 

The trapezoidal weir is similar to 
the rectangular weir. Its
sides, of course, are sloped from the vertical. It has a smaller capacity
than a rectangular weir of the same crest length; 
the discharge is approximately the sum of discharges from the rectangular and Lriangular sections.
 

Sharp-crested V-notch or triangular weirs 
are often used where
accurate measurements of low flows 
are important. The V-Aotch weir may
have a rectangular section above to accommodate infrequunt high flows.
 

Flumes. A flume is an articifial open channel 
built to contain
flow within a designed cross section and length. The types of flumes
that have been used on 
small watersheds are described here.
 

HS, H and HL flumes developed and rated by the Soil Conservation
Service have converging vertical sidewalls cut back on a slope at the
outlet to 
give them a trapezoidal projection. These have been used
largely to measure intermittent runoff.
 

The Venturi flume has a gradually contracting section leading
a constricted throat and an to
expanding section immediately downstream.
The floor of the Venturi flame is the same grade as 
the stream channel,
whereas that of the Parshall flume (described below) is depressed in the
throat section. 
 Stilling wells for measuring the head are at 
the entrance
and at the throat; the difference in head at the two wells is related to
discharge. Venturi flumes are 
rectangular, trapezoidal, triangular, or
any other regular shape. 
 They are widely used in measurement of irriga
tion water.
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The Parshall flume, a modification of the Vonturi flume,
 

measures water in open conduits and is widely used, tspecially for
 

measuring irrigation water. It consists essentially ef a contracting
 

inlet, a parallel-sided throat, and an expanding outlet, all of which
 

have vertical sidewalls. It can measure flows under submerged condi

tions. Two water-level recorders are used when measuring submerged
 

flow, one in the sidewall of the contracting iilet and the other slight

ly upntream from the lowest point of the flow in the throat. When mea

suring free flow, only the upper measuring point is used.
 

The San Dimas flume measures debris-laden flows in mountain 

streams. It is rectangular and has a sloping floor (3 percent gradient) 

that functions as a broad-crested weir except that the contraction is 

from the sides rather thcm the bottom; therefore, there is no barrier 
to 
cause sediment deposition. Depth measurements arc made in the
 

Rapid flow keeps the
parallel-walled section at about the midpoint. 


flume scoured clean.
 

Su!_la ry. The type of flume or weir to be used depends upon
 

several factors: maximum and minimum flows; accuracy needed in deter

mining total discharge, high flows, and low flows; amount of sediment
 

or debris that is expected, and whether it is suspended or bedload;
 

channel gradient; channel cross section; underlying material; acces

sibility of site; financial limitations; and length of study. 

Maximum and minimum flows iki encountered must be
el y to b 


estimated be ore coi:truction. Such estimates can he made from obser

vation of high and low flows and high watermarks and from information
 

given by local residents, or they might be based on the area of the 
in the region. Maxwatershed and records from other gauging stations 


imum expected flood peaks can also be estimated from rainfall, soil,
 

and cover data, using a method developed by the U.S. Soil Conservation
 

The maximum and minimum flow to be measured at any degree of
Service. 

precision depend upon the objectives of the study and the extremes that
 

might occur.
 

WATER QUALITY MEASUREMENTS
 

To evaluate the kinds and amounts of substances present in
 

water, representative water quality measurements are obtained. Usually,
 

a sampling program is necessary, as continuous monitoring of water
 

quality is difficult. A good water quality sampling program requires
 

knowledge of the system being sampled and an understanding of the time
 
A major
and space distribution patterns of the variables being sampled. 


source of error in obtaining water quality information is a nonrepre

sentative sampling effort.
 

Quite often, a ,-,b sampl, obtained in a clean glass or plastic
 

container is satisfactory for preliminary analysis. A single grab sam

ple is representative of the stream discharge only at the time of
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sampling. Samples collected weekly or monthly can provide an indication 
of water quality over time for many streams. 

Once obtuined, qrAb samples nay have to be treated to protect 
ag1aoinst degradation of the contents. For example, it water samples are 
to be used later or org ,nic analysis, the sample may have to he frozen 
or otherwise proe;rved. If a water samp r is to he retained for later 
analysis , the samiple container should be ma rked so that its identity is
 
not lost..
 

Chemical Quality 

The chemical constitutents of water are derived from many 
sources, including gases from the atmosphere, weathering products of 
rocks and soils, and decomposition of plants and other organic mate
rials. Many land management activities on a watershed can affect the 
kinds and amounts of chemical constituenIWs present. 

Methods of determining chemical quality of water include 
aaalysis of a standard volume of water obtained in a grab sample and 
direct measunrements of a particular constituent in the aquatic environ
ment. 

"> .,.,r0 , or ,/..,ru'tr,/, methods involve the addition of a 
measured amount of a reagent to a standard volume of water, and then 
relating the intensity of color to the concentracion of the substance 
present. Required instrumentation consists of a light source, a photo
cell, arid a meter (IFigure 6). The amount of light absorbed is propor
tional to the amount of substance in the water. 

RIt ,ztm, . or ,..omm .&_ methods require the addition of re
agents of known concentratLion to a standard volume of water. These 
methods are designed to give an abrupt color change after a certain 
amount of reagent -is added (Figure 7). The concentration of the chem
ical constituent in the water is proportional to the amount of reagent 
added. 

Instrumentation is available to permit direct measurement of
 
some chemical substances in the aquatic environment. Standardized 
oxygen and pH probes have been developed to measure dissolved oxygen

and pl im :,itz. Similarly, electrode probes can be used to determine 
the concentration of many chemical ions. 

Sediment Measurements 

-'-,"- refers to the rock and mineral particles transported 
by water; while, mcnbationc is the process of deposition of trans
ported particles from water. Sediment is often divided into two com

'ponents: ;Icnt: ocir ,'ma and bea7Oa, . Usually, measurements of 
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LIGHT COLOR SAMPLE + PHOTO- METER 

SOURCE FILTER REAGENT CELL 

Figure 6. 	 Photometric method for determining the chemical quality 
of water. 

~VOLUME 	 OF 

REAGENTVLUEAE 

REAGENT 

BEGINNING OF IMMEDIATELY AFTER 

TITRATION COLOR CHANGE 

Figure 7. Titrametric method for determining the chemical quality
 
of water. 
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suspended sediment and bedload are made separately because of differences
 
in sizes of particles and in distribution of the particles in a stream. 

Suspended Sediment
 

Suspended sediment usually consists of small particles (clays, 
s-ilts, and fine sands) kept aloft fromthe stream channel by the turbu
lence of flowing water. As suspended sediment concentyations vary with 
depth and distance across a stream, a major difficulty in *Jetermininq 
suspended sediment amounts for a stream is obtaining a representative 
sample.
 

Various techniques are available to estimate susp~ended sediment.
 
The collection of grab samples is a common procedure, especially for 
small streams. However, this method may not be reliable because of the
 
problems mentioned above.
 

Single-stage samplers, consisting of a container with an inflow 
and an outflow tube at the top, are commonly used on small, fast-rising 
streams. A si i,ql--stage sampler begins its intake when the water level 
exceeds the height of the lower inflow tube, and continues until the 
container is full. Therefore, only th(, rising stage of the hydrograph 
is sampled, which may limit the use of the data. 

Depth-integrating sam iplers min imize the sampling bias involved 
with fixed, siuile-stage samplers. A depth-integrating sampler has a 
contai nor that allows water to enter as the sampler is lowered and 
raised at a constant rate. Consr.quetly, a relatively uniform sample 
for a given vertical section of a stream is obtained. Depending upon 
the size of the ,tream, a number of these samplcs can be taken at 
selected intervals across the channel. 

After a suspended sediment sample is obtained, the liquid por
tion is removed by evaporating, filtering, or by using a centrifuge, 
and the amount of sediment is weighed. Often, the dry weight of sus
pended sediment is expressed as a concentration in milligrams per
 
liter (or in ppm).
 

Bedload
 

Bedload is the larger, heavier sediments (sands, gravels, and
 
cobbles) that slide, roll, or bounce along the bottom or bed of a
 
stream channel.
 

No single device for measuring bedload is reliable, economical,
 
and easy to use. While a number of bedload samplers exist, none are
 
widely used. Estimates of bedload can be obtained by measuring the
 
amount of material deposited in basins or traps behind sediment dams.
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Bacteriological Quality 

To index the presence of specific pollutants and to detect
 
For


changes in water quality, indicator organisms are commonly sampled. 


example, analysis of fecal coliform, a bacteria that characteristically
 
be used as an indi

inhabits the intestines of warm-blooded animals, can 

or other animals.cator of pollution by humans 

to the amount of biodegradable materialsA parameter relating 
BOD measure

present in water is the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). 


ments require a laboratory examination over a 5-day period, 
and often
 

to the amount of organic material present.
provide a satisfactory index 

Temperature Measurements
 

a regulator of biological ac-

The temperature of water acts as 


tivity and, therefore, is important in evaluating the types of organisms
 

a given body of water. Surface temperatures can be measured
 
present in 


Thermocouples are frequentwith standard liquid-in-glass thermometers. 


ly used to obtain temperatures at lower depths.
 

TIMBER INVENTORY TECHNIQUES
 

Timber inventories are concerned with the measu, ement of indi

trees, forest stands, growth rates, and site quality. As timber
 
vidual 

overstories often relate to the production and uses of associated water

shed resources, knowledge of the general concepts of timber inventory
 

can be useful.
 

basis for estimating theIndividual tree measurements form the 

volume of primary wood products which may be derived from trees. Also,
 

tree density can
individual tree measurements coupled with a measure of 

the value o1 a forst. Individual tree measurements normallydescribe 
considered include measurement of diameter, height, volume 

and age.
 

The most frequent individual tree measurement made is diameter 

breast high (dbh), which is the average stem diameter at 1.3 meters above 
of diameter may be taken at any arbitrary

the ground. Other measurements 
Tree diameters are measured with instruments collec

reference point. 

tape or caliper. In

tively known as dwen7dromctavo, such as a diameter 
addition to diameter, height measurements are necessary to estimate the 

taken totalheight measurements commonly arevolume of a tree. Two 
height and merchantable height, with total height being the distance
 

from the ground to the tip of the tree and merchantable height being a
 
Heights are measured with inmeasure of the usable portion of a tree. 


struments collectively known as hypsometers, including the Abney level
 

and clinometer.
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Given knowledge of diameter and height, the volume of a tree can 
be estimated from an appropriate vol une table. A vol inie table specifies 
the average volume cif a tree in tf,rm of diameter mnd hei(ght. Vol ume 
uniLts are fr'(.uent ly cubic metes , and volume tables Piay, include the 
voluLe of the s)tuiap, bark, limbs, 

The are (e cj rowth rate ot a "-tree i its volume divided by its 
age. While tilcvolume of a',tre- i, rela tively easy to deterrini e, quanti
i-ication of age i ore di ffi cuLt. There are three common methods used 
to ascerta in the ane of a tree--by general appearance (si ze, shape of 
crown, texture of bark, lw-..) by hranch whorls, or by annal rings. 
infortunately , tiree growth is generally not characterized by annual 
rings in many frest regions of the world, soc as tropical forests. 

A priimary objective of anY ti:iber inventory is to obtain esti
::iates of the density of forest stands. lxpression; of density are many, 
with nu:Ilb,,r of tlrees , ba sal area (cross- sectional ia-ea at dbh of all 
trees on a hectar'e), and vol ue. it desirablei Obviodsly, would be to 
have a complete census of all of the individual trees in a forest stand. 
This is rarely po sib le, however, and sampling is commonplace. 

There are many considerations such as sample size, plot size,
 
sunupling design, , .. involved in developing an efficient sampling
scheme to describe the density of a forest stand. Most. of these con
siderations are discussed in standard forest mensurational refr "ences 
and, therefore, will not be detailed here. 

The estimation of growth rates of individual trees and forest
 
stands is an important part of timber inventory. Generally, past growth 
rates are analyzed to establish a pattern for projecting growth into the 
future. Many techniques designed to evaluate past growth rates of indi
vidual trees have been developed, with remeasurement of permanently 
miiarked trees and use of growth percent formulas (simple interest formula, 
Pressler's formula, ..) commonly employed. Two commonly used methods 
of estimating the growth of forest stands are through applications of 
yield tables and stand structure analysis. Expression of growth may be 
gross or net, depending upon whether or not mortality is considered. 

The determination of site quality is important in identifying 
the productivity, both present and future, of forest stands. Site is 
considered to be the aggregate of all environmental conditions affecting 
the growth and survival of a forest or other plant community. Theoret
ically, it is possible to determine site quality by measuring all of the 
many factors afFecting the productivity of forest stands and integrating 
them into a single index. However, such an approach may not be of much 
value to a practicing forester. 

Of all the measures of site quality, tree height in relation to 
age has been found the most practical, consistent and useful (Figure 8). 
Height growth is sensitive to differences in site quality, little affected 
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Figure 8. Site-index relationships for young-growth ponderosa pine
 
in the southwestern United States. The index age is 100
 
years at breast height.
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by density of the forest stand, and strongly correlated with volume.
 
This measure of site quality is termed site index, with the ,sual prac
tice being to define site index in terms of total height of Gominant or
 
co-dominant trees in well-stocked, even-aged stands at specified ages.
 

RANGE INVENTORY TECHNIQUES
 

Quite often, forage is produced for domestic livestock and wild
life on a watershed. Therefore, range inventories may be necessary to
 
characterize watershed resources for multiple benefits. Range inven
tories are commonly designed to measure forage production and utiliza
tion for purposes of determining carryinq capacities.
 

Clipped plots may be used to determine the weight of forage
 
produced over a growing season. The general procedure is to locate
 
plots of known area and clip forage plants as near to the ground as
 
practical. Individual plant species may be clipped separately and
 
weighed in the field if their growth characteristics allow for easy
 
separation. ;f too much time is required in the field to separate the
 
plants, total forage clipped on plots may be saved for subsequent sort
ing and weighing in the laboratory.
 

While plots of any size can be used, a 1-square-meter plot (one
 
meter on a side) is often recommended. With this plot size, the forage
 
in grams, multiplied by 10, will be converted to forage yield in kilo
grams per hectare. Sampling design selected is dependent on desired
 
level of precision, costs, ,ta. Forage production near the end of the
 
major growing season is often of primary importance, although biases
 
may exist from sampling at this time because important forage species
 
may have reached peak development earlier.
 

Utilization of forage plants is expressed as the percentage of
 
the current forage weight that has been removed by grazing animals.
 
There are many different techniques for determining utilization, but
 
the simplest method is to select a key species (a palatable and abun
dant plant) and estimate the percentage use of this species. These
 
estimates can be made in conjunction with clipping of forage plants to
 
determine production. In fact, if utilization is heavy, clipped weights
 
will have to be adjusted to account for the portions of plants removed
 
by grazing.
 

A primary use of forage production is to calculate carrying
 
capacity. Perhaps the best way to illustrate the calculation of carry
ing capacity is through an example.
 

Usually, domestic livestock carrying capacity is expressed in
 
terms of animal unit months (AUM). An animal unit is the equivalent of
 
450 kilograms of animal live weight, or a cow and a calf. The forage
 
required to provide for one animal unit month is variable, depending
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upon the ecosystem. For purposes of illustration, approximately 450 
will be assumed to be the forage re

kilograms of forage (dry weight) 
qui rement. 

A proper use factor is used to control the amount of forage pro
livestock. Through the

duced that is subsequently utilized by domestic 
use of the forage resource can be adjusted to reflect 

proper use factor, 
the hypothetical example, a proper use

the condition of the range. In 
factor of 0.65 (65 percent) has been selected. Given this information, 

kilgrams per
and assuming that the forage produced (dry weight) is 375 

be estimated ashectare, the carrying capacity would 
factor)
- (forae produced)(proper useCarrying capacity 


- (forage requi rentT
 

(375)(0.65) - 0.5 AUM per hectare 

1 hectare for 0.5Therefore, one animal unit could graze on 

Twenty

months, with two hectares required to provide forage for 1 AUM. 
unit for a year.
four hectares would be needed to carry one animal 


WILDLIFE INVENTORY TECHNIQUES
 

is an effort to attain a bal-
Management of wildlife resources 


ance between the food and cover available and the animal 
populations
 

are generally threefold:
that are favored. Wildlife inventory problems 

of animals, determination of animal productivestimation of numbers 


ities, and evaluation of wildlife habitats.
 

on of estimating num-
There is voluminous literature methods 

bers of animals If the more commonly used methods are rrouped, three 
of census, an in

primary approaches become evident: a direct method 
of assessing populationdirect method of indexing, and a ratio method 

census include aerial countings, which are used
change. Direct methods 
when animals congregate and where vegetative overstories 

are minimal.
 

One of the oldest procedures is through driving, where a 
line of ob

like beaters with other observers staarea
servers moves through an 

end census to count the animals pushed ahead.

tioned at the of the area 
particular-Variable strips are often employed to count animal numbers, 

to be inventoried.
ly in situations where extensive areas are 


Indirect methods of indexing population numbers are based on
 

counts of something other than the animals themselves. Such methods
 
quickly producing animals and on 

are commonly used to census smaller, 
Call counts are


big game ranges less accessible to direct counting. 


widely used to assess game bird populations. To calculate population 

numbers, direct censusing is required from a sample to obtain a ratio 

of call counts to actual numbers. Pellet group counts are often used 

http:375)(0.65
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in an indirect census of big game. Through knowledge of defecation
 
rates, counts of pellet groups accumulated over time can be converted 
to estimates of population numbers. 

The more commonly used ratio methods fal 1 into two categories-
those based on the banding or marking of animals and thLose based pri
narily on kill data from legal hunting. The firsL category is 
illustrated by a calculation procedure knownl as the Lincol n index. 
Here, a number of animals are captured, handed or marked, and then re
leased back into the population. When animals f-mrm the population are 
later recaptured, the ratio of total handed animals to the banded an
imals recovered can be used to calculate the size of a population. An 
example of the second category is Kelker's ratio, which requires data 
on population structure and changes in sex and age ratios resulting from 
legal hunting. 

The second classic division of wildlife inventory, productivity, 
has its base in the census, but usually involves further computation ana 
comparison with past records. Generally, the smaller the animal, the 
faster their production, normal population loss, and regeneration each 
year. The average tree squirrel lives less than one year, but even 
larger animals have a turnover or replacement by new individuals. 
Therefore, a variety of animals are being managed and the changes in 
composition within a group must be measured, accordingly. Both hunted 
and non-hunted populations should be censused with production measure
ment. Hunted populations vary because the hunting :an definitely 
modify the population: non-hunted populations vary because of natural 
l Oses. 

Evaluation of habitats is a third classic wildlife inventory.
 
Measurement of habitat quality can be broken down into the elements of 
habitat required by most wildlife species and then treated separately 
to judge a habitat's ability to support a population of animals. Hab
itat elements to consider in an inventory include water, food, cover 
(both protective and therrml), and spatial arrangement of water, food 
and cover. Most wildlife need all of these elements within their nor
mal daily range of movement. If these basic elements of habitat peri
odically reoccur in several locales over a watershed, highly productive
 
wildlife populations are more likely to develop.
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CHAPTER V 

HYDROLOGIC METHODS 

INTRODUCTION
 

Hydrologic information is required for most watershed resourcesplanning activities, studies, or projeccs. Often there are few hydrologic, meteorologic, and biophysical data available at locations of
interest. Even with adequate data, 
it is sometimes difficult to decide
 upon the most appropriate hydrologic method to 
use. Numerous methods
exist for determining hydrologic characteristics such as peak streamflow, stormflo;.4 volumes, mean 
annual water yield, and cricical low-flow
 sequences. Hydrologic methods range in complexity from simple mathematical equations for predicting peak flow up to complex computer modelscapable of simulating continuous streamfiow records. This chapter
sents an overview of hydrologic methods and discusses guidelines for 

pre

application. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING METHODS
 

Selecting the appropriate hydrologic method should involve
 
careful consideration of:
 

(1) the type of information required,
 

(2) available data and information,
 

(3) physical and biological characteristics of the watershed,
 

(4) technical capabilities of the individual performing the study,

and
 

(5) time and manpower constraints.
 

Study objectives usually dictate the type of information
required (Table 1) and, in 
some cases, indicate which method should be
used. Sizing culverts for rural 
roads, for example, require peak flow
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estimates associated with some predetermined risk. Runoff is usually
 
from small, simple drainages and errors in the estimate of peak flow
 
do not result in great economic loss. Therefore, simple, quick methods
 
are applicable. Conversely, peak flow estimates for flood plain map
ping may require a more complex but reliable method. More time and
 
effort may be justified in flood plain mapping if errors could result
 
in large economic loss or loss of life.
 

Table 1. Project Objectives and the Corresponding Hydrologic
 
Information Needed.
 

Objective 	 Hydrologic Information Needed
 

Storm drainage - culvert design 	 Peak flow rates for small con
tributing area 

Flood plain delineation 	 Peak flow rates and associated
 
stages
 

Conservation storage require- Streamflow rates or volumes dur
ments for a reservoir ing critical drought periods
 

Water quality assessment 	 Volumes, discharge rates for
 
selected events
 

Feasibility for min-hydro Low streamflow sequences during
 
project critical drought periods
 

Land use impacts on water yield 	 Runoff volumes over time
 

After determining which hydrologic characteristics are of
 
interest, an assessment must be made of available information and data.
 
Streamflow, precipitation, and other data are often insufficient fnr
 
all but the simplest of hydrologic methods. Sometimes climatic and
 
hydrologic information from previous work in proximity to the study
 
area is useful.
 

Watershed characteristics including size, shape, vegetative
 
cover, topography, soils, and geology must also be evaluated in select
ing an appropriate method. Some hydrologic methods can only be used
 
for small, homogeneous drainages, while others can be applied to large
 
complex watersheds. Before some techniques can be usec, watersheds
 
must be subdivided according to soil, vegetation, and topography.
 

The capacity or capability of the individual or organization
 
performing the study is another important consideration. One should
 
be knowledgeable about the methods used and their limitations. A
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common constraint with current technology is the ava'lability and type
of computer facilities and software. Computer prograos are invaluable 
for most large-scale water resource investigations. 

SIMIPLILD itTItODS 

Simplified methods are those which have been developed for 
small, relatively homogeneous watersheds or for situations where a 
quick estimate is desired. Too many such methods exint for thorough 
(overage here. Our purpose is to illustrate some commonly used methods. 

Di rect Transfer of lydrologic In formation 

Hydrologic information can be directly transferred from a 
gauged to an ungauged watershed if the two watersheds are hydrologi
cally similar. The hydrologic similarity between two watersheds depends 
on the following: 

(1) 	watersheds should be within the same meteorological regime;
 

(2) 	physical and biological characteristics such as soils, geology,
 
topographic relief, type and extent of vegetative cover, lano
 
use, watershed shape, and drainage density should be similar;
 
and
 

(3) 	the differences in drainage area between watersheds should be
 
within an order of magnitude.
 

The method of direct transfer can be applied in two ways.
 
First, the entire historical record from the gauged watershed may be
 
transferred, with minor adjustments for differences in the size of
 
drainage areas. The observed streamflow record could be multiplied by
 
the ratio of urgauged to gauged watershed area. The second approach
 
would be to transfer hydrologic characteristics (such as the 100-year
 
flood peak), again, adjusting for drainage area differences. The
 
entire flood frequency curve for an ungauged location may be estimated
 
by adjusting curves developed from a similar but gauged watershed. 

The direct transfer approach is applicable only if the assump
tion of hydrologic similarity is met. The method is quick and easy to
 
use. If a significant amount of adjustment is needed to transfer hydro
logic information from the gauged to the urgauged watershed, however,
 
poor estimates will result.
 

Simplified Formulae 

Numerous mathematical formulae have been developed to estimate
 
hydrograph characteristics such as peak flow. A thorough discussion of
 
such methods is presented in most hydrology textbooks. Simplified for
mulae relate some hydrographic characteristic to certain measurable
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watershed characteristics. These methods are restricted to small, 
simple watershens, and have been used most frequently to design urban 
drainage systews and road culverts. 

The rational method is perhaps the most cormlotly used simpli 

fied formula. ihi approach can be used to estimate peak flow from 
rainfall of uniforil intensity and (Iistribution ovar the watershed. The 
basis of t e rationdal met hod is that the maximum rate oF runoff occurs 
when the entire wa terqhpd area contributes at the outlet. Therefore, 
peak flow e'; tim torue valid only for btorms in which the rainfall 
period is at lea;t a5 lonI as the watershed time of concentration. Time 
of concentration is the time required for the entire watershed to con
tribute runoff at the outlet. The rate of runoff for peak flow (Q_) in 
cubic meters per second, is related to some )ercentage of rainfall 
intensity: 

Qp CIA 

where:
 

C = 	runoff coefficient relating proportion of rainfall contribut
ing to peak runoff.
 

I = 	rainfall intensity in im/hr
 

A = 	 drainage area in hectares 

The assumption that rainfall intensity is uniform over the
 
entire watershed for a period equal to the time of concentration is
 
seldom met under natural conditions. To apply this method, rainfall
 
intensity-duration values associated with an acceptable risk are used.
 

Peak flow estimates by the rational methcd are highly depen
dent upon the runoff coefficient (C)selected. Runoff coefficients are
 
presented in most hydrology and engineering textbooks. A relatively
 
flat area with 30 percent impervious area would have a runnff coeffi
cient of about 0.40. Moderately steep watersheds with 70 percent
 
impervious area may have runoff coefficients up to 0.80.
 

Similar simplified formulae nave been developed for regions 
around the world. The values of peak flow obtained from such formulae 
should be used with caution and must be viewed as quick and rough esti
mates. Such methods are useful, however, and will continue to be 
widely used because they are simple and require very little information 
or data.
 

GENERALIZED RAINFALL-RUNOFF METHODS
 

Some hydrologic investigations require more detailed informa
tion than can be provided by the simplified methods previously 
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discussed. Keneralized rainfall-runoff methods include techniques

of hydrograph anl y i n, dynanic hydriul ic routing, and continuous 
otreafl1r)w syn the;i,. Lach method in an abctractit)11 of the physical 
ys toli anad u.e gJLnera iized mathematical functions for esimating
 

rifal1-inol;o f characteristics. Such method;
< are uual1ly referred
to( a., hydTrologic iidKel". 

The unit hydrograph concept provides the basis for several
 
hycrologic models of greater complexity and wider application than
 
the simplified formulae. Unit hydrocqraph (UIG) model.s do not simulate
 
or even attempt to quantify the varius hydrologlic processes involved 
from rainfall to streamflow. Rather, this method reIies on paramet
ric nv "'hla lth'" relationshipns bet.een rainfall inpit ,nd streamfliow 
output (figure 1). 

The unit hydrograph is defined as that hydrograph which repre
7sents s. N , cs,;,)n& ' of' ,. . '.u,7 and , K' l ,h 

i,)- ,' The concept can best be understood by examining the iso, , .,,,.
,. 

lated storm method of developing a UHG (Figure 2). Streamflow records 
for the watershed are first examined for sing!le-peaked, isolated hydro
(ratph. which ren>ult from short duration rainfall of relatively uniform 
intenosity. (nce a hiydrograph is selected, the .,. ,,:,,,' , ,, is 
determilned l)y selaratIing the more unifo;rmn baseflow fromm the rapidly
(:ianging .torliflow component. The direct runoff voluime in (onverted
 
into iillimeters of depth for the watersled area. Next, the inean 
watershed rainfall, which caused the direct rnoff hydrograph, is 
determiiined. This rainfall is distributed with respect to time. The
 
total rainfall aiiount is then compared to the direct runoff volume. 
Losses are determined as the difference between mean watershed rainfall 
and direct runoff (effective rainfall). The magnitude of losses is a 
function of antecedent moisture conditions. In Figure 2, a uniform 
loss rate was assumed. The duration of effective rainfall is then 
de terimi ned (inthis case 2 hours). The ordinates of direct runoff for 
the storm are then divided by the millimeters of direct runoff to yield 
ordinates corresponding to 1 millimeter of direct runoff. 

The duration of effective rainfall defines the unit hydrograph,
 
a UHG developed from an effective rainfall of 6-hour duration is
 

a 6-hour UHG. (A 2-hour UHG was determined in Figure 2.)
 

The unit hydrograph is actually an index of runoff for a par
ticular watershed and represents the integrated response of that area
 
to a given rainfall input. The shape of the UHG is characteristic of
 
the watershed for a given intensity of effective rainfall. The UGH
 
iethod aqsumes that the effective rainfall and loss rate are relatively

uniform over the entire watershed area. Also, the watershed character
istics which affect runoff response must remain constant from the time
 
that the UIG isdeveloped until the time that it is applied.
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Figure 1. Unit hydrograph approach.
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FigUre 2. Developient of a unit hydrograph by the isolated storm approach.
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Inorder to apply a unit hydroqraph, the averaje watershed 
rainfall must first be estimated. Next, loss rates are subtracted 
from total rainfall Lo obtain effective rainfall. The quantity of 
effective roinfaill i then 'Multi plied by the UIIG ordi na ites corres
pondinqJ to the ,e duiraLion of effective rainfall (Table 2). A 1
hour Ui 1, in tLili: c,itAu, i.directly applied to 1-hour increments of 
effective raiilalI. Unit hydrooraph models are linear; 20 hillimeters 

of effec Li,"e ralinf-a l yields a direct runoff hydrorjralph with ordinates 
20 timec Lhat, ni the U1iG. The resul ti nq direct runoff hydroqraph is 
then added to the Hneflow, if any, to ohtain the total runoff hydro
!Jraph . ILmucLt be emphasized that the UIG developed from a specified 
duration of effective rainfall can be appllied to effective rainfall 
which fell over the .1-,-: durafilon. Thus, a 6-hour UIG cannot be 
applied di;-ecLiy to an effective rainfall which occurred over 2 hours. 
Several i method(, are available to converL a unit hydrograph from one 
duration to anoLher and are discussed in most hydrology texts. 

Table 2. Application of a Unit Hydrograph.
 

1-hr UIG Effective Direct Runoff Base Total 
Time Ordinates Rainfall a b subtot-al Flow Discharge 
hr m3/sec mill m3/sec 1 /sec i 3/sec i3/sec i 3/sec 

0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12 12
 

1 0.5 20 10.0 0.0 10.0 12 22
 

2 5.0 30 100.0 15.0 115.0 12 127
 

3 10.0 0 200.0 150.0 350.0 12 362
 

4 7.5 0 150.0 300.0 450.0 12 462
 

5 5.0 0 100.0 225.0 325.0 12 337
 

6 2.5 0 50.0 150.0 200.0 12 212
 

7 0.0 0 0.0 75.0 75.0 12 87
 

8 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12 12
 

The above unit hydrograph method is of limited value for most
 
watershed studies because both rainfall and streamflow data must be
 
available. Since streamflow data are seldom available at locations of
 
interest, synthetic unit hydrograph models have been developed. These
 
models consist of mathematical expressions that relate measurable
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watershed characteristics to unit hydrcgraph characteristics. Runoff
 
hydrographs for ungauged watersheds can be estinated with synthetic
 
UHG models if loss rates can be approximated.
 

Unit hydrograph models have been used extensively for flood 
ana lyqss and the deiqn of flood control storage. These2 spillways and 
include the SnvJer the Clark, and the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) 
mUthods. The CS m2thod will be discussed in greater detail because 
runoi can be es HI ted directlyv from soil-vegetatior characteristics 
u! a Mi.ershed. 

The SCS method, used in the TR-20 computer model, incorporates 
genera li zed 1en,--ra te and runoff relationships developed from water
shed studies in the United States. Soil-vegetation-land use charac
teristics are related to curve numbers (CN) which indicate the runoff 
ntential for a qiven rainfall (Table 3). Soils are classified hydro
logically into Four groups:
 

A = high infiltration rates usually deep, well-drained sands and 

gravels; 

B1 moderate infiltration rates, fine to moderate texture; 

C slow infiltration rates, moderate to fine textured;
 

D very slow rates usually clay soils or shallow soils with a
 
hardpan near the surface.
 

Three antecedent moisture conditions (AMC) are also considered:
 

AMC I = dry;
 

AMC II = near field capacity;
 

AMC III = near saturation
 

After the CN is determined, rainfall is converted to direct runoff
 
graphically (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. United States Soil Conservation Service rainfall-runoff relationships for curve numbers. 
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Table 3. 	United States Soil Conservation Service Relationships
 
Between Soil-Cover Complexes and Curve Numbers (CN) for
 
Antecedent Moisture Condition (AMC) II in Puerto Rico.
 

Hydro 1oqic j 2Eoy_. 
Cover and condition A B C D 

Fal low 77 86 91 93 

Grass (Bunch grass, or poor stand of sod) 51 70 80 84 

Coffee (no ground cover, no terraces) 48 68 79 83 

loffee (with ground cover and terraces) 22 52 68 75 

iTHn crops (garden or truck crops) 45 66 77 83 

1 opical kudZI 19 50 67 74 

surlarcane (trash burned; straight-row) 43 65 77 82 

ugarcane (trash mulch; straight-row) 45 66 77 83 

nugarcane (in holes; on contour) 24 53 69 76 

Sugarcane (in furrow; on contour) 32 58 72 79 

For the SCS model to be valid, curve number relationships 
should be determined for each hydrographically different region. The 
relationships developed in the United States are generally applicable 
to small watersheds less than 13 square kilometers with average slopes 
less than 30 percent. 

Once effective rainfall is determined, a hydrograph can be
 
produced. Peak flow (qp) is determined by the triangular hydrograph
 
method:
 

IAq p) Tp
 

Where:
 

K constant
 

A area in square kilometers
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Q = flow volume inmillimeters 

T = time to peak in hours, where T= AD + .6T 

=AD duration of unit excess rainfall in hours = 0.133 Tc 

Tc = estimated time of concentration in hours 

Examp le 

A 	102 millimeter rain fell over an 11.9 square kilometer water
shed with a grass cover, soils in group C, and an AMC II. The duration
 

the direct runoff volume and theof rainfall was 6 hours. Estimate 
corresponding peak flow.
 

(1) from Table I, CN = 80. 

(2) Enter Figure 5 with 102 millimeters of rain and CN = 80. The 

direct runoff is approximately 52 millimeters. 

(3) Peak flow discharge for the watershed with a time of concentra
tion (Tc) of 2.3 hours, is determined as follows:
 

Tp T AD2 +.6T+ c 

0.31 	 + (.6 x 2.3) = 1.53 hours
 
2
 

q 484 x 4.6 x 2.06 - 2998 cfs (83.9 m3/sec)p-1-.53 -

Changes in direct runoff associated with changes in the soil

vegetation complex are determined largely by the CN relationships. For 
=example, converting from tropical kudzu, hydrologic soil group C, AMC 

II, to a grass cover, changes the CN from 67 to 80. This in turn, 
increase in direct runoff from 14 millimeters towould result in an 


In some instances, the time
32 millimeters for a 76 millimeter rain. 

of concentration could also be altered which would affect the peak and
 

general shape of the stormflow hydrograph.
 

Generalized Watershed Models
 

The previous section dealt with single-event methods or models
 
which allow estimates of peaks or stormflow volumes with limited data.
 

Sometimes an estimate of continuous streamflow response is needed.
 
Such information is useful for determining reservoir-conservation stor
age requirements, for water quality investigations, and for estimating
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dif ferences in annual streamflow or low-flow before and after watershed 
modifications. Models with greater complexity and more extensive data 
,..ii ir.lmunts are then needed. 

ost. generalized watershed models are continuous simulation
 
.yq(,, which ose a water budget approach, lydrologic processesh such 
as intuvreption, evaporation, transpiration, and infiltration are 
simulatde tu varying degrees. Some processes may be simulated concep
tu i lv , Wed on a relationship with some measurable watershed char
acri-i,'. More rarely. components are calculated directly from 
phyi hvasuremr;nlts (physically based). For either case, processes 
muQ be linked to.ether mathematically so that the conservation of mass 
principle is not violated. To be manageable, most such models are 
"lmped" (,:.,., spatial varial)ility of processes and characteristics 
'ver the watershed unit is ignored). Modeling units should, therefore, 
he relatively honoyenous in terms of hydrologic characteristics. 

fhe ni:1eralized watershed models developed in recent years
 
differ in terms of concepts, level of complexity, and input require-

Ients. For gencral application, models should be conceptually sound,
 
flexible, in design, and physically relevant. Input data requirements
 
should not be unreasonable and output should be of a type which can be
 
conveniently used. The utility of such models depends on input-output
 
capabilities and on the transferability of parameters to ungauged or
 
altered watersheds. (Typical components of a continuous simulation
 
model are illustrated in Figure 4.)
 

REGIONAL ANALYSIS
 

A regional analysis is a statistical approach in which gener
alized equation, graphical relationships, or maps are developed for
 
the purpose of estimating hydrologic information at ungauged sites.
 
Runoff factors, unit hydrograph coefficients, and streamflow frequency
 
characteristics can be estimated for ungauged watersheds that are
 
within the same climatic region as gauged watersheds. Any pertinent
 
information within the region should be used to relate watershed char
acteristics with hydrologic characteristics. In one extreme, a
 
regional analysis may be used to estimate runoff coefficients or peak
 
flow in cubic meters per second per square kilometer associated with a
 
specified recurrence interval. At the other extreme, a regional anal
ysis may be used to estimate parameter values needed to execute a com
plex lydrologic model.
 

Regional streamflow frequency analysis is the most commonly
 
applied regional analysis. Equations and maps are developed which
 
allow the derivation of exceedence frequency curves for ungauged areas
 
in the following ianner:
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Figure 4. Hydrologic processes and runoff relationships.
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(1) 	 Select components of interest such as the mean annual peak
flow, 190-year recurrence interval peak flow ,,,. 

(2) 	 Select exl)lartory variables (characteristics) of gauged water
sheds such as drainage area, watershed slope, percentage of 
area covered by lakes, .1". Prediction variables are determined 
by regression analysis, as previously discussed. 

(3) 	 Derive prediction equations with single or multiple linear 
regression analysis. 

(4) 	 Map and explain the residual errors, which are the differences
between calculated and observed values at gauged sites. The
residuals constitute unexplained va-iance in the statistical 
analysis. Since it is impossible to include all variables
which influence a particular hydrologic response, the mapping
of unexplained variances can sometimes indicate other factors
which are important. Sometimes mapped residuals will indicate 
a relationship between the magnitude of the residual error and 
watershed characteri tics such as vegetative type or soils. 

(5) Determine frequency characteristics for ungauged locations by
applying the regression equation with adjustments as indicated 
by the mapped residual errors. 

Regionai analysis has been widely applied in the United States
where streamflow or other hydrologic information is available, within 
different climatic regions. The method must be used with care, how
ever, since only one or, perhaps, a few components of the hydrologic
system are included in the analy4is. The results should always be
considered a rough estimate of the true hydroloic characteristics.
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CHAPTER VI 

VEGETATIVE MANAGEMENT
 

AND WATER YIELD
 

INTRODUCTION
 

To meet world demands for surface and ground water, several ap
proaches to water augmentation and methods for better water management have 
been explored. Water harvesting, reuse, salvage (by removal of riparian 
plant communities), and vegetation management on upstream catchments are 
some of these approaches. 

The managemient of vegetation on upstream catchments to increase the 
yield of usable water is of special interest. Water yield can be increased
 
by vegetative treatments that benefit, or are at least compatible with, 
other natural resource objectives. Concepts of vegetation management for 
water yield improvement will be presented, along with a brief summary of 
several worldwide studies on the effects of altering vegetative cover on
 
water yield.
 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT FOR WATER YIELD--CONCEPTS
 

Many studies conducted throughout the world have demonstrated that
 
annual water yields can be increased following the implementation of vege
tation management practices. In general, the increased runoff is attrib
uted to decreased evapotranspiration on the watersheds. That is,
 
following treatment, less precipitation input is converted to vapor as a
 
result of rainfall and snowfall interception and transpiraion, and more is
 
made available for streamflow runoff. Presumably, the reduced evapotrans
piration is due to changes in the structure and composition of vegetation
 
on the watershed.
 

Evaporation processes generally account for a significant propor
tion of the dnnual precipitation input on most watersheds. Consequently, 
the potential Io increase water yield by decreasing evapotranspiration is 
attractive. For example, 85 to 95 percent of the annual precipitation is
 
evaporated or used by plants on many watersheds in arid and semiarid re
gions, leaving only 5 to 15 percent available for streamflow runoff. On 
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high elevation mountain watersheds in the snow zones of the world, the
 

percent of the precipitation input,
annual water yield may be as high as 50 


but the evapotranspiraLion component is still significant and potentially 

subject to reduction through vegetation management. 

Pe; ?,rs the above concepts may best be illustrated with a hypothet

ical, but rea listic, water budget for a forested watershed (Table 1). 

Prior to treatment, average annual precipitation and evapotranspiration 

were 63, :Thd 560 miillimeters (mm), respectively, leaving 75 mm for stream

flow runoff. After the impileenttit)n of a vegtaLion mana(gement oractice, 

perhaps a partial harvestingI of the forest overstory in a timber management 

operation, the annual streamflow runoff was increased by 25 mm (from 75 to 

100 mm) dug to a reduction in evapotranspiration of 25 mm (from 560 to 535 

mm). The annual precipitation input of 635 mm remained the same, as basic 
usually not affected by modifications in the
precipitation patterns are 


structure and composition of vegetation cover. 

In the case illustrated, annual water yield increased by 33 per 

cent, while annual evapotranspiration decreased by 5 percent. It should 

be2 noted that, no matter what vegetation management practice is imposed on 

watersheds, the annual evapotranspiration may only slightly change. How

above, even a small reduction in evapotranspirationever, as demonstrated 

may cause significantly increased streamflow runoff.
 

Indications are that, for appropriate conditions and situations, 

water yields can be augmented by vegetation management practices without 
and without unacceptable changes in erodenuding watersheds of planic cover 

also suggests that vegetation managementsion and sedimentation. Evidence 
designed for water yield improvemnt can be developed to be compatible with 

other natural resource uses and values. 

If the structure 	 and composition of vegetation at the interface of 

be modified by management practices.,earth and atmosphere can 

Table 1. Average annual precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff for
 
in a treated and untreated condition.
a hypothetical watershed 

Water Budget Component 	 Untreated Treated
 
(mm) 	 (mm)
 

635 	 635
Preci pi tati on 

560 	 535
Evapotranspi rati on 


75 	 100Runoff 
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evapotransLpiration Hay be reduced with the result that more of the annual 
precipitation inpu will be released from watersheds as usable water. This 
cuncr:t is the primary basis for the belief that vegetation can he managed 
for waLer yield improvement as well as for other natural resource products 
and amenities. 

SUiMfiPRY OF WATER YIELD IMPROVEMENT EXPERIMENTS
 

Experimental catchments, often supplemented by plot studies and 
computer modeling, have been used on numerous occasions to demonstrate that 
tha hydrologic relationships of a river basin may be significantly affected 
by the implementation of a vegetation management practice on upstream 
catchments. These management practices, often imposed as a water yield 
iipr'ovemenopctice, include various types of forest cutting or removal,
hl(wes of forest cover from one tree type to another, or more drastic
 

changes inwhich a Forest cover is replaced by another type of vegetation.
 

As an overview of the potentials for water yield improvement 
through vegeta tion management, a brief summary of several worldwide studies 
on the effects of altering vegetative cover on water yield and the signifi
cance of the reiul tirig conclusions are presented. 

Emmenthal Mountains
 

In 1900, ad early study of the effects of forest treatments on 
water yield was carried out in the Emmenthal Mountains of Switzerland.
 
Here, measurements of climate, precipitation, and streamflow were made on 
two small catchments, one forested and the other pastureland, to determine
 
the influence of frests on water production. Despite attention to detail, 
there was no way to ascertain that the observed differences in streamflow 
between the two catchments were caused only by differences in vegetation 
cover. 

Wagon Wheel Gap
 

A second attempt to quantitatively analyze the influence of forests 
on water yield was made in the Wagon Wheel Gap investigation of 1911. The
 
control watershed approach (inwhich streamflow from two similar catchnnts
 
are compared during a period of "calibration," and then treating one catch
mentwhile leaving the other untreated as a control) was first used in this
 
study of two forested catchments in the Colorado Rockies of the western
 
United States. After eight years of calibration, one of the catchments 
was denuded by removing the scrub aspen and coniferous vegetation. Then, 
for seven additional years, streamflow from the denuded areas was compared 
with fiuw From t hu contro catchment. This inves tigation conclusively 
demonstra ted that clearing forest cover did increase streamflow. This 
study also deimnstrated that changes inwater yield could be quantitatively 
assessed.
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Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory
 

established by the
In 1934, the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory was 

analyze the effects of various forest cutting and
 USDA Forest Service to 


on watLr yield in the humid mountains of vegetative conversion treatments 

the eastern Uni ted States. Mixed hardwoods with basal area densities of 

20 to 25 square meters per hectare characterized the original forest condi
at Coweeta. Treatments imple

tions on the twelve experimental catchments 
mented and then evaluated included clearcutting with and without control of 

re
regrowth, poisoning of forest overstories on portions of catchments with 

and below by selective logging.growth restricted, and thinning above 

With the exception of limited thinning (25 percent of the basal 
water yield by varyingarea removed), the treatments evaluated increased 

general, these increases were greatest immediately after 
amounts. In 

dependent, in part, upon the se
treatment and the duration of effect was 

verity of treatment. One of the catchment studies is the site of the only 

cutting experiment replicated in time. 

Kamab ut i 

Coniferous and deciduous forest overstories on a small mountainous
 

catchment in Kamabuti, Japan were cleared in 1948, witn subsequent annual
 

recuttin'; of sprouts. Significant water yield increases were observed fol
were restricted to the growinglowing treatment, although these increases 


season.
 

Fernow Experimental Forest 

the USDA Forest Service began gauging on several small
In 1951, 

Forest in the Allegheny Mountains of
catchments at the Fernow Experimental 


Original forest conditions on
West Virginia in the eastern United States. 


these catchments were mixed hardwoods at 20 to 25 square meters of basal
 

area per hectare. After calibration, water yield improvement studies were
 
streamflow.
designed and implemented to determine effects of logging on 


for the part, of thinning by alterna-Treatments evaluated consisted, most 

tive silvicultural practices.
 

As was found at Coweeta, with the exception of limited thinning
 
area removed), the
(inthis case, approximately 15 percent of the basal 


Also, these
treatments evaluated increased water yield by varying amounts. 


increases were greatest immediately after treatment. 

Fraser Experimental Forest
 

To assess effects of forest cutting on snow pack dyramics and sub

sequent streamflow, the USDA Forest Service logged mature lodgepole pine
 

and spruce-fir in strips and blocks on an experimental catchment in the
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Colorado Rockies of the western United St,,es. As a result of this treat
mert in which about 40 percent of the catchment was clearcut from 1954 to 
1956, streamflow increased dunring the snowinelt period (essen til ly May and 
June). This increase in water yield was attributed, primarily, t(, redis
tribution. in snowpacks brought about by a restructuring of the forest 
overstories. 

Kimakia 

In 1956, the hih montane and bamboo forests on an e)xperiimental 
catchment at Kimakia in Kenya, East Africa, was cleared and planted to pat-
Ula pine. Vegetables were grown among the pines until the third post
treatment year (when the pines were 3 to 5 meters high). A large increase 
in water yield was observed following cutting, with the greatest increases 
immediately after treatment. No change in seasonal patterns of streamflow 
occurred. 

San Dimas Ex erimental Forest 

At San Dimas, located in the semiarid region of California in the 
western United States, the USDA Forest Service selectively treated chapar
ral vegetation thou~iht to use proportionally large quantities of water. 
In 1958 and 1959 riparian vegetation was cut and regrowth controlled on one 
experimental catchment (less than 2 percent of the area treated), while 
chaparral on moist sites with deep soils was sprayed with herbicides on 
another catchment (about 40 percent of the area treated). Both treatments 
increased water yield, with dry-season streamflow affected more signifi
cantly. 

A disastrous wildfire swept San Dimas in 1960, destroying all exist
ing vegetation. Dry-season streamflow increased appreciably following the 
wildfire on the two catchments treated, while streamflow from untreated 
(control) but burned catchments did not. 

H. J. Andrews Experimental Forest 

To determine how logging activities affect streamflow on the west
ern slope of the Cascade Range in Oregon, United States, two experimental 
catchments were subjected to staged treatments (road construction, cutting 
of the coniferous overstories, and burning) during the period of 1959 to
 
1963. Significant increases in water yield occurred in the low flow season
 
after each treatment, but they were small in actual volume (less than 0.1 
mm per day). 
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Jonkershoek Forest Reserve 

of streamflow from an experimental catchment on the Jnker-Analysis 
a 50 percent increase in water

shoek Forest Reserve, South Africa, has shown 

yield after one third of the radiata pine forest cover was removed 16 years 

following planting. Presumably, most of the increase in flow was due to
 

effect of increased streamflow was main
less transpiration losses. This 

years thinning treatment.tained for three after the 

Junquillar Basin 

the western

To evaluate effects of established land use patterns on 


coastal mountains, three experimental catchments (two
slope of Chile's 
burned and an unburned control) were gauged in the Junquillar Basin during 

maulino,
1970. Native vegetation on the area included small trees (roble 

white boldo, and litre), shrubs, and a few grasses. Radiata pine had been
 
in the region.

planted on the burned catchments, a common practice 

While still exploratory, preliminary results have indicated that 
did riot differ noticeably. However, peak

streamflow from the catchments in
flows, which are more sensitive to treatment and may be more important 


a region of high rainfall, were higher on the burned areas.
 

North Maroondah 

Measurements of effects of thinning radiata pine plantations 
and
 

regrowth mountain ash on streamflow volumes were the subject of major ex-
Melbourne Metropolitanperimental catchment studies conducted by the and 

Board of Works in the North Maroondah area of Australia. Preliminary re
forest

sults suggest that forest manipulations involving thinning of these 
to increasing Melbourne's water sup

cover types may he a feasible approach 

plies.
 

Arizona Watershed Program 

Watershed managers in the southwestern United States, a semiarid
 

supplies, have been particularly interested inregion with short water 
by vegetation manageevaluating possibilities of water yield improvement 

ment. As a result, the Arizona Watershed Program (involving federal, state, 

and private interests) was formulated to study the influence of vegetation 

management practices on the hydrologic processes affecting water yield im-

While many vegetation types have been investigated, results
provement. 

date indicate that the greatest op

of experimental catchment studies to 

are foundportunities for water yield improvement by vegetation management 

in chaparral shrub communities, pinyon-juniper woodlands, ponderosa pine
 

forests, and mixed conifer (including aspen) forests.
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it appears that water yield from chaparral shrub communities can be 
increased by removing shrub overstories and establishing a cover of grasses 
and forbs. Although experimental catchments have been established by the
 
USDA Forest Service at several locations in chaparral, only the Three Bar
 
Watersheds, located in east-central Arizona, will be considered here. 

In 1956, four small catchments (B, C, D, and F) were established
 
on Three Bar. All were burned ever by wildfire three years later. With 
the exception of Catclwent C, all of the catchments were seeded with grass 
shortly after the fire; Catchnnt B was reseeded; and Cichment C seeded for 
the first time in 1960. After calibration, control of chaparral shrub re
growth with herbicides was attempted on Catchments C and B and changes in
 
water yield were observed. On Catchment C, the shrubs were controlled 
through aerial applications and hand treatments with herbicides. Annual 
water yield following treatment increased over 325 percent. Hand applica
tion of herbicides to the shrubs on the north-facing slopes, comprising
 
40 percent of Catchrent B, increased annual water yield by 320 percent.
Complete conversion on Catchment F resulted in an annual water yield in
crease of approximately 700 percent.
 

Originally thought to have potential, improving water yield by
 
manipulating pinyon-juniper woodlands does not appear promising at this
 
time. On Beaver Creek and Corduroy Creek, experisiental catchnients located 
in north-central and east-central Arizona, respectively, removal of pinyon
juniper overstories by mechanical techniques (chaining, cabling, and hand 
clearing) has not increased water yield. However, water yield was im
proved on one experimental catchment by killing pinyon and juniper trees 
with herbicides and leaving them stand. The increase on Beaver Creek Catch
meni 3 after aerial spraying of herbicides was 65 percent annually. How
ever, this study was too limited to make general statements about chemical
 
conversion treatents for increasing water yield.
 

Opportunities for and estimates of water yield improvement through
 
vegetation management in ponderosa pine forests are synthesized from the 
results of experiments on Castle Creek, located in east-central Arizona,
 
and Beaver Creek. For purposes of discussion, vegetation management op
tions in ponderosa pine forests may be placed into two categories: clear
ing of forest overstories and thinning of forest overstories. Various 
alternatives are possible within these categories, however. For instance,
 
clearings can be arranged and oriented in various patterns, and intensity
 
of thinning can be varied.
 

Clearing of ponderosa pine from one sixth of the West Fork of Castle
 
Creek and thinning the remaining five sixths increased annual water yield
 
by over 25 percent. On Beaver Creek Catchment 12, an increase of approxi
mately 30 percent has occurred annually since the complete clearing of the
 
forest overstory. Clearing forest overstories from 20 meter side strips
 
and leaving alternating uncut strips 60 meters wide increased annual water
 
yield by nearly 15 percent on Beaver Creek Catchnment 9. Thinning the forest
 
overstory by group selection on Beaver Creek Catchment 17 increased annual
 
water yipld by about 20 percent.
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Estimates of water yield improvement through the manipulation of 

mixed conifer forest overstories are based, in part, upon partial conver
in east-central Arizona. Onsion experiments on the Workman Creek Watershed 

the North Fork of Workman Creek, deciduous riparian vegetation was re
were conmoved, and two thirds of the moist-site and dry-site forests 

increase in water yield was approximatelyverted to grass. The resulting 
85 percent. On the South Fork of Workman Creek, annual water yield 

an individual tree selection cut was
increased nearly 115 percent after 


followed by a conversion cut.
 

DISCUSSION OF WATER YIELD IMPROVEMENT EXPERIMENTS
 

A review of worldwide studies of the effects of altering vegeta

tive coveronwater yield suggests that several generalizations can be
 

made:
 

reduction in densities of forest overstories increases water
(1) 

yield;
 

sparsely vegetated land
(2) 	establishment of forest overstories on 


decreases water yield; and
 

(3) 	response of water yield to treatment is highly variable and,
 

for the most part, unpredictable.
 

The above generalizations must be qualified when specific ex-

With
periments are considered but, in most instances, they are accurate. 


few exceptions, the worldwide studies have shown a definite response to
 

vegetative cover alteration. However, the magnitude of treatment re

sponse has varied considerably. For example, removal of scrub aspen
 
of the western Unitedand coniferous vegetation in the Colorado Rockies 


States caused streamflow to increase only 35 millimeters durinq the first
 
of high montane
 year 	after treatment, while complete cutting and removal 

and bamboo forests in the mountains of East Africa increased water yield
 
These extremes re

in excess of 450 millimeters during the first year. 


flect the diverse nature of the results and suggest the complexity of
 

the causative faztors.
 

To summarize, the results of experimental catchment studies sug
for increasing water
gest that vegetation management may have potential 


yield on many drainages throughout the world. Furthermore, if desired,
 
or enhance
 many of these management practices can be designed to maintain 


the production and use of associated natural resources, including timber,
 

domestic livestock, wildlife, aesthetics, and soils. Such possibilities
 

are not surprising, as many of the vegetation management practices tested
 
rein various parts of the world are employed to benefit other natural 


possible that vegetation management can
 sources. Therefore, it seems 

satisfy increasing demands for other natural resources while it is in

creasing water yield.
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The results presented in this overview are based, for the most 
part, on research tests and not operational programs. Hopefully, these
 
research findings can be coupled with economic and social considera
tions to develop operational practices that will provide multiple ben
efits. 

It must be emphasized, however, that total areas potentially
suited to vegetation management practices aimed at increasing water 
yield must be reduced to account for all of the possible constraints in
 
implementing an operational water yield improvement practice on a par
ticular watershed. Generally, the total areas must be adjusted down
ward by considering the constraints to implementation (Figure 1). Only
after these constraints have been taken into account can treatable 
area be estimated.
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TOTAL OWNERSHIP 
CONSTRAINTSAREA 

CLIMATIC 
CONSTRAINTS 

PHYSIOGRAPH IC 
CONSTRAINTS 

VEGETATIVE 
CONSTRAI NTS 

I NSTITUTIONAL 
CONSTRAI NTS 

SOCIAL 
CONSTRAINTS 

ECONOMIC 

Figure 1. 	Constraints encountered by watershed managers when
 
estimating treatable'area for water yield improvement
 
practices.
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CHAPTER VII 

EROSION PROCESSES 

AND CONTROL 

INTRODUCTION
 

This chapter attempts to summarize the available body of
 
knowledge and hypotheses on erosion processes, gully formation, and
 
control. Included are: fundamental erosion processes, classifica
tion of gullies, objectives in gully control, types of control
 
structures, cost relations, and recommendations.
 

EROSION PROCESSES
 

In general, there are three basic erosion processes on dpland
 
watersheds: surface erosion, mass wasting, and channel or gully ero
sion.
 

Surface erosion involves the detachment and subsequent removal
 
of soil particles and small aggregates from land surfaces. This type
 
of erosion is caused by the action of raindrops, thin film flows, and
 
concentrated overland flows. It results in sheet erosion, rills, small
 
gullies, etc. While seldom serious in forested areas, surface erosion
 
can be an important source of sediment from rangelands and cultivated
 
lands.
 

Mass wastin (or mass movement) is,an important type of
 
erosion in steep, mountainous country. Mass wasting includes erosion
 
inwhich cohesive masses of soil are displaced. Movement can be rapid,
 
as with landslides, or it may be quite slow, as with slumps and soil
 
creeps. Man's activities can greatly accelerate the process of mass
 
wasting.
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Channel or qully erosion is the detachment and movement of 

material, either individual soil particles or large aggregates, 
a major form of geofrom a stream channel. This kind of erosion is 


logic erosion which, under poor land management, can be greatly
 

accelerated.
 

All of the above erosion processes can occur singly or in com

bination. At times, it is difficult to distinguish or separate be

tween the basic types of erosion because, in reality, there is a
 

continuum of forms.
 

The control of channel or gully erosion is a particularly
 
To develop
important responsibility of watershed resources managers. 


effective control measures, an understanding of gully formation and
 

control structures is necessary.
 

CLASSIFICATION OF GULLIES
 

Discontinuous Gullies
 

Gullies may be classified as discontinuous or continuous.
 

Discontinuous gullies may be found at any location on a hillslope.
 

Their start is signified by an abrupt headcut. Normally, gully depth
 
A fan forms where the gully intersects
decreases rapidly downstream. 


the valley. Discontinuous gullies may occur singly or in a system of
 

chains in which one gully follows the next downslope. These gullies
 

may be incorporated into a continuous system either by fusion with a
 

tributary, or may become a tributary to the continuous stream net
 

themselves by a process similar to stream "capture," In the latter
 

case, shifts on the alluvial fan cause the flow from a discontinuous
 
At
gully to be diverted into a gully, falling over the gully bank. 


this point, a headcut will develop that proceeds upstream into the
 
form a nickpoint. Headward addiscontinuous channel where it will 


vance of the nickpoint will lead to gully deepening.
 

Continuous Gullies
 

The continuous gully begins with many fingerlike extensions into
 

It gains depth rapidly in the downstream direction
the headwater area. 

and maintains approximately this depth to the gu:lly mouth. Continuous
 

gullies nearly always form systems (stream nets). They are found in dif

ferent vegetation types, but are prominent in the semiarid and arid re

gions. It appears that localized or regional depletion of any vegetative
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cover can lead to gully formation and gully stream nets, if other factors
 
such as topography and soils are conducive to gully initiation.
 

During the youthful stage, gully processes proceed toward the at
tainment of dynamic equilibrium; while, in the old age stage, a gully
 
loses the characteristics for which it is named and resembles a river or

"normal" stream. Gully development may not end with old age, however.
 
Environmental changes, such as induced by new land use and climatic
 
fluctuation or uplift, may lead to rejuvenation, throwing the gully back
 
into the youthful stage. We must also recognize that gUIly development
 
is not necessarily an "orderly" process, proceeding from one condition
 
to the next "advanced" one.
 

OBJECTIVES IN GULLY CONTROL
 

Main Processes of Gully Erosion as Related to Control
 

The mechanics of gully erosion can be reduced to two main pro
cpsses: cownemttinq and heacduttin.i. Downcutting of the gully bottom
 
leads to gully deepening and widening. Headcutting extends the channel
 
into ungullied headwater areas and increases the stream net and its
 
density by developing tributaries. Thus, effective gully control must
 
stabilize both the channel gradient and channel headcuts.
 

Long-Term Objective of Controls--Vegetation
 

Ingully control, it is of benefit to recognize long- and short
term objectives because often it is very difficult or impossible to reach
 
the long-term goal (vegetation) directly; gully conditions must be first
 
altered. Required alterations are the immediate objectives.
 

Where an effective vegetation cover will grow, gradients may be 
controlled by the establishment of plants without supplemental mechanical 
measures. Only rarely can vegetation alone stabilize headcuts, however, 
because of the concentrated forces of flow at these locations. The most 
effective cover in gullies is characterized by great plant density, deep 
and dense root systems, and low plant height. Long, flexible plants 
(such as certain tall grasses), on the other hand, lie down on the gully 
bottom under impact of flow. They provide a smooth interface between 
flow and original bed, and may substantially increase flow velocities. 
These higher velocities may endanger meandering gully banks and, in spite 
of bottom protection, ,idcn the gully. Trees, especially if grown beyond 
saplii.g stage, may restrict the flow and cause diversion against the 
bank. Where such restrictions are concentrated, the flows may leave the 
gully. This is very undesirable because, in many cases, new gullies de
velop and new headcuts form where the flow reenters the original channel. 
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Er.gineers' Measures--An Aid to Vegetation Recovery 

If growing conditions do not permit the direct establishment of 
vegetation (due to cliwr:,tic or site restrictions, or to severity of
 

gully erosion), engineering measures will be requireu. These measures 
are nearly always required at the critical locations where channel 
changes invariably take place. Examples are nickpoints on the gully 
bed, headcuts, and gully reaches close to the gully mouth where deepen
ing, widening, and deposition alternate frequently with different flows. 
Nickpoints signify longitudinal gradient changes; a gentler gradient is 
being extended toward headwaters by headcutting on the bed. Normally, 
critical locations are easily definable.
 

An effective engineering design must help establish and rehabil
itate vegetation. Revegetation of a site can be aided in different ways.
 
If the gully gradient is stabilized, vegetation can become established
 
on the bed. Stabilized gully bottoms will make possible the stabiliza
tion of banks, since the toe of the gully side slopes is at rest. This
 

process cart be speeded up mechanically by sloughing gully banks where
 
steep banks would prevent vegetation establishment. Banks should be
 
sloughed only after the bottom is stable, however,
 

Vegetation rehabilitation is also speeded if large and deep de

posits of sediment accumL!ate in the gully above engineering works. Such
 

alluvial deposits make excellent aquifers, increase channel storage
 
capacity, decrease channel gradients, and thus, decrease peak flows.
 
Channel deposits may also raise the water table on the land outside the
 

gully. They may reactivate dried-up springs or may convert ephemeral
 
springs to perennial flow. All these results create conditions much
 
more favorable to plant growth than those existing before control.
 

Watershed Restoration Aids Gully Control Measures
 

Measures taken outside the channel can also aid revegetation
 
processes in the gully. Improvements on the watershed that: increase
 
infiltration and decrease overland flow, and spread, instead of con
centrate, this flow, will benefit gully healing processes. A study on
 
sediment control measures showed that sediment yields were reduced 25 to
 
60 percent by la'nd treatment and land use adjustments, as surveyed at
 
15 to 20 year old flood water retarding structures in the southern
 
Great Plains. But when combined land treatment and structural measures
 
were applied, sediment yields were reduced 60 to 75 percent. Normally,
 
however, gully improvements can be attained quicker within the gully
 
than outside, because of concentration of treatment and availability of
 
higher soil moisture in the defined channel. 

Since watershed restoration measures are only supplemental to
 
gully control, some examples will suffice here: seeding and planting
 
with and without land preparation and fertilization; vegetative cover
 
conversions; and engineering works such as reservoirs, water diversions,
 
benches, terraces, trenches, and furrows.
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Immediate Objectives of Control
 

Different types of neasures benefit plants in different ways.
 
It is therefore important to clarify the type of help vegetation estab
lishment requires most. Questions should be answered such as: Is the
 
present moisture regime of the gully bottom sufficient to support plants, 
or should the bottom be raised to increase moisture availability? One 
must recognize that a continuous, even raising of the bottom is not
 
possible.
 

The immediate objectives of a gully treatment must consider 
other aspects in addition to plant cover. Usually, these considerations
 
involve hydraulics, sedimentations, soils, and sometimes the logistics 
required for the maragement of the watershed. For instance, management 
may call for deposits of maximum possible depth at strategic locations 
to provide shallow gully crossings. Thus, if sediment catch is a de
sirable objective, large dams should be built. But if aesthetic consid
erations Ina::_3 check dams undesirable (and watershed logistics and 
revegetation offer no problems), the gully bottom may be stabilized with
 
dams submerged into the bed, and thus invisible to the casual observer.
 

These examoles illustrate how important it is to clarify the im
mediate and overall objectives of a planned treatment before deciding on
 
approaches and measures. The objectives determine the measures; the
 
measures determine the type of result.
 

GULLY CONTROL STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS 

Types of Porous Check Dams 

The most commonly applied engineering measure is the check dam. 
Forces acting on a check dam depend on design and type of construction 
material. Nonporous dams with no weep holes, such as those built from 
concrete, sheet steel, wet masonry, and fiberglass, receive a strong im
pact from the dynamic and hydrostatic forces of the flow. These forces
 
require strong anchoring of the dam into the gully banks, to which most
 
of the pressure is transmitted. In contrast, porous dams release part
 
of the flow through the structure, and thereby decrease the head of flow
 
over the spillway and the dynamic and hydrostatic forces against the dam.
 
Much less pressure is received at the banks than with nonporous dams.
 
Since gullies generally are eroded from relatively soft soils, it is
 
easier to design effective porous check dams than nonporous ones. Once
 
the catch basin of either porous or nonporous dams is filled by sediment
 
deposits, however, structural stability is less critical because the dam
 
crest has become a new level of the upstream gully floor. 

Loose rock can be used in different types of check dams. Dams
 
may be built of loose rock only, or the rock may be reinforced by wire
 
mesh, steel posts, or other materials. The reinforcements may influence
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rock size requirements. If wire mesn with small openings is used, rocks
 
may be smaller than otherwise required by the design flow. 

Some different types of check dams will be described, but the 
field of check dam design is wide open. Many variations are possible. 
The torrent control engineers of Europe have been especially successful 
with filter or open dams. Most of their designs are for large torrents 
where stresses on the structures are much greater than those in gullies, 
jenerally. Other types of filter dams have vertical grids, or grids in
stalled at an angle to the vertical. 

All the torrent control dams are quite sophisticated and costly.
 
Such high costs are often justified in Europe, however, since population
 
densities require the most effective and lasting control measures. These
 
qualities are especially important if the basic geologic instability of
 
the alpine torrents is considered. In contrast, most gullies in the
 
western United States are caused by soil failure. Life and high-cost
 
property are not usually endangered. Simpler, less expensive scructures
 
will therefore be preferable. Some of the most effective and inexpensive
 
dams are builI mainly from loose rock. They will, therefore, be empha
sized in the descriptions that follow.
 

Loose Rock
 

Since loose-rock dams (Figure 1) are not reinforced, the angle
 
of rest of the rock should determine th, slope of the dam sides. This
 
angle depends on the type of rock, the weight, size, and shape of the
 
individual rocks, and their size distribution. If the dam sides are
 
constructed at an angle steeper than that of rest, the structure will
 
be unstable and may lose its shape during the first heavy runoff. For
 
the design of check dams, the following rule of thumb can be used: the
 
angle of rest for angular rock corresponds to a slope ratio of 1.25 to
 
1.00; for round rock, 1.50 to 1.00.
 

Wire-Bound Loose Rock
 

A wire-bound check dam is identical in shape to that of a loose
rock dam, but the loose rock is enclosed in wire mesh to reinforce the
 
structure. The flexibility within the wire mesh is sufficient to permit
 
adjustments in the structural shape, if the dam sides are not initially
 
sloped to the angle of rest. Therefore, the same rock design criteria
 
are required for a wire-bound dam as for a loose-rock structure.
 

The wire mesh should: be resistant to corrosion, be of suffi
cient strength to withstand the pressure exerted by flow and rocks, and 
have openings not larger than the average rock size in the dam. Wire 
mesh may not be effective in boulder-strewn gullies supporting flows 
with heavy, coarse loads. 
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Figure 1. 	Construction plans for a loose-rock check dam.
 
A = section of the dam parallel to the centerline of the gully.
 
B = section of the dam at the cross section of the gully.
 

a = original gully bottom. b = original gully cross section.
 
c = spillway. d = crest of freeboard. e = excavation for key.
 
f = excavation for apron. g = end sill.
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Single Fence
 

Single-fence rock check dams (Figure 2) differ greatly in shape
 

and requirements of construction materials from the loose-rock and wire

bound dams. These structures consist of: a wire-mesh fence, fastened
 
across the gully, and
to steel fenceposts and strung at right angles 


The rock
a loose-rock fill, piled from upstream against the fence. 


fill can be constructed at an angle steeper than that of rest for two
 
flows will tend to push the individualreasons: (1) The impact of 

rock into the fill and against the dam, and (2) Sediment deposits will 

add stability to the fill and will eventually cover it. 

The design of this type of check dam should emphasize specifica
tions for the, wie mesh, and the setting, spacing, and securing of the 

steel fenceposts. The wire mesh specifications will be the same as 

those for the wire-bound dams. 

The steel fenceposts should be sufficiently strong toresist the
 

pressure of the rock fill and the flows, and must be driven into the gul
a depth that insures their stability in
ly bottom and side slopes to 


saturated soil. If it is impractical to drive posts to sufficient
 
These
depths, the stability of the posts should be enhanced by guys. 


guys should be anchored to other posts that will be covered and thus
 

held in place by the rock fill.
 

In general, spacing between the fenceposts should not be more
 

than 1.2 meters to prevent excessive pouching (stretching) of the wire
 

mesh. Where conditions do not allow this spacing, a maximum of 1.5 
meters can be used, but the fence must be reinforced by steel posts
 

Excessive pouching
fastened horizontally between the vertical posts. 


of the wire mesh reduces the structural height and impairs the stabil
ity of the dam.
 

Double Fence
 

The double-fence rock check dam has two wire mesh fences, strung
 

at a distance from each other across the channel (Figure 3). In this
 

type of dam, a well-graded supply of rocks is essential, otherwise the
 

relative thinness of the structure would permit rapid throughflow, re

sulting inwater jets. Double-fence dams should only be built if an
 

effective rock gradation can be obtained.
 

or
When flows of large magnitude (2meters 3/second, for example) 


gullies on steep hillsides are encountered, the base of the double-fence
 

dam should be wider than the crest. This will add structural stability
 

and increase the length of the flow through the lower part of the dam.
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Figure 2. Construction plans for a single-fence rock check darn. 
A = section of the darn parallel to the centerline of the gully. 
B = section of the darn at the cross section of the gully. 

a =original gully bottom. b = original gully cross section. c = spillway, d = crest of freeboard. e = excavation for key. 
f = excavation for apron. g = end sill. h = steel fencepost. 
i =guys. j = rebar, 13 millimeters in diameter. 
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Figure 3. 	Construction plans for a double-fence rock check dam.
 
A = section of the dam parallel to the centerline of the gully.
 
B = section of the dam at the cross section of the gully.
 

= 
a = original gully bottom. b original gully cross section.
 
c spillway. d = crest of freeboard. e = excavation for key.
 
f = excavation for apron. g = end sill. h = s ! fencepost.
 
i = rebar, 13 millimeters in diameter.
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Gabion
 

A gabion check dam consists of prefabricated wire cages that are
 
filled with loose rock. Individual cages are placed beside and onto
 
each other to obtain the dam shape. Normally, this dam is more aesthet
ically pleasing, but it ismora costly than loose-rock or wire-bound
 
rock check dams.
 

Headcut Control
 

Headcuts can be stabilized by different types of structures, but
 
all have two important requirements: porosity in order to avoid exces
sive pressures and thus eliminate the need for large, heavy structural
 
foundations; and some type of inverted filter that leads the seepage

gradually from smaller to larger openings in the structure. (Othv'ise,
 
the soils will be carried through the control, resulting in erosic(,)
 
An inverted filter can be obtained if the headcut wall is sloughed to
 
such an angle that material can be placed in layers of increasing par
ticle size, from fine to coarse sand and on to fine and coarse gravel.
 
Good results may also be obtained by use of erosion cloth, a plastic
 
sheet available in two degrees of porosity.
 

If rock walls reinforced by wire mesh and steel posts are used,
 
site preparation can be minimized. Loose rock can be an effective head
cut control if the flow through the structure is controlled also. As in
 
loose-rock check dams, the sizi, shape, and size distribution of the rock
 
are of special importance to the success of the structure. The wall of
 
the headcut must be sloped back so the rock can be placed against it.
 

If the toe of the rock fill should be eroded away, the fill
 
would be lost. Therefore, stabilization of this toe must be emphasized
 
in the design. A loose-rock dam can be designed to dissipate energy
 
from the chuting flows, and to catch sediment (Figure 4). Sediment dep
ositions will further stabilize the toe of the rock fill by encouraging

vegetation during periods with no or low channel flow.
 

General Design Criteria
 

Loose Rock
 

Loose rock has proved to be a very suitable construction mate
rial if used correctly. Often it is found on the land and thus elim
inates expenditures for long hauls. Machine and/or hand labor may be
 
used. The quality, shape, size, and size distribution of the rock used
 
in construction of a check dam affect the success and lifespan of the
 
structure.
 

Obviously, rock that disintegrates rapidly when exposed to wate,'
 
and atmosphere will have a short structural life. Further, if only
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with a loose-
Figure 4. Construction plan for a gully headcut control 

rock check dam. The section of the structure is parallel
 

to the centerline of the gully. a = original gully bottom.
 
= 

b = excavated area of headcut wall. c = spillway. d crest 
= excavation for
of freeboard. e = excavation for key. f 

apron. g = end sill. h = rock fill. 
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small rocks are used in e dam, they may be moved by the impact of the 
first large water flow, and the dam quickly destroyed. In contrast, a 
check dam constructed of only lar e rocks that leave large voids in the 
structure will offer resistance to the flow, but may create water jets 
through the voids. .ese jets can be higly destructive if directed to
ward openings in the bank protection work or other unpiotected parts of 
the channel. Large voids in check dams also prevent the accumulation 
of sediment abnve the structures. In general, this accumulation is 
desirable becaue it increases the stability of structures and enhances 
stabilization of the gully. 

Large voids will be avoided if the rock is well graded. Well
graded rock will permit some flow through the structure. The majority 
of the rock should be large enough to -c:ist the Flow. 

Since required size and gradation of rock depend on size of dam 
and magnitude of flow, strict rules for effective rock gradation cannot 
be given. The recommendations given below are empirical values derived 
from gully treatments in the Colorado Rocky Mountains, and should be 
evaluated accordingly. The designer should use these values only as a 
guide for his decision. 

As a general rule, rock diameters .houId not be less than 10 
centimeters, and 25 percent of all rocks should fall into the 10 to 14 
centimeter size class. The upper size limit will be determined by the 
size of the dam; large dams can include larqer rock than smaller ones. 
Flat and round rock, such as river material, should be avoided. Both 
types slip out ,9f a structure more easily than broken rJ:ks, which anchor 
well with each other. 

In general, large design peak flows will require larger rock 
sizes than small flows. As an exannle, assume that the designed total 
dam height ranges between 1 and 2 meters, where total height is measured 
from the bottom of the dam to the crest of the freeboard. Type of dam 
s loose rock without reinforcement. Design peak flow is estimated not 

to exceed 1 meter 3/second. An effective rock gradation would call for 
a distribution of size classes as follows: 

Size Percent
 

10-14 cm 25 
15-19 cm 20 
20-30 cm 25 
31-45 cm 30 

If,on the other hand, dam height would be increased to 3 meters, rock
 
up to 1 meter diameter, constituting 15 percent of the volume, could be
 
placed into the base of the dam and the second size class decreased by
 
this portion. If peak flow was estimated not to exceed 0.75 meter 3/
 
second, the 31 to 45 cm size class could be eliminated and 55 percent of
 
the volume could be in the 20 to 30 centimeter class.
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Spacing 

The location of a check dam will be determined primarily by the 
required spacing of the structures. Requirements for spacing depend on 
the gradients of the sediment deposits expected to accumulate above the 
dams, the effective heights of the dams, the available funds, and the ob

tojective of the gully treatment. If, for instance, the objective is 
achieve the greates. possible deposition of sediment, high, widely spaced 

dams would be constructed. On the other hand, if the objective is main., 
ly to stabilize the gully gradient, the spacing would be relatively
 

close and the dams low.
 

In qeneral, the most efficient and most economical spacing is 
obtained if a check dam is placed at the upstream toe of the final sedi

ment deposits of the next dam downstream. This ideal spacing can only
 
course, to obtain guidelines for construction plans.
be estimated, of 

Normally, objectives of gully control require spacings of check 

dams great enough to allow the full utilization of the sediment-holding 

capacity of the structures. Determination of this spacing requires def

inite knowledge of the relationship between the original gradient of the 
gully channel and that of sediment deposits above check uams placed in 
the gully. 

Keys 

Keying a check dam into the side slopes and bottom of the gully 
greatly enhances the stability of the structure. Such keying is impor
tant in gullies where expected peak flow is large and where soils are 
highly erosive (such as soils with high sand content). Loose-rock check 
dams without keys were successfully irstalled in soils derived from 
Pikes Peak granite, but estimated peak flows did not exceed 0.2 meters3/ 
second.
 

The objective of extending the key into the gully side slopes is
 

to prevent destructive flows of water around the dam and consequent 
scouring of the banks. Scouring could lead to gaps between dam and bank 
that would render the structure ineffective. The keys minimize the 
danger of scourirj and tunneling around check dams because the route of 

as voids in the keys become plugged,seepage is considerably lengthened 
the length of the seepage route increases. This increase causes a de
crease in the flow velocity of the seepage water and, in turn, a decrease 
in the erosion energy. 

The part of the key placed into the gully bottom is designed to 
safeguard the check dam against undercutting at the downstream side. 
Therefore, the base of the key, qhich constitutes the footing of the 
dam, must be designed to be below the surface of the apron. This is of 
particular importance for fence-type and impervious structures because 
of the greater danger of scouring at the foot of these dams. The water 
flewing over the spillway forms a chute that creates a main critical 
area of impact where the hydraulic jump strikes the gully bottom. This 
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location is away from the structure. The sides of loose-rock and
 
wire-bound check dams slope onto the apron, on the other hand, and no
 
freefall of water occurs.
 

The design of the keys calls for a trench, usually 0.6 meters
 
deep and wide, dug across the channel. Where excessive instability is
 
demonstrated by large amounts of loose materials on the lower part of the
 
channel side slopes or by large cracks and fissures in the bank walls, 
the depth of the trench should be increased to 1.2 or 1.8 meters.
 

Dam construction star with the filling of the key with loose
 
rock. Then the dam is erected on the rock fill. Rock size distribution
 
in the key should be watched carefully. If voids in the key are large,

velocities of flow within the key may lead to washouts of the bank mate
rials. Since the rock of the keys is embedded in the trench and there
fore cannot be easily moved, it is advantageous to use smaller materials, 
such as a mixture with 80 percent smaller than 14 centimeters. 

Height
 

The effective height of a check dam is the elevation of the
 
crest of the spillway abcve the original gully bottom. The height not
 
only influences structural spacing but also volume of sediment deposits.
 
Inmost cases, dam height will be restricted by one or all of the follow
ing criteria: costs, stability, and channel geometry in relation to
 
spillway requirements. Cost relations between different types of rock
 
check dams will be discussed later. Stability of impervious check dams
 
should be calculated where life and/or property would be endangered by
 
failure.
 

Severely tested check dams in Colorado had maximum heights as
 
follows: loose-rock and wire-bound dams, 2.2 meters; and fence-type
 
dams (thickness of 0.6 meter), 1.8 meters.
 

In gullies with small widths and depths but large magnitudes of 
flow, the effective height of dams may be greatly restricted by the 
spillway requirements. This restriction may result from the spillway 
depth necessary to accommodate expected debris-laden flows. 

Spi 1lway
 

Most gullies nave either trapezoidal, rectangular, or V-shaped
 
cross sections. For structural gully control, design storms should be
 
of 25 years magnitude and, as a minimum, spillways should accommodate
 
the expected peak flow from such a storm. In mountainous watersheds,
 
however, where forests and brushlands often contribute large amounts of
 
debris to the flow, the size and the shape of spillways should be de
termined by this expected organic material. As a result, required
 
spillway sizes will be much larger than if the flow could be considered
 
alone. Spillways designed with great lengths relative to their depths
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are very important here. Yet, spillway length can be extended only
 
within limits because a sufficient contraction of the flow over the
 
spillway is needed to form larger depths of flows to float larger loads
 
over the crest. The obstruction of a spillway by debris is undesirable
 
since it may cause the flow to overtop the freeboard of the check dam
 
and lead to its destruction.
 

The characteristics of the sides of a spillway are also impor
tant for the release of debris over the structure. Spillways with per
pendicular sides will retain debris much easier than those with sloping
 
sides; in other words, trapezoidal cross sections are preferable to
 
rectangular ones. A trapezoidal shape introduces another benefit by in
creasing the effective length of the spillway with increasing magnitudes
 
of flow.
 

The length of the spillway relative to the width of the gully
 
bottom is important for the protection of the channel and the structure. 
Normally, it is desirable to design spillways with a length not greater 
than the available gully bottom width so that the waterfall from the dam 
will strike the gully bottom. There, due to the stilling-basin effects 
of the dam apron, the turbulence of the flow is better controlled than 
if the water first strikes against the banks. Splashing of water against 
the channel side slopes should be kept at a minimum to prevent new ero
sion. Generally, spillway length will exceed gully bottom width in gul
lies with V-shaped cross sections, or where large flows of water and 
debris are expected relative to the available bottom width. In such 
cases, intensive protection of the gully side slopes below the structure 
is required.
 

Apron 

Aprons must be installed on the gully bottom and protective works
 
on the guly side slopes below the check dams, otherwise flows may eas
ily undercut the structures from downstream and destroy them.
 

Apron length below a loose-rock check dam cannot be calculated
 
without field and laboratory investigations on prototypes. Different
 
structures maylhave have different roughness coefficients of the dam side
 
slope that forms a chute to the flow if tailwater depth is low. Dif
ferences in rock gradation may be mainly responsible for the different
 
roughness values.
 

The design procedures for the loose-rock aprons were therefore
 
simplified and a rule of thumb adopted: the length of the apron was
 
taken as 1.5 times the height of the structure in channels where the 
gradient did not exceed 15 percent, and 1.75 times where the gradient 
was steeper than 15 percent. The resulting apron lengths included a 
sufficient margin of safety to prevent the waterfall From hitting the 
unprotected gully bottom. Th- design provided for embedding the apron 
into the channel floor so that its surface would be roughly level and
 
about 0.3 meters below the original bottom elevation.
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At the downstream end of the apron, a loose-rock sill should be
 
built 0.15 meter hirih, measured from channel bottom elevation to the 
crest of the sill. This end sill creates a pool in which the water will 
c,.shion the impact of the waterfall. 

The installation of an end sill provides another benefit for the 
structure. Generally, aprons are endangered by the so-called ground 
roller that develops wrere the hydraulic jump of the water hits the gul
ly bottom. These vrtcal ground rollers of the flow rotate upstream 
and, where they strike the gully floor, scouring takes place. Thus, if 
the hydraulic jump is close to the apron, the ground roller may under
mine the apron and destroy it. The end sill will shift the hydraulic 
jump Farther dnwntream, and with it the dangerous ground roller. The 
higher the end sill, the farther downstream the jump will occur. Since 
data on sediment and flow are not usually available, a uniform height 
of sill may be used for all structures. 

Ephemer'al gul lies carry frequent flows of smal I magnitudes. 
Therefore, it is advisable not to raise the crest of the end sills more 
than 0.15 to 0.25 meter above the gully bottom. End sills, if not sub
merged by the water, are dams and create waterfalls that may scour the 
ground below the sill. At higher flows, some tailwater usually exists 
below a sill and cushions, to some extent, the impact from the waterfall 
over the sill.
 

Where the downstream nature of the gully is such that appreciable 
depth of tailwater is expected, the installation of end sills is not
 
critically important. The hydraulic jump will strike the water surface
 
and ground rollers will be weak.
 

Bank Protection 

Investigations have shown that check dams may be destroyed if 
flows scour the gully side slopes below the structures and produce a 
gap between the dam and the bank. Since water below a check dam is
 
turbulent, eddies develop that flow upstream along each gully side
 
slope. These eddies are the cutting forces.
 

Several types of material are suitable for bank protection. 
Loose rock is effective, but should be reinforced with wire-mesh fence, 
secured to steel posts, on all slopes steeper than 1.25 to 1.00. The
 
design should provide for excavation of the side slopes to a depth of
 
about 0.3 meter so that the rock can be placed flush with the surround
ing side slope surface to increase stability of the protection. Excava
tion of surface materials also assures that the rock would not be set
 
on vegetation. Banks should be protected for the full length of the
 
apron. 

The height of the bank protection depends on the characteristics
 
of channel, flow, and structure. Where gullies have wide bottoms and
 
spillways are designed to shed the water only on the channel floor, the
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height should equal total dam height at the structure, but can rapidly
 

decrease with distance from the structure. In contrast, where the
 

waterfall from a check dam will strike against the gully banks, the
 

height of the bank protection should not decrease with distance from
 

dam to prevent the water from splashing against unprotected banks.
 

In gullies with V-shaped cross sections, the height of the bank
 

protection should be equal to the elevation of the upper edges of the
 

In general, the height of the bank protection
freeboards of the dam. 

can decrease with increasing distance from the dam.
 

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
 

Before construction starts, the following design features should
 

be staked and flagged conspicuously:
 

(1) Mark the centerline of the dam and the key trenches, respective

ly, on each bank. Set the stakes away from the gully edge to
 

protect them during construction.
 

(2) Designate the crest of the spillway by a temporary bench mark in
 

the gully side slope sufficiently close to be of value for the
 

installation of the dam.
 

(3) Mark the downstream end of the apron.
 

(4) For loose-rock and wire-bound dams, flag the upstream and down

stream toes of the dam proper.
 

Caution is required during excavation to avoid destroying the
 

stakes before the main work of installation begins.
 

dams should start with the excavation
The construction of all 

for the structural key, the apron, and the bank protection. 	 This very
 

Vegetation
important work can be performed by a backhoe or hand labor, 

same time.
and loose material should be cleaned from the site at the 


width
The trenches for the structural keys will usually have a 

be used on the backof 0.6 meter, therefore a 0.5 meter wide bucket can 


hoe. If the construction plan calls for motorized equipment, two types
 

One, mounted on a rubber-wheeled vehicle and
of backhoes can be used. 

360 degrees.
operating from a turntable, permits the backhoe to rotate 


This machine travels rapidly between locations where the ground surfaces
 

are not rough and works very efficiently in gullies whose side slopes
 
The other
and bottoms can be excavated from one or both channel banks. 


type can be attached to a crawler tractor. This type proves to be ad

vantageous at gullies that are difficult to reach, and at ones with
 

widths and depths so large that the backhoe has to descend into the
 

In deep gullies with V-shaped cross sections, temchannel to excavate. 

porary benches on the side slopes may be necessary. Often. the bench
 

can be constructed by a tractor with blade before the backhoe arrives.
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The excavated material should be placed upstream from the dam
 
site in the gully. The excavated trench and apron should then be filled
 
with rock. Since a special graded rock is required for the keys, rock
 
piles for keys must be separate from those used in the apron and dam 
proper. Excavations can be filled by dumping from a dump truck or by

hand labor. During dumping operations, the fill must be checked for
 
voids, which should be eliminated.
 

If dump trucks are loaded by a bucket loader, some soil may be
 
scooped up along with the rock. Soil is undesirable in a rock structure
 
because of the danger of washouts. To avoid soil additions, use a bucket
 
with a grilled bottom that can be shaken before the truck is loaded.
 
Other devices such as a grilled loading chute would also be appropriate.
 

Dumping rock into the dam proper has two advantages: The struc
ture will attain greater density, and rocks will be closer to their
 
angle of repose than if placed by hand. Hand labor can never be com
pletely avoided, however, since plugging larger voids and the final dam
 
shape require hand placement. Where gullies are deep and dumping is im
practical, rock chutes may be used.
 

Often, gully control projects are planned to provide employment

for numbers of people. This objective can easily be accomplished if suf
ficient supervision is available for the individual steps in the con
struction. Special attention is needed at the spillway and freeboard.
 
In loose-rock and wire-bound structures, where the shape of the dam is
 
not outlined by a fence as in the other types, experience shows there
 
is a tendency to construct the spillways smaller than designed.
 

In wire-bound dams, a commercial, galvanized stock fence, usually

about 1.2 meters wide, can be used. The stay and line wires should not
 
be less than 12-1/2 gage low-carbon steel, the top and bottom wires 10
 
gage low-carbon steel, and the openings in the mesh 0.i5 meter. To con
nect ends of the fence or to attach the fence to steel posts, a galvan
ized 12-1/2 gage coil wire is sufficiently strong.
 

The wire mesh of required length and width should be placed
 
over the gully bottom and side slopes after the trench and apron have
 
been filled with rock. Generally, several widths of mesh will be needed
 
to cover the surface from bank to bank. If several widths are required,

they should be wired together with coil wire where they will be covered
 
with rocks. The part not to be covered should be left unattached to
 
facilitate the fence stringing operations around the structure.
 

Before the rock is placed on the wire mesh for the installation
 
of the dam proper, the mesh should be temporarily attached to the gully

banks. Otherwise, the wire mesh lying on the gully side slopec will be
 
pushed into the gully bottom by the falling rock and buried. Usually,
 
stakes are used to hold the wire mesh on the banks.
 

After the dam proper is placed and shaped, the fence can be
 
bound around the structure. Fence stretchers should be applied to pull
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the upstream ends of the fence material down tightly over the downstream
 

ends, where they will be fastened together with coil wire. Then the
 

bank protection below the dam should be installed.
 

The installation of single- and double-fence dames begins with the
 

construction of the fences after excavation is completed. Construction 
drawings should be followed closely here because the final shape of the 
dams will be determined by the fences. Conventional steel fenceposts can 
be used. In some locations, the great height of posts may offer diffi
culties for the operator of the driving equipment, and scaffolds should 
be improvised. A pneumatically driven pavement breaker with an attach
ment can be used to ease the job of driving. Since relatively great 

lengths of hose may be attached this tool may be used in deep gullies and 

on sites with difficult access.
 

At single-fence dams, dumpini of rock is practical if the gully 
is not excessively deep or wide. At double-fence structures, hand labor,
 

a backhoe, or a clamshell will be required. The rock should be placed
 

in layers and each layer inspected for large voids, which should be
 

closed manually by rearranging rocks.
 

Much time and effort can be saved during construction if a real
istic equipment plan is established beforehand. Such a plan requires an 

intimate knowledge of the cross sectional dimensions of the gullies and 
their accessibility to motorized equipment. Pioneer roads that might be 

needed because of lack of access are not only important for equipment 

considerations, but will also enter into the cost of the construction. 

Ifequipment is to be used, as a general rule, it appears to be
 
heavier and larger machines if their mobility is
advantageous to use 


adequate. Although hourly costs for heavier machines are usually great

er, the total cost for a job is reduced.
 

not
With few exceptions, conventional construction equipment is 

sufficiently mobile to operate in rough topography without pioneer roads.
 

Inwatershed rehabilitation projects such as gully control, road con

struction is undesirable because it disturbs the ground surface and may
 
It is therefore desirable to consider crawler-type
lead to new erosion. 


equipment only.
 

COST RELATIONS
 

Relationships between the installation costs of the four differ

ent types of rock check dams described here are based on research in
 

Colorado. The relationships are expressed by ratios (Figure 5) to avoid
 

specific dollar comparisons. When considering the cost ratio, one must
 

keep in mind that differential inflation may have offset some finer dif

ferences in cost. It is advisable, therefore, to test the cost of indi

vidual structures by using material and volume requirements as given by
 

the equations. The cost ratios (Figure 5) can then be adjusted, if
 

necessary.
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Figure 5. Installation cost of four different types of check dams as
 
a function of effective dam height. The cost ratio is the
 
cost of a dam related to the cost of a Icose-rock dam, 0.3
 
meter high, built with angular rock.
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It is obvious that the cost of installing a complete gully
 
treatment increases with gully gradient because the required nrumer of 
dams increases. However, there is one effective dam height at which the 

cost is lowest (Figure 6). In the sample gully, this optimum height for 

loose-rock dams is about 0.6 meter, for single-fence dams 0.7 meter, and 
section was asfor double-fence dams 1.I meters. A constant gully cross 

sumed. In reality, of course, gully cross sections usually change between 

dam sites. The ortimum height for lowest treatment costs is not a con

stant, but changes between gullies, depending on shape and magnitude of 

the gully cross sections at the dam sites. 

Since the cost of the dam is directly proportional to the rock 

volume, rock requirenent will be dependent upon dam height (Figure 6). 

This meais that, in a given gully, there is one dam heigit at which rock 

requirements for a treatment are smallest. 

A treatment 	cannot be evaluated on the basis of cost of instal

lation alone, because recognition of benefits is part of the decision 
making process. Sediment deposits retained by check dams can be incor

porated into a cost ratio that brings one tangible benefit into perspec

tive. Sediment has been cited as the nation's most serious pollutant. 
The sediment-cost ratio increases (treatment is increasingly beneficial) 
with dam height and decreases with increasing gradient. 

Since single-fence and d{uhie-fence dams cost less than loose

rock and wire-bound loose-rock damq for an effective height greater than 
,0.3 	meter, the sediment-cost ratio i more favorable for the fence-type 

The ratios remain smaller than 1.0 in all gradients largerstructure. 

than 5 percent for treatments with loose-rock and wire-bound loose-rock
 

dams, and on gradients larger than 7 and 9 percent for treatments with
 

single-fence and double-fence dams, respectively.
 

The importance of sediment-cost ratios in relation to gully 

gradient and effective dam height becomes apparent in situations where 

not all gullies of a watershed can be treated. Gullies with the small

est gradient and largest depth, and highest possible fence-type dams 

should be chosen if other aspects, such as access or aesthetic value, 
are not dominant.
 

OTHER GULLY CONTROL STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS
 

Nonporous Check Ddms
 

R,,ck can be used for the construction of wet masonry dams. Lim

itations in available masonry skills, however, may not permit this ap

proach. A prefabricated concrete dam was designed and a prototype
 

installed in Colorado. It required very little time and no special
 

skills for installation. The capital investment for this dam is larger
 

than for a rock structure, however. A prestress2d concrete manufacturer
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Figure 6. 	Relative cost of installation of check-dam treatments and
 
relative angular rock v-lume requirements in gullies with
 
different gradients as a function of effective dam height.
 
The cost and rock volume ratios relate the cost and rock
 
volume of a treatment to those of a treatment with loose
rock dams 0.3 meter high installed on a 2 percent gradient.
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must be available reasonably close to the project area and the
 
Where
construction sites must be accessible to motorized equipment. 


aesthetic considerations and land values are high (recreational sites
 
and parks, for example), a prestressed, prefabricated concrete check dam 
may he the answer. 

Check dams may also be built from corrugated sheet steel. For 
successful application, a pile driver is required to assure proper fit 
of the sheets. Excavating trenches for the sheets jeopardizes dam 
stability if the refill is riot compacted sufficiently. Quite often, in
sufficient depth of soil above the bedrock does not permit this dam type. 

Earth Check Dams 

Earth check dams should be used for gully control only in ex
ceptional cases. Basically, it was the failure of the construction
 
material, soil (incombination with concentrated surface runoff), that
 
caused the gully. Gullies with very little flow may be an exception if
 
the emergency spillway safely releases the Flow onto the land outside
 
the gully. The released flow should not concentrate, but should spread
 
out on an area stabilized by an effective vegetation cover or by some
 
other type of protection such as a gravel field. Most gullied water
sheds do not support areas for safe waLer dischcge.
 

Standpipes or culverts in earth check dams generally create
 
problems, because of the danqer of clogging the pipe or culvert inlet,
 
and the difficulty in estimating peak flows. Therefore, additional
 
spillways are required.
 

If soil is the only dam material available, additional watershed
 
restorati;i ,;,easures (such as vegetation cover improvement work and con

tour trenches) should be installed to improve soil infiltration rates,
 
to enhance water retention and storage, and thus to decrease magnitude
 
and peak of gully flows.
 

Vegetation-Lined Waterways
 

With the exception of earth check dams, gully control measures
 
described previously treat the flow where it is--in the gully. In con
trast, treatments by waterways take the water out of the gully by chang
ing the topography. Chpck dams and waterways both modify the -egime
 
of the flow by decreasing the erosive forces of the flow to a evel that
 
permits vegetation to grow. In waterways, hot,'ver, flow is modified
 
compared with the original gully, in two ways: lengthening the water
course, resulting in a gentler bed gradient; and widening the cross
 
section of flow, providing very gentle channel side slopes. This latter
 
measure leads to shallow flows with a large wetted perimeter (increase
 
in roughness parameter). Both measures substantially decrease flew
 
velocities, which in turn decrease the erosive forces.
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Contrasted with check dam control, waterway projects strive to 
establish a vegetitive cover when land reshaping is fini shed. Ineed, a 
quick establifighont of an ef fective vegetatien lning is the key to suc
cessful water .. It f, Ii ows that. the prime requisites for a successful 

,application a,' p ipi a rion, temperacure, and ferti1 ily of s ils, all 
favorable to plant q,ewth. Other requisites are: 

(1) 	 Size i ,-ully shoulo not be larger than the available fili
 
vol umes,
 

(2) 	 Width of valey bottom must be sufficient for the placement of 
a waterway with greater length than that of the gully; 

(3) 	 Depth of soil mantle must be adequate to permit shaping of the 
topography; and 

(4) 	Depth of topsoil must be sufficient to permit later spreading on 
all disturbed areas. 

Design criteria or prerequisites in terms of hydraulic geometry 
are not yet avail b1 e. 

Vegetation-li ned waterways require exact construction (therefore, 
close construction supervision) and frequent inspections during the first 
treatment years. The risk, inherent to nearly all types of erosion con-
Lrol work, iK aiter for waterwayt at the beginning of treatment than 
for check dlam ,y,,lqs. To offset this risk, in Coloraco, 19 percent of 
the original =Ls of inltallation was expended for maintenance, while 
for the same period of time, only 1 percent was required at check dams. 

Eight percent less funds were expended per linear meter of gully 
for construction and maintenance of grassed waterways than for check 
dams. This cost diffference is not significant, especially if the great
er involvement in waterway maintenance is recognized. in deciding an 
the type of gully control, one should consider not only construction 
costs but also risk of the prerequisites for vegetation-lined waterways. 

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Spacing decreases with increasing gully gradient and increases 
with effective dam height. Number of check dams increases with gully 
gradient and decreases with increasing effective dam height. Expected 
volumes of sediment deposits increase with effective height. 

For practical purposes, gully gradients ranging from 1 to 30 per
cent do not influence vol nines of sediment deposits ir a treatment. On 
gradients larger tla.n 30 percent, sediment catch decreases more dis
tinctly with increasing gradient. 

Rock volume requirements are much larger for loose-rock and 
wire-bound loose-rock damns than for fence-type dams. At effective dam 
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heights larger than 0.6 meter, treatments with double-fence dams require
 

the smallest amounts of rock.
 

At effectie dam heights larger than about 0.5 meter, loose-rock
 

are more expensive than fence-type dams.
and wire-bound loose-rock dams 

Single-fence dams are
The difference in cost increases with height. 


less expensive than double-fence dams at effective heights up to 1.0
 

meter.
 

one effective
Regardless of gradient, in a given gully, there is 


dam height for each type of strscture at which the cost of treatment is
 

lowast (Figure 6). For each tpe of treatment, rock requirements are
 

smallest at thp optimum effective dam heights for least costs (Fiqure 6).
 

The sedi inct-L ,t tiL,(the value of -xpected sedinent deposits divided 

by the cost of treatment) increases with effective dam height and de

creases withm increasinJ gully gradient. At effective dam heights of 

about 0.6 meter and larger, sinqle-ffence dams have a more pronounced 

beneficial sediment-cosL ratio than loose-rock or wire-bound loose-rock
 
meters and larger, treatments
dams. At effective dam heights of 1.1 


with double-fence dams have the largest sediment-cost ratios.
 



CHAPTER VIII 

WATER QUALITY
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The hydrologic cycle depicts the movement of water through a
 
forest ecosystem. Water flow is a major component of the environment, 
linking together the atmospheric, soil, biotic and stream compartments 
of the system. Since water is the carrier of materials and energy be
tween the atmospheric ad terrestrial portion of the system and the 
stream, an understanding of the processes which affect water quality in 
forest streams has as its basis an understanding of the hydrologic pro
cess.
 

DISSOLVED CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS 

To understand various impacts, one must realize that forest 
streams are not separate and distinct from the area they drain, but are 
an integral part of the ecosystem. As water comes into contact with 
each part of the system, the chemical characteristics adjust according
ly. Chemical reactions and physical processes occur as the water con
tacts the atmosphere, soil and biota. It is these processes and the 
condition of each compartment that determine the amount and kind of 
chemical species in solution. 

The major sources of dissolved constituents in water draining 
upland watersheds are: geologic weathering of parent rock, meteorolog
ical inputs, and biological inputs. Chemical and physical weathering 
converts rock minerals into soluble or transportable form. Dissolved 
matter, including organic compounds and mineral ions; are added to the 
forest ecosystem in precipitation. dust, and other aerosols. The bio
logical inputs are mainly materials gathered elsewhere and deposited in 
the forest by animals (including man) and the photosynthetic production 
of organic material from inorganic substances, followed by the subse
quent breakdown of the organic back to the inorganic compounds. 
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In undisturbed ecosystems, the rock substrate and soil generally 

control the relative concentrations of metallic ions (cations such as 

Ca+, Mg+ + , K+ and Na+), while the relationship of hioleical and bio

chemical pr)cesses in the soil to precipitation rarely governs the 
=
anionic (110hH - , ,H13-, and POa ) yield. Anions, such as chloride (CI-), 

nitrate (NO), and s-ulfate (S0=) , at least in the absence of abundant 
sul fi de ri eras, or igina to from the atmosphere; the output of these 

ions is regulated by soil processes. 

Although appreciable quantities of nitrogen, sulfir, and ocher 
elements are often founc int precipitation and in dust and dry fallout 
between rains, the s-Ioil under natural forest conditions is considered 
the greatest contributor of dissolved elements to runoff. Other compo
nents cf the eros ystern (hiologc, atmospheric, rock substrate), through 

their influence on soil processes and properties, play n important 
role in determinin the cheri s try of outflow. 

Such diss(oIved compounds can leave a system by water transport 

over and through the soil or forest floor to either groundwater or sur
face flow. 

-i-he abov process(s often under termare lumpee the nutrient 

cycling, which consis5ts of Inputs, outputs and the movement of dissolved 
solids within the systern. This is chiefly conicerned with outputs, that 

is, the streamflow froii tilland hasns and the various fac:tnrs influenc

ing the chemical c:oinponents in V.hisi runoff. 

The movement of water througJh the soil , alongj with biological 
activity, controls the ionic composition of water leavin( upland water
sheds as streamflow. The most chemical ly active componeits, of a forest 
soil are the clay arid organic colloids . Soil colloids have a large 
capacity to exchange ions in solufion fV, those ads,,"bed on their sur
faces. Clays have high exchange capacities compare,: with most other 
minerals because of their large surface area per uni t Volume and their 
negative electrical charge. 

A simplified picture of the exchange process would be that 

cations absorbed on soil colloids are selectively exchanged for lydro

gen ions from the sail water. The hydrogen ions come principally from 
the solution of carbon dioxide in water and dissociation of the result

ing %C0 3 molecule into a hydrogen ion and bicarbonate ion. The dis

solved carbon dioxide originates chiefly in the metabolism of
 

microorganisms and plant roots in the soil. Based on the above assumop

tions, only the water remaining for some tiirc in interstices between
 

soil particles is likely to pick up an appreciable load of dissolved
 
carbon dioxide and consequently be effective in leaching mineral ions.
 

Studies have shown that the ionic concentrations and their re

lationships to discharge are quite variable. For example, a direct
 

relationship exists between H+, NO3- concentrations and discharge, but
 

no relationship between discharge and the concentrations of Mg++, Ca++,
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SOj, and K+ has been found in streams on an experimental forest in New 
Hampshire. Elsewhere, individual cation concentrat ions, when considered 
throughout the year, appeared to be independent oF dli;charq( r, nitm 
four experimental watersheds in the Appalacian iiieimt, Pii-nf ('aqtrrn 
Uni ted Staten An inverse rlatioehip to it ion n imtrationn aid 
discharq!e of 4elected streams has been repored in the Rocky M ta ins. 
\1so, an inwr ,o relationshi p between ion : r .ndadinch arhle 
was uhso rvvd W= o'.5Liam iniCal iforn ia. In Wpmqn ns !nuralorqw t 
ionic (:oncentraitions are comiuon ly lower at: time'; nf hi qh flow than at 
low flow due to the loncg residence time of water in the soil during the 
dry weather, which gives more nppnrtunity for chemical rractions. 

t can 

anCes. or example, it the cation-anion balance of the soil solution
 
is changed temporarily by the addition or subtraction of an ionic spe
cies due to logging or fire, the equilibrium is restored by an equiva
lent cranqe in the concentrations of oppositely charged ions.
 

Lanid Ilkdian etW1 Dractices significantly influence ionic bal-

Once water has reached an effluent stream, it is often consid
ered to consist of a base flow fraction made up of ground water that
 
infiltrates into the channel and a direct runoff fraction, which in
 
turn enLer Lhe drainage systeu during and soon after precipitation

periods,. [he di rot runoff p)resuLmably has no residence time in the 
qround water rose rvoir and only a short contact with soil or vegetation.
As mentionedl earlier, reactions in the soil zone are commonly extensive 
enouqh that the direct runoff has a considerably higher dissolved
-olids contentU than the original rain or snow. Sometimes, the base
 
flow has a still greater dissolved load. Based on the assumptions out
lined above, lie <olut~e concentration of -iver water would be inversely 
related to flow rote. This would not necessarily be the case if the
 
stream were influent with base flow nonexistent. 

Other na tural factors in the stream itself that influence ionic 
composition inc lude: reactions of water with mineral solids in the 
streambed and in sispension, reactions among solutes, losses by evapor
ation and by transpiration from plants growing in and near the stream, 
and effects of organic matter and aquatic organisms. This latter set 
of natural factors results in fluctuations of composition that bear 
little relation to discharge rates. 

Chemica l equilibria probably control a few properties of water
 
in flowing streams. For example, the ion-exchange reactions of solutes
 
with suspended sediment probably are rapid enough that they usually 
are
 
at equilibrium. Certain oxidations, such as ferrous to ferric ion, also
 
normally reach equilibriumn. For biological processes such as the util
ization and rodt .ion of carbon dioxide and oxygen, the equilibriumn
eppriich is,not HOes<arily appropriate. If the stream is to be con
sidered a dynami c .ystem, which it is, kinetics would better describe 
its chemistry rather than using a steady-state equilibrium approach. 
or example, the processes whereby biological organisms consume organic 
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loads of the stream can often be better studied and understood by
 
applying rates of reactions and processes.
 

When a forest is harvested (especially clearcut), trees no
 
longer take up nut-ients and Lhe nonmerchantable parts of trees increase 
forest litter. Thie removal of the forest canopy changes the microcli
mate, mrk inq itwatrmer and reducinq evapotranspiration, resulting in an 
increased soil water content. This increased temperature and water 
content of ,.he soil accelerates the activity of microorganisms that 
break down orlanic mditter. The greatly increased respiration of these 
organisms a the carbon dioxide partial pressure of the soil atmo
sphere, which in turn increases the hicarbonate anion level and leaching 
loss of citions from the systerm. Nitrogen losses as nitrate may also 
occur, whe, it iisproduced by the oxidation of organic matter (niitrifi
cation) and not. utilized hy the forest vegetation which has heen removed. 

Recent studies throughout the Uni ted States do show that follow
ing clearcutting, there is an increased loss of nutrients (cations and 
nitrate) from thie log ped areaa long wi th an increased runoff volume. 
This increased ionic loss along with increased runoff would possibly 
tend to give concentrations of ions a less noticeable increase, but 
total losses should be qui te outstandinj. 

Studies have also shown that, slash burning following logging 
produces an even qreciter increase in thme release of ions from the forest 
floor litter and mineral soil. This increase in the release of ions is 
due to the breakdown of the organic debris to a soluble form, making it 
easily removed from the soil I by leaching water. Generally, this process 
can lead to an increase in the total loss of nutrients in streamflow. 
However, the above may not always happen. For example, a modertely 
sevcre Fire in aiconi fer stand Ihad no speci fic effec t on the con centra
tions of Ca++, Mg+4 , Na+-, [, , or 1O0T -inthe stremii. It was postul ated 
in this study that ash constituents were dissolved by light rainfall 
and leached into the permeable forest soil before the first snow. Be
cause of the acidic nature of the soil, the dissolved cations were 
absorbed on the exchange complex instead of oeing washed directly into 
the stream. Of course, rains of high intensity f llowinp a severe fire 
could move large quantities of soluble ash compound into flowing streams. 
As the forest regenerates following a perturbation, the dissolved load 
of the stream also returns to levels experienced before the disturbance. 

In summary, the dissolved load of streams after various forest 
activities, such as clearcutting or burning, is a function of the sev
eral soil, vegetative and climatic churacteristics thc, t describe a 
forest ecosystem. Soil characteristics, such as, porosity and texture, 
determine the pathway and rate of water movement in or over soil, soil 
erodibility, and how strongly nutrients will be held within the soil 
matrix. Vegetative characteristics, such as species composition, in
fluence the rate of nutrient uptake. The rate of revegetation controls 
the rapidity with which recycling begins after system disruption. The
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leashing rate is influenced by form, chemistry, amount and intensity of 
precipitation. Generalization of effects of forest management in wide
ly differing upl]and ecosysteums is precluded by the intricate interac
tion among these many variables. 

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
 

In some instances, undisturbed upland watersheds generally have 
low suspended sediment concentrations (10 to 20 ppm average concentra
tion). Higher cncentrations are often the result of a perturbation to 
the drainagi. a"ra such as roads, logging, or natural catastrophes which 
can cause ac(:cel eraad urqinn. 

io ion of soi Is produce; sedimuent in waters draining forest 
lands. [hree ma orci etusion processes are of concern: surface erosion, 
mass soil uoveilerint, and channel P'105ioln. Surface crosi on is the clirect 
result of rain striking uinprotected soil surfaces. Soil particles are 
detached and transported by overland llo acror the soil surface. 
This process is relatively nonexi stert in the nondisturbed, well pro
tected forest B1oor which has a hi gh infiltration rate. Accelerated 
erosion can nu expected in cases where the protective forest floor lit
ter has been removed exposin mineraul soil alnng with soil compaction. 

Mass soil movement is thme process by wihich larqe volumes of 
soil and rock materials move downslope under the infl ,ence of gravity. 
This movement is usually prevalent in areas where the geologic sub
strate is naturally unstable. 

Channel erosion is the result of abrasion by water or debris on 
the stream bank and bed. This erosion process can contribute heavily 
to suspended sediment. It was found, for instance, that 25 percent of 
the sediment yields in the western United States could be attributed 
to logging activity, 25 percent to agriculture and 50 percent to bank 
cutting in the main river. 

In general, increased velocity of streamnflow will give an in.
creased concentration of suspended sediment. Also, any practice that 
reduces the stability of the streambank or other watershed surfaces 
will cause suspended sediment to increase. 

Roads and road building are considered to be the principle 
sources of suspended sediment. Studies and observations have shown 
that as much as 90 percent of the sediment produced from timber sale 
areas in the northern regions of the United States comes from roads. 

There have been numerous studies relating fores cry activities 
to accelerated erosion and sedimentation. Generally, it has been 
found that watershed damage from felling, limbing and bucking of trees 
during timber harvesting is probably negligible. 
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Skidding and yarding activities can cause accelerated erosion;
 

however, the great variety of techniques and machines used in this oper-

A major


ation provide alternatives for minimizing damage on many sites. 


rule here is: the less compacting and disturbing the contact with the
 

result from skidding and
 forest floor, the less watershed damage will 


yarding.
 

logging probably results in the least compaction and
Balloon 

are transported free in the air over most
 disturbance because the logs 


are intermediate between
 of the cut area. Grapple and yarding systems 

they combine features of each. The most de

skyline and high lead, as 

is tractor logging.
structive technique of all 


on upland watersheds are subject to erosion until
Harvest areas 

new vegetative cover is established, since it is the exposed 

mineral
 
Furthermore, vary

soil that is a major source of suspended sediment. 

the forest floor result from the several com

ing degrees of damage to 


binations of harvesting and log transport systems.
 

In a study, clearcutting and removal of trees by the balloon
 

sediment deposited in streams and
 
system resulted in the lowest soil 


Clearcutting by tractor, as
 had the smallest exposure of bare soil. 

(over 30 percent).
expected, exposed the most mineral soil 


conis logged, slash is frequently eliminated by
Once an area 

Intense fires often lead to accelerated erosion.
trolled burning. 


Extremely hot fires consume vegetation, litter and duff 
materials and
 

Such fires may also reduce the organic
leave the soil unprotected. 

content of the soil and alter the stability of surface soil aggregates.
 

Infiltration rates are often reduced and surface runoff 
can be in-


Controlled

creased by the production of a nonwettable surface layer. 


cause erosion problems.
burns are usually not intense enough to 


Fire can also be a contributor to accelerated mass wasting,
 

due largely to the destruction of the natural mechnical supports of
 

In the western United States, logging and burning produced
soils. 

due to the loss of mechanical support
mass soil movements
increases in 


of the root systems of trees and plants. Many other studies support
 

the relationship of fire, logging and road building to accelerated
 

mass movements and resulting stream sedimentation.
 

BACTERIOLOGICAL QUALITY
 

Quite often, bacteriological indicators are employed to gain
 

knowledge of the biological quality of streamflow. An estimate of
 

these organisms is a relatively simple, fast and inexpensive 
index of
 

pollution, especially when the membrane filter technique is 
used.
 

Knowledge of cycles and variability of bacteria in natural 
waters and
 

physical environmental factors is
the relationships of bacteria to 


sparse.
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There have been some studies of relatively undisturbed
 
watersheds describing bacteria-environment relationships.
 

Seasonal coliform trends have been studied and evidence of rela
tionships between coliform counts and certain physiral environmental 
factors (streamflow and air temperature) have been found. Great in
creases in logging and stream turbidity over a period of years did not
 
affect coliform densities, but it should be rioted that the logging was
 
on municipal watersheds and disturbance was probably minimal. 

An assessment of the causes of variation in bacterial numbers
 
of a small, unpolluted stream in the Rocky Mountains of the United
 
States indicated that the most important cause of bacteria population

fluctuations was summer rainstorms of short duraion, producing over
land flow. When streamflow is stable during periods of no precipitation,
bacterial nu!bers can be related to the size of the water-streambed 
contact surface. As streamflow increases ater precipitation, bacteria 
are deposited in the ground water associated with the stream and are
 
later released into the stream as it recedes. Bacterial numbers fluc
tuate during the winter even when temperatures are as low as 0' to 
5.5"C. It has also been found that when cattle graze in marshy areas 
adjacent to the stream, the bacterial density of the stream rises. The
 
bacteria counted were coliform and total bacteria.
 

In a measurement of bacterial groups in streamflow from mountain 
watersheds in the Rocky Mountains of the western United States, total 
coliform, fecal streptococcus, and fecal coliform bacterial groups were 
closely related to the physical parameters of the stream, and they were 
especially depencent on the "flushing effect" of runoff from snowmelt 
and rain, summer storms, or irrigation. The seasonal trend for all 
bacterial groups was similar: low counts prevailed while the water was 
at O°C; high counts appeared during rising and peak flows caused by
JLPC snowmelt and rain; a short "post-flush" decrease in bacterial 
counts took place as the runoff receded in early July; high bacterial 
counts were again found in the July-August period of warmer temperatures 
and low flows; and counts declined in September. 

Concerning evidence that the forest floor can act as a bacter
ial filter, it has been found that snowmelt water that had percolated 
through a strip of forest on the bank of a reservoir contained fewer 
bacteria than water that had not passed through the forested strip. 

The major sources of fluctuations in bacterial content (espe
cially fecal coliform) that can lead to pollution levels in stream 
water are concentrations of any warm blooded animals on the watershed 
including man, livestock, or big game animals. If bacterial content 
of stream water is to be kept below pollutional levels, strict atten
tion must be given to all sources of potential contamination by living 
organisms. 
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THERMAL QUALITY
 

Water temperature may or may not be critical to the survival of
 

Lthe flora and fauna residing in a given stream. However, the composi
tion of these communities will change when there is a change in stream
 
temperature. An elevation of the water temperature will cause increased
 

place a greater demand on the dissolved
biological activity whic'i will 

oxygen in the stream. In addition, increased biological activity may
 

even replace existing
be detrimental to the health of the fauna and 

fish with warm water species. The population dynamics and the type,
 

quantity, and quality of the food of the fauna living within the stream
 

will also change with variations in water temperature.
 

Clearing the timber overstory adjacent to a stream is one way
 
the water temperature will be increased. Removal of the trees increases
 

the area of the stream exposed to radiation from the sun. That in

creased exposure is associated with a rise in temperature is logically
 

predicted if one considers an energy budget of the water in a stream.
 

If the trees are removed from the banks of a stream having a certain 
average temperature, the only change in the energy budget is an increase 
in solar energy entering the system from the additional area of illu-
minated stream surface. The temperature will rise as there are no new
 

outlets of energy from the system. Increases in stream temperature nmiy
 

range from fractions of a degree centigrade for a slight opening to
 

over ten degrees centigrade for a clearing of the watershed.
 

A mathematical model developed in the western United States
 

has been used to predict stream temperatures following modifications of
 

the vegetation shading the stream. This model states that the change
 

in stream temperature is a function of the surface area of the stream
 

exposed to direct solar radiation, the net solar radiation load of the
 

exposed water surface, and the discharge of the stream. The model is
 

operated using variables which describe the physical situation of a
 

stream with vegetation bordering it. For application to a specific
 
case, the existing exposed surface area of the stream, the stream dis

charge, and the amount of incoming solar radiation is determined. The
 

density and thickness of the vegetative strip bordering the stream and
 

the height of the trees are used to compute the effective unshaded area
 

of the stream surface. The orientation of the stream, ',*me of year,
 
and physiography of the site are required to determine the effective
 
radiation loading.
 

The model may be operated several times to determine the effects
 
of various methods of forest cutting on the stream temperature. Such
 

predictions of changes in stream temperature may also be used as input
 

to other models whose outputs are the amount of dissolved oxygen in the
 

stream or the impacts on plant and animal communities associated with
 

the water. Due to interrelationships of plants and animals, there may
 
be an effect in several populations due to a change in the stream tem
perature. Changes in stream temperatures may have severe consequences
 
in certain ecosystems. Thus, one should examine possible effects and
 
choose appropriately before implementing a vegetative treatment.
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CHAPTER IX 

WATER HARVESTING
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Water harvesting systems may be defined as artificial methods
 
whereby precipitation can be collected and stored until it is benefi
 
cially usnd. The system consists of a catchment, which is made more 
impervious by artificial means than it was in its natural state, and a 
storage facility for the harvested water.
 

The elements of the water harvesting system (Hnd the development 
of modern techniques will be presented. In additiun, various methods of 
treating catchments and storing harvested water and the economics of 
water harvesting systems will be discussed.
 

ELEMENTS OF WATER HARVESTING SYSTEM
 

Water Collection
 

There is no single method of treating catchments to increase run
off that is universally applicable. Each site must be individually
 
evaluated in order to determine the optimum treatment that will produce
 
water from a given site for a particular use. 

In the deqign of a water harvesting system, numerous factors 
must be considered. They include: the amount of runoff to be expected 
from storms of various magnitudes, the ratio of runoff to precipitation 
or runoff efficiency, and the effect of the selected treatment on the 
quality of the water. The runoff efficiency is highly variable, depend
inq upon Korn intensity, the permeability of the surface of the water
shed, the degree of saturation of soil of the watershed, ,tc. Precip
itation is a random variable; the selection of a particular treatment to 
induce runoff and the size of the catchment should reflect the undertain
ty of precipitation and runoff. 
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For almost all treatments, there is a minimum threshold amount
 
below this
 

of precipitation required to saturate the catchment surface; 

this threshold has
runoff occurs. However, once 
amount, virtually no 


between storm precipitation and 	runoff
 been exceeded, th( relationship 


will be essentially linear.
 

be made ore impervious using the followingA catchreaL (an 
treatmients, ol cementation

lanrd suface alteration, chemical
methods: 

land alteration, runoff
 cover modification. Intreatments, and ground 


smoothing, shapirg and compacting.
can be incread bv clearing an 
water repellents

The two ba i pen of chemical treatwenL are the u.e of 


(such as silicnonu) and clay dispersants (such as sodiuma salts). Soil
 

Lre , nt 'eI nclu.e the imixi, q of asphalt, cement, resins
 
cementation 

1ot catch0 	 Cevera, thi a have bue, used
arid polymors in La l. oio. Cwulnd 

exposed iembrarnes (including

ient construction can be clasqified as': 

butyl, plastic and aspialt), covered iembranes, generally utilizing 

-astic shceting, reinforced cemient-wortar coated 
plas

gravel to cover pl 

and asphalt pllanking.

tic, sheet metal concrete re iforced a,phalt 

Water Storage
 

V.rious methods of storage have 	been used with the above methods
 

These methods include: above-ground tanks
 
of catchment construction. 

and lined reservoirs.
 

steel, rein-

The above-ground tanks have been constructed from: 


grain bins with flexible liners, butyl bags, wire
 
forced concrete, metal 


and other types of surplus

reinforced stucco and railroad tank cars 


tanks.
 

The earth reservoirs have been sealed with various types of
 

treatment. 
The membranes
 membrane liners and by mechanical and chemical 

rubber sheeting, unreinthat have been used include: plastic and butyl 


forcel and reinforced asphalt membranes, and reinforced 
cement-mortar
 

mechanical
 
coated plastic. Mechanical and 	chemical treatments include: 


use of a compacting agent such as
 
compaction with and without the 


are also sometimes compacted, water
 enzymes, clay dispersants which 

as SS-13, and betonite.
repellants, polymers such 


Evaporation and Seepage Control
 

successare needed in order to
Evaporation and seepage control 

The methods used in achieving this control
 fully store harvested water. 


the size and function of the storage facility.
are generally dependent on 


Frequently, the same materials are used for both the catchment and 
the
 

reservoir because seepage control and runoff inducement must both func-

Like the catchtion so as to reduce the entry of water into the soil. 


ment, the size of the reservoir must anticipate the precipitation 
and
 

In some instances,
runoff variability of the particular site. 
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evaporation has been controlled by use of chemicals such as long chain 
alcohols, by use of floatiog and suspended covers of butyl rubber and 
plastic shepting on small tanks, and by completely filling the tank with 
rock. 

DEVELOPMENT OF MODERi WATER HARVESTING TECHNIQUES 

Since the 1950s , the technology of water harvesting has developed 
variety and sophistication. In Australia, "roaded" catchments, based 
upon the concept of compacted earth, were constructed over thousands of 
hectares in order to collect water for agricultural purposes. In a roaded 
catchwent, the soil is graded into a series of parallel ridges, having 
gentle siopes i;nat permit water flow into the ditches that separate them. 
The ditches then ciannl the water to storage areas, or the water may 
he use50d directly at the site. 

in t.e United States, catchments were built in the 1950's out of 
slheet memil for w,.atering livestock. Also during thi s period, experimenta
tiol wac; Hnd i t :O wil. hiplastic arid , tificiai rubber ;iieibrares, for 
the COris truinin' ni both catchmenKs and of reservoirs. Since then, 
butyl rubber catchments have been innti.lled in many area5. More than 
300 catchments in the s tate of Hawaii have been constructed of this 
material. 

A number of experiments have been attempted on Indian reservations 
in the western Uni ted ;ta tes. Not all the techniques have been successful, 
hut some have worked well. One catchment at Shongopovi, on the Hopi 
reservation, has provided supplemental domestic water since the early 
1930's; this catchment was constructed with very little disruption of 
the natural topography. On the Navajo reservation, butyl rubber catch
ients and s torage bags are successfully used by stockmen. A concrete 
catchment is being constructed on coal mine spoils on the Black Mesa to 
Lest the feasibility of water harvesting for agricultural purposes on 
the spoils. 

In 1961, waterproofing the soil itself to serve as a catchment 
structure was attempted. Materials that imparted hydrophobic properties 
to the soil, thus decreasing its permeability to water were tested. 
These materials included sprayable asphaltic compounds, plastic and 
imetal fils bonded to the soil, soil compaction and dispersion, and field 
fabricated asphalt and fiberglass membranes. 

Wter harvesting techniques for the growing of shrubs on coal 
strip mine soils ini New Mexico hava been explored. It was found that 
treatment of the ground with paraffin increased water runoff and the 
growth of 0 old and peashrub thetwo ontli salthush Siberian transplants; 
soil moisture content of treated plots was increased by about twenty per
cent.
 

There is considerable variation in the cost longevity and 
efficiency of the above methods of catchment and storage construction. 



These systems would need to be evaluated for each site in order to select 
the best system. Some of the systems to be discussed in the following 
section have been developed and/or tested a[ the University of Arizona 
in the United State over the pa st fifteen years, i general the se 
systems are amone the mosL econoi;ical of those mentiioned ahov. These 
water harvestiig ys teis were desi jnrd to: provide a d ipendale supply 
of stock water, provide a hin ,quali ty,water for dolmes tic and industrial 
supplies, and extend agriculture into lands presently urKultivated due to 
lack of water.
 

WATER HARVESTING CATCHMENTS TESTED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARTZONA 

Some of the more economical UdLurials mentioned in earlier sections 
of this chapter have been tested in the Water Harvesting Program at the 
University of Arizona; the most expensive materials, such as sheet metal, 
concrete, asphalt panels and asphaltic pavements, were not tested. The 
results from small plots using exposed unreinforced asphalt membranes 
have shown that, although relatively inexpensive, this method is undesir
able due to cracking caused by oxidation, plant germination and swelling 
and shrinking of the soil subgrade. Based on the results of small plot 
tests, economics and experience of other researchers, large scale testing 
at the University of Arizona has been limited to the following treatments: 
compacted earth, sodium, gravel covered plastic and reinforrcd chip
coated asphalt catchments. A discussion of these catchments follows. 
(//01t o : ' 00 wa'u ,o I l ' ('71 l Z.'), t7,2A- 0 ",Is'1 

moethodo0C!i rvoo 

Compacted Earth Catchments .CE
 

The Public Works Department of Western Australia initiated in
 
1948 a program of construction of Roaded Catchments. These catchments
 
consisted of clearing, shaping and contouring to control length and de
gree of slope and compacting with the aid of pneumatic rollers. An es
timated 2500 roaded catchments have been installed principally to supply
 
water for livestock use. These averaged approximately 1 hectare in size.
 
There are also 21 roaded catchments totalling 706 hectares and ranging
 
in size from 12 1 to 70.8 hectares presenLly being used to furnish domes
tic water for small towns in Western Australia.
 

This relatively large scale use in Australia of the compacted
 
earth catchment attests to their utility. A 0.4 hectare compacted earth
 
catchment was constructed in the spring of 1970 at Atterbury Experimental
 
Watershed located near Tucson, Arizona, USA. A design similar to those
 
in Australia was used. Two 121.9 meter long drains spaced 15.2 meters
 
apart collected water from 7.6 meter long slopes. The drainage channels
 
were covered with plastic and gravel to prevent erosion and water loss.
 
The catchment was shaped by a grader following a 1.27 centimeter rainfall.
 
The plot was then smoothed using a tractor-drawn rotary rock rake. This
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proved to be an excellent method of smoothing. Following an additional 
1.27 centimeters of precipitation, the p)lot was compacted using a 23.6 
Intric ton vibratory drum roller. The drainage channels were also lined 
at this time. Thuototal cost of thu catchment was approxinately $250 
including wage-, ac5 3.50 per hour. he cost would be mere if the catch
went site ",.e i,, remote, ues, several catchments were installed at 
one tinu, F(r lrge catchment.n., the cost should be lu sn. than $370.60 
per KeLru. t Lost ,in-rily on cost of clearinoj'e heinq dependent the 
,rd sharpnK. ihnoobring and co laction costs on a large plot would 
he relaLivcy w. has since plot,lo Shere ben little maintenance the was 
in; alled, r.a i , 0ance would .onsist primarily of weed control. If 
c,,e were tSk; t to disturb the surface while controlling weeds, the 
road in-0,ce w1eild improve with age. 

Ouri t !th- iotl project period, a total rainfall of 50.11 
centi ,ter occur.d. The compacted plot yielded 17.6 8 centimeters or 
0.3 percent of thelaLal rainfall. This represented an increase of 
17.34 cntimete-S ver the water y-ieId from a control plot. The amount 
of preci pit in i oe to initiate runoff was about 0.51 centimeter 

,iP 1, i ife of 20 years, an interest rate of six percent, 
and an efficiency of 35 percent in a 30.48 centimeter rainfall area, the 
Lost of water harvested from the compacted plot would he approximately 
S0.48 per cubic mleter. This price does not include weed control costs. 
Economy of scale would reduce this cost even further on larger catchments. 

Sodiun Treated Catchments 

Results from previous research indicate that small amounts of 
sodi um, when app lied to the sur face of desert sois where there i s 
little or no vegetation, will cause a dramatic reducti 1 in infiltration 
rate. The eec however, has been found to be tempo .ry. Sodijm does 
cause a clay igr,,ioni froml the sufaIce. Clay lenses have been created 
in the laboratory and the field through the use of a relativrly heavy 
treatment of sodium chloride. These clay lenses have been found to be 
i5igratory in the sandy loam0 sail (clay content = 11 percent) at Atterbury 
Experimental W.atershed. When the 1e'seS are close to the surface, they 
lave a large effect on runoff. lAs toe lenses move down in the soil pro
file, the effect becomeis negl-ig ible. 

FIhe 1hiLion of a r eatively light treatment of sodium to a 
grass covered noil ioes not result in a significant change in infiltra
tion ra . The aintnance of a grass cover seems to be incompatible 
with the use of a light treatment of sodium chloride to increase runoff. 

!lu e i, ne indi cated that sodium chloride can be used in in
creasing r'unoff hr the soil is hare. Periodic disking and smoothing 
of the soil surface may be needed along with retreatment of sodium 
chloride in order to maintain a low infiltration rate. The disking may
also be required to return the clays to the surface. This method of 
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areas minimize the lengthtreatment would require shaped catchment to 

degree of slopes so that erosion would not be excessivr,.and 

Pe, ha p; the most effectiv use of sodium chloride is in conjunc
only renderstion with the (.coi:spacted earth catchment. The sodium not 


the catchm;ent rdore imper'vious but is an effective way to control weeds.
 
problem in compacted earth catchments.Weeds are the major maintenance 


been field
The Compacted-Earth Sodium-Treated (CEST) Catchment has 

tested on a 0.4 hectare site at Page Experimental Ranch in Arizona. The 

catchment was prepared in the spring of 1071 in the same way as the CE 

Catchment at \Lterbury Experimental Watershed. After shaping, the plot 

was rototilled Lo destroy soil structure. Four and one half metric 
salt were then added using a fertilizer spreader.tons of granulated 

mixed into the upper 5 centimeters oF suil andThe granulated salt was 
the soil surface smoothed using the rotating tractor-drawn rock rake. 

was with aFollowing a 1.01 centimeter rainfall, the catchment compacted 
cost of the CEST Catchment was approximatelydrum roller. The total 

$450. This catchrient was ccnstructed to serve a dual p,.irpose. Grapes 
fruit have tie drainageways. Waterand deciduous trees been planted in 

is stored hoth in the soil and in a 56,850,000 liter storage tank where 
during dry periods. Thus, the catchment can proit is available for USe 

be moreduce both food arid w;iter. This type of dual system should 
acceptable to the general public than bare catchment areas. The effi

ciency of this, system neyilectin soil-stored water has been grr,ter than 

50 percent of the total rainfall.
 

Gravel Covered Plastic (GCP)
 

The use of exposed plastic for water harvesting has been un

successful due to ultra-violet induced oxidation, wind, and mechanical 

damage. The use of gravel protects the plast.ic from sunlight and wind. 

Gravel covered plastic catchments were first installed at the University 
in December of 1965. The 0.015 millimeter polyethylene plasof Arizona 

tic in early installations is still in excellent shape.
 

In order to reduce costs of the gravel covered plastic catchmient,
 
two different types of automated installation were developed. One type
 

dump truck.
was a plastic laying gravel chute that fits on the back of a 

By means of the chute, plastic could be laid down and covered in one
 

installation.
 

A more controlled method of installation of GCP catchments can
 

be attained through the use of a modified self-propelled chip spreader.
 
Where specialized gravel spreading equipment is not available, the
 
catchment has been installed at a rate of 185.8 square meters per hour
 
using a front-end loader and a crew of five.
 

Large areas of the world have sufficient gravel in the upper soil
 

profile to cover the plastic. Because of this, a machine was developed
 
that would extract the gravel from the soil, lay plastic and cover the
 

http:plast.ic
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plastic with the extracted rock, Considerable research effort was ex
pended -in the successful testing of thi-, type of machine which was 
called the Gravel [,: tracting Soil S'ifter (GESS). 

A :iit ,. pl)Vroporl ted the isI~flIm i , unsttr if plastic covered
 
with the 1 z(, and depi h of ti,!vel needed to provide a complete
 
cover ann i_ L eros ion (Fi gure I ) . On a 10 percent slope 30.48 meters 
lorng, a 1."77 .,; i;. etoer cover of 0.4(')' to 0.95 centimet er gravel will 
Withsttd ad45.i c/etime ter per hour intensity rainfall. in contrast 
With t'We CE 'md CLST catchments, the GCP Catchment pruduccs sediment 
free watjr primar,' consideration in dowestic supplies. The cost 
depends on tLhe juimilod of installation. In general , it would be approx
imately $7475 per hectare for large caitchments installed with an improved
versi-n o! the GOSS using 0.0254 millinieter polyethylene plastic. The 
use of imported gra vel w'ould increase the cost to over $3713 per hectare. 
The ;)rojectrc liffe of L! properly constructed and maintained GCP catchinent 
is twenty-five ,'ears. With a 70 percent efficiency and a 6 percent
amortization rate, the cost of water would be 0.080 per cubic meter in a 
3U.48 centimeter rainfall zone. 

Chi-coated Reinforced-asphalt Catchments 

Another type of catchment is the fiberglass reinforced asphalt
catchment. Several of these catchments have been field tested in Arizona. 
Work at the University of Arizona in the area of reinforced asphalt catch
ments have centered around the use of plastic, both polyethylene and 
polypropyl ene, as the reinforcement mnaterial. The treatment consists of 
a prime coat. of emulsified asphalt followed by a layer of 0.0102 milli
meter polyethyi, i e sheeting or polypropylene matting, which is then 
immediately covered with a top coat emulsified asphalt and 0.32of to 
0.48 centimeter chips. This Asphalt-Plastic Asphalt-Chip coated (APAC) 
catchiient has many good features. It requires approximately one third 
the aw,iounit of gravel as a GCP Catchment. The treatment should work on 
any soil type since the plastic reinfo.cement prevents cracking. Treat
ment can he completed at one time. No curing time is needed during
construction. The plastic should last at least 25 to 30 years if the 
catchment is properly maintained. Retreatment would be made by sweeping
loose chips from the surf, ce and laying down a new asphalt and chip pro
tective coating. Based on the use of similar treatments in the roofing
industry, retreatment would probably be needed every 10 to 15 'years.
Results from small plots indicate the catchment will cost at least twice 
as much as the GCP Catchment but will have an efficiency of 90 to 95 
percent. This treatment has sufficient merit; large scale testing is 
planned. 

WATER STORAGE METHODS COMPATiTBLE WITH WATER HARVESTING 

In general, the water storage techniques tested at the University
of Arizona have been related to stock water supplies and consequently are 
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limited in size. The basic treatment would also be suitable for larger

reservoirs, with the possible exception of the rock-tilled tank or those
 
tanks utilizing the suspended cover for evaporation control. The seep
age and evaporation control methods outlined here can a1so be used on 
existing or new reservoirs that are filled from other sources of water. 

Plastic-lined Rock-filled Reservoir 

The construction of this tank was prompted by the availability of 
commercial rock pickers which make the collection of rock for small tanks 
economical. Although decreasing storage by over 50 percent, the rock 
greatly reduces evaporation loss and practically eliminates any chance 
of mechanical damage "ncluding vandalism.
 

The Lank is first excavated, then the surface is raked smooth. 
Two or three lavers of 0.0254 millimeter polyethylene plastic is then 
laid down and covered with used rubber tires. The tires are filled with 
silty clay cover material to reduce the significance of any holes that 
imay inadvertently occur in the plastic. The tires protect the plastic
liner a; rocks are added to the tank. In the United States, used rubber 
tires can he easily obtained at no cost. In areas where used tires are 
difficult o obtain, a 30.48 to 45.72 centimeter layer of soil on slopes
less than 1:, or a reinforced coat of cement-mortar could be used on 
the tank to protect the plastic. Three rock-filled tanks have been con
structed in Arizona using a rotary drum commercial rock picker in areas 
cntaininq suffi-cient rock to make the system economical. The cost is 
dependent upon the site and me thod of collection of the ,ock. The tanks 
were constructed for a cost of approximately S2300 for 94.6 cubic meters 
net storage with $1600 expended for the filling of the tank with rock. 
A reel-type rock picker was tested in connection with the construction 
uf the above tanks. These tests indicated that thme use of this type of 
picker should reduce costs by 50 percent. 

Plastic-lined Concrete-coated or Earth-covered
 

The various methods of seepage control were outlined in the intro
duction. Plastic lining, if properly covered, offers a positive method 
of seepage control that is very competitive with other Nethods. Tests 
have indicated that a layer of silty soil, or a 1.90 centimeter layer
of wire mesh reinforced cement-mortar will greatly reduce the seepage 
loss through holes that may inadvertently be placed in the plastic
liner. The reinforced mortar coating is placed directly on the plastic
and has proven to be an e~fective cover to use on steep slopes. This 
coating may either be placed using gunnite equipment or can be hand 
plastered. The cost of this cover is less than S2.15 per square meter. 

In order to reduce the cost of installation on larger reservoirs, 
the same equipment developed for laying graveled plastic catchments can 
be used for laying and covering of plastic liners with soil. On smaller 
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tanks, of the size used for stock purposes, the soil covering is generally
 
installed using hand labor. The economy and strength of a reinforced
 
mortar covered plastic tank makes it practical to construct a walk-through
 
cattle trough that is directly connected to the tank. This design avoids
 
the need for a float valve which is subject to malfunction and vandalism.
 
The use of the mortar covering aiso makes it possible to run water direct
ly from the catchwent into the tank, thus avoiding any chance of stoppage.
 

A Coupled-Expanded Polystyrene Asphalt-Chipcoated (CEPAC) Raft
 
can be used for evaporation control. This system, first tested in the
 
spring of 1972, is essentially 100 percent effective in preventing evap
oration loss for the area covered. Any size of polystyrene sheets can
 
be coupled together. Those tested at the University of Arizona have
 
been primarily P.54 centimeters thick, 1.62 x 1.62 meter sheets. These
 
sheets are coated with emulsified asphalt and immediately covered with
 
0.16 to 0.32 centimeter chips. The sheets are coupled together using a
 
coupler made out of two short lengths of slotted 3.81 centimeter PVC
 
pipe. An outer frame of 3.17 centimeter PVC pipe filled with water pro
vides a protective bumper for the rafts which have been constructed
 
up to 148.6 square meters. These rafts can be coupled together to coer
 
as large a body of water as desired. The cost of this system is less
 
than $1.07 per square meter.
 

A suspended cover of butyl or reinforced plastic would be
 
reconmmended for smaller tanks used for domestic control in which it is
 
desirable to keep out foreign material or eliminate algae growth.
 

Sodium Treated Reservoirs
 

When there is sufficient clay in the soil and the incoming water
 
is higher in sodium than calcium, the use of sodium salt is the most
 
economical treatment for seepage control. A 567.8 cubic meter tank at
 
Page Ranch, constructed in connection with the salt treated catchment,
 
was sealed in 1971 with sodium chloride at the rate of 11.20 metric tons
 
per hectare. The seepage loss at the tank appears to be insignificant,
 
and due to the fact that the incoming water has more sodium than calcium,
 
the life of the seal is indefinite. Evaporation is controlled through
 
the use of CEPAC Rafts.
 

DISCUSSION OF THE ECONOMICS OF WATER HARVESTING SYSTEMS
 

To determine the most feasible method of water harvesting, costs
 
and estimated life of the catchments must be considered. In addition,
 
each site and potential wacer use should be examined in order to deter
mine which catchment and method of storage to use.
 

The use of the CE and CEST Catchments are limited to areas where
 
soil conditions are favorable. Both the CE and CEST Catchments should
 
not be built where soils are difficult to compact. Tests to date have
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indicated that clay content should not be less than five nor greater
 
than 35 ptycent. For soil with the hiqher clay content, it.would also
 
be important to have more sand than silt, otherwi.se erosion problems 
would be unsolvable.
 

Water 1 roduco(.I from a CC or CEST Catchmnker. (ontainn c;onsiderable 
"ediment.. h the case of the CEST Catchment, this seni;ent is finely 
dispersed and .. remain in suspensinn. tr eaatel, theili Although qalt 
water from a CUSl Catchment has less than 500 parts per Ii11ion total 
salinity and can he used for most purposes including agriculture. Al
though more expensive, the CEST Catchment is generaily preferred over 
the CE Catchment since the sodium not only increases the efficiency of 
the catchment but also serves as an herbicide which reduces maintenance 
costs. 

A sojium treated tank would probably be the best to use in con
junction with a CK or CEST Catchment. Periodic retreatment of the
 
tank may be necessary with a CE Catchment.
 

A graveled plastic catchment should be considered where gravel 
is ecorlomically available, the soil condition is not suitable for a CE 
or CEST Catchmern, and/or a sediment-free water is desired. Generally, 
a plastia-lined reservoir would be used in conjunction with the GCP 
Catchment. A rock filled tank should be considered with the GCP Catch
ment if thrre is s, Fficient rock in the area and vandalism is a problem. 
Otherwise, a CEliAC raft covering would be recomended for evaporation 
control, unlesn the water were to be used directly for domestic use. 
In the latter case, a suspended cover would be recommended. 

The APAC system would be used in areas where: soil or gravel
 
conditions are such as to make the CE, CEST or GCP Catchments impractical,
 
and/or rainfall and/or storage considerations were such that a high
 
efficiency would be needed to maintain a firm water supply. In general,
 
the same type of storage system used for the GCP Catchment could be used
 
for the APAC system. The size of the storage reservoir could be reduced
 
due to the higher efficiency of the APAC system.
 

Although more research is needed, costs of installation of water
 
harvesting systems have been greatly reduced through app]ication of modern
 
techniques and methods described in this paper. Water harvesting should
 
be considered whenever new water supplies for domestic and livestock use
 
in developing arid and semiarid lands are needed. If the cost is low
 
enough or the value of the crop is high enough, the water harvesting sys
tems described in this paper can also be used to develop new agricultural
 
lands where water is presently unavailable.
 

http:otherwi.se
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CHAPTER X 

RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Reservoirs are often an integral part of most watershed resources
 
management programs. Reservoirs can be used to store and release water
 
to enhance the general well being of people; they can help provide sus
tained water supplies for irrigation, municipal and industrial use,
 
hydroelectric power generation, dillution of pollutants, and navigation,
 
or they may be used to reduce floods. In nearly all regions, stream
flow may be excessive during some seasons and insufficient in others.
 
Not only do water supplies vary with time, location, (uantity, and qual
ity; the demand for water is highly variable. In particular, regions 
,jith well defined wet and dry seasons usually experience the greatest

demands for water at a time when supplies are the lowest. Reservoirs 
can often provide the principle means of controlling and managing water
 
supplies for human needs downstream. 

Although the focus of this syllabus has been watershed resources
 
management, it should be evident that such management must often be 
coupled with reservoir management to achieve water resource goals. The
 
linkages among water resource goals, watershed management, and reservoir 
operation are important (Table 1). In some instances, a reservoir must 
be constructed in a basin to achieve water resource goals. For example,
 
some type of storage reservoir is needed to provide water supplies dur
ing dry periods, regardless of watershed management activities. Water
 
yield can be increased in many areas by converting from deep rooted 
(trees) to shallow rooted (grass) vegetation. However-, without a reser
voir, much of the increased water yield would likely flow from the area
 
during high runoff periods and would be unavailable when irrigation was
 
needed. Conversely, sound erosion control practices should accompany
 
any reservoir project to prevent the storage capacity from filling up 
with sediment before the design life of the project. Economics usually
dictate that sedimentation be controlled. 

...0 . ,., . , ~~~f 



Table 1. Watershed and reservoir management as they relate to several water
 
resourcp manaqement qoals.
 

Water Resource 

Management Goals 


Increase available 

water supplies for 

irrigation, 

municiple, etc. 


Reduce flood hazard. 


Maintain surface 

water supplies with 

a high quality for 

human consumption 

or fisheries ,-esources. 


Provide hydroelectric 

power. 


Watersned Management 

Objectives/Activities 


Manipulate vegetative cover to increase water 

yield, (convert from deep rooted to shallco 

rooted species on watershed) 


Mininize/control erosion and sedimentation to 

maintain storage space in reservoir for the
 
duration of design life. Rehabilitate water
sheds in poorly managed areas.
 

Maintain vegetation and soils in good condi-

tion tirough proper land managei.vnt; maximize 

infiltrat),i and minimize surface runoff, 

Rehabilitate where necessary. 


Minimize sedimentation of channels to maintain 

channel capacity. 


Restrict or carefully manage land use activ-

ities conducive to production of sediments, 

disease carrying organisms. 


Maintain vegetation and soils in good condi-

tion. 


Rehabilitate watersheds where needed.
 

Manage watersheds to sustain life of reser-

voir project as above, 


Reservoir Management
 
Objectives/Activities
 

Provide storage to ac
coenmodate increased
 
water yield and also to
 
provide firm yield for
 
demands.
 

Provide storage space
 
which can Le used to
 
store runoff during
 
flooding. Stare during
 
periods of high runoff
 
and release during dry

periods
 

Regulate outflow to en
hance desirable down
stream water quality
 
characteristics (dis
solved oxygen and tem
perature).
 

Maintain a dependable
 
storage with sufficient
 
head to generate enough
 
electricity to meet
 
demands
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When flood control is a goal, watershed management practices 
designed to maintain high infiltration rates and low surface runoff are 
needed. Such practices can affect the maqnitude of the average annual 
fload. When extremely lar e stors occur of a less frequent nature, 
studies have shown that the condition t so ils and vegetation have a rin
iml1 effct. In Sgi: h cases, a reservoir can provide considerably more 
Mend contrnl. Certain "people" management options are available, how
ever, to reduce Flood hazard. Flood plain management ., keeping 
people and buildings out of flood hazard areas), offers a viable alter
rative to reservoirs. Social and economic factors should be carefully 
considered when evaluating such alternatives.
 

Social and economic pcoblems are often associated with the con
struction ofC eserv. irs. Relucation of people, loss of productive bot
coMlanls, and adverse environmental impacts must be weighed against the 
b~enefits of a reservoir. Planning for the sustained and wise use of the 
lenef its of renervoirs is essential if the benefits are not to become 
libilities Mr example, a Floo control reservoir may lend a false 
)eCso of q;ecri Ly anrd create overdevel opment of the flood pl a in down
stream. ,ince no flood control reservoir is 100 percent effective, the
 
potential for flood losses may be increased.
 

RESERVOIR OPERATION AND STORAGE
 

Once the need for a reservoir has been established, the following
 
questions must be answered: can more than one goal be achieved, that is,
 
should a iultipurpose rather than a single-purpose reservoir be consid
ered? Are the demands for storage with a multipurpose project competitive
 
with respect to time? And what storage volume is required to meet de
mands?
 

Reservoir Operation
 

Political and economic decisions usually dictate whether a single
purpose or multipurpose reservoir is to be constructed. The needs of a 
region (including water supply, irrigation, electrical power, navigation, 
and flood protection) should be considered. It is usually more economi
colto construct a reservoir capable of meeting several reluirements 
rather than one. Also, it is possible in many instances to meet more 
than one demand with a fizaa storage. For example, a given volume of 
storage may provide flood control during the rainy season, but that same 
volume may provide water supply needs during the dry season. If hydro
electric power is being generated, there may be constraints placed on the 
operation of the reservoir pool to maintain the required head of water. 

Somet.imies the demands for water are competitive for the same time 
period. Storage volumes in the reservoir must then be allocated to meet 
these competitive demands. Typically, this is accomplished by comparing 
demands with storage volumes and partitioning total storage (Figure 1). 
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Fioure 1. Allocation of storane for a multinurnose reservoir.
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This partitioning process involves both the determination of required
volumes, to be discussed later, and establishing operating rules to 
spec i fy how the reserv 0r is to be ma naged. 

II1( ev tl nsof the var ieuq zones are used as guides for ope r
ition and dn vary sed4orall. (F iure 2). The flood control wouldzone 

be evaun td oF wer at a te corresponding to the flood season (in
this examp1. tKYUed of0, hr ). The reservoir would then be kept
At the top K r ,-,, rvot io qr' P thotti;; of flood coitrol space) to pro
vide sufficivit .tura, to .iontroi Floodin g. The top of the flood con
trol pool iN used to nintin the integrity of the reservoir. Once the 
pool levati ri.p,0' ove Lis level , as much flood water as possible
is reliiedl to oe,'eut the dim from collapsing. Once into Zone 1, the 
reonr,i r i< 'it V tin' lniei loillmu (,n. of withoutiloo 0" water 

:an.in, FIf ,iJ' . l I ,lly, 
 this would coincide with bank-full conditions 

,own'fIllr . K opernLiq rule would in the ofn be effect until end the 
i] ,l ,(ellot, ,'p ' iI in Lhiis examlple. Duringl the dry season, part of the 
ulood nnfl ol C' is used for conservation storage (Zone 2). A system 
wi pri ,itieq, Ni,' he established within Zone 2 to insure that vital 
wd ter 11e,0+; W I I h met. In this example, a buffer space is provided
for h hKpriori ty use. An illustration would be a reservoir which pro
vide; f r both irrigatLion and municipal water supplies. Zone 2 would 
l opr tcd to anLisfy irriJation dellands until the pool dropped to the 
t) of the butFor spice. At this time, iri gation deands would not be 
met to met hi eher priority municipal needs. Zone 3 represents the dead 
s.toragje component of the reservoir which contains enough space to trap 
and retain sediment over the life of the project. Operating gates on 
the reservoir are above the top of Zone 3; therefore, the only time the 
pool elevaltion can drop below this zone is when the reservoir is evacu
ated as far as possible with control gates, and evaporation and seepage
exceed reservoir inflow. 

The deve1 Olrloet of 7' 'i:m I (guidelines for reservoi r opera
tion, usually specifying target storages on a monthly basis) involves 
considerable knowledge of the variability of inflow to the reservoir and 
a clear understanding of seasonal water demands, priorities, and the 
downstream charnel capacity. Historically high and low streauflow se
quences are usually used to develop and test rule curves to insure that 
water requirements and all constraints are met. When historic records 
are limited, a regional analysis may be performed to extend data. Other 
options may be to synthesize streamflow records with either deterministic 
or stochastic models. 

Rule curves serve as guides in the operation of a reservoir. Of
 
course, the opportunity to adhere to these guides is improved by provid
ing the reservoir manager with accurate, real-time forecasts of inflow. 
Many operatiniI constraints must usually be considered along with the rule 
curves. For example, most reservoirs have restricted rates of change of 
outflow to prevent rapid surges of water downstream. In some cases, this 
may cause the reservoir pool elevation to deviate from the rule curve. 
Similarly, rule curves may occasionally be violated to accommodate 
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Figure 2. 	.nerational rule curves illustratinn seasonallv varying 
storane requirements of a multinurnose reservoir. 
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temporary anomalies in this system. Examples would include changes in 
operation to accommodate the passage of migrating fish or to assist 
downstream efforts to remove a barge which has gone agrQund. However,
 
such 	deviations in rule curve operatinq should not be allowed to adverse
ly affect some other part of the system. 

Reservoir Sto ra9 

Determining the storage volumes for a proposed reservoir, called
 
M0110,", :'0 z,,!.. requires streamflow information at the reservoi"' 

site and all water demands (volumes) for the reservoir. Several methods 
can he used to determine these storage volumes. The method used depends 
upon: the type of study being performed (is the study prelinlinary or the 
Final detai led storage determination?), whether a single-purpose or multi
pu'pose reservoir i. desired, the availability of streamflow data and 
other hydro-meteorologinal informati on, and the vari abi li ty of demands to 
he placed on the reservoir. The type of reservoir yield analysis can be 
categorized as either simplified or detailed sequential analysis. 

Sili ifi d Ara lysis 

Kimplii ied methods of evalua ting storage requirements are useful 
when it K den ired to save time and resources, when approximate results 
are adequate, or when we wish to ohtain a good initial estimate to a 
more detailed, sequential study. ':,i. t,'! m . .n,',, and ?k?: ,,, /4 

,w.n' (depth duration analyses) are examples of simplified methods. 

rhe '.... ,: ,' ,,k". or Ri pple method, is probably the most 
common simplified procedure; it consists of graphically estimating the
 
storage required to produce a given yield. To use the Ripple method, 
the demand must remain fairly constant, that is, seasonal variations in 
the demand for water from the reservoir cannot be analyzed. Also, the 
watershed characteristics which control streamflow must remain fairly 
uniform over thu period of streamflow used in the analysis. 

To apply the Ripple method, streamflow at the reservoir site must 
first be accumulated in a mass curve, construction in units of volume 
(Figure 3). The demand or desired yield can be represented by a straight 
line with a slope equal t.o the desired yield rate. 

The e, ink:!!& iw= oq u.tn:vi: is another simplified method 
of estimating reservoir storage. With this approach, the risk or the 
frequency of shortage assoicated with a given yield can be determined. 
The steps necessary to use the nonsequential method are demonstrated in 
the following: 

(1) 	rank low flow events, designating the lowest as Number 1, the
 
second lowest as Number 2, etc.
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(2) compute the median-plotting positions of nonexceedence frequency
for ranked low flow events. For the 8 year period, the first 5 
months could not be used to estimate 6 month low flow volumes. 
The effective record was, therefore, 8 years less than 5 months, 
or 7.58 years. The plotting position (PP) for the lowest 6 month 
volume was: 

PP = 	1 - (0.5) I/N 

=
= 1 - (0.5)1/7.58 = 1 - 0.9128 0.0872 

Which means that the probability of a 6 month flow volume being
 
3
less than 67.1 m x 106 would be 0.0872 or 8.7 percent. The
 

formula for the plotting position of other volumes is
 

(A
PP = 	0.0872 + (AR) 

where:
 

AP = 0.9128 - 0.0872 = 0.8256
 
A = 7.58 - I n 6.58
 
AR = Rank - I
 

The number of events ranked is the smaller of N/n or R where:
 

N = number of months in the record 
= n number of months in duration 

R = rank of the last event with PP < 0.50 
(In this example R = 4) 

The ranked volumes were:
 

6 month Volume Plotting Position
 
Rank (m3 x 106) (percent)
 

1 67.1 	 8.72
 
2 69.7 	 21.27
 
3 69.9 	 33.82
 
4 72.1 	 46.37
 

(3) 	plot the low flow events (Figure 4). These nonsequential mass
 
curves are smoothed graphically to insure mutual consistency,
 
that is, so curves do not cross.
 

(4) 	minimum runoff duration curves are then obtained by plotting 
points from the low flow frequency curves on logrithmic paper 
(Figure 5). The flow rates which are in cubic meters per second 
(Figure 2) are converted to volume (Figure 5). 

(5) 	select the risks that are considered reasonable for the type of
 
project being studied and, along with the required demand, evalu
ate the storage requirements (Figure 6). The nonsequential mass
 

http:0.5)1/7.58
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curve is the selected volume duration curve plotted on arithmetic
 
grid. This is used as the estimate of yiled. To determine the
 
storage requirement, a straight line with a slope equivalent to
 
the demand is plotted tangent to the mass curve. The absolute
 
value of the negative vertical intercept represents the storage


3
requirement (inthis exaiple, 11.5 m x 106). 

The results from this example yield the storage required to meet
 
3
the specified demand, in this case, 17.38 m x 106/year. Thus there
 

would be a 2 percent change of having a shortage with the storage of
 
11.5 m3 x 106. Main, there are some constraints with the use of this
 
method. The nonsenquential mass curve does not reflect the seasonal
 
variation of flows. Also, if demand varies seasonally, the procedure
 
cannot be used. This method is only as good as the nonexceedence fre
quency curves from which it is based. Therefore, several years of record
 
are needed. lypically, adequate streamflow data are not available to
 
utilize either one of the two simplified approaches. In such cases, con
tinuour.imulation models nay be used to generate streamflow for a par
ticula, ,rea based upon precipitation records which are often more
 
abundant.
 

Detailed Sequential Analysis
 

The most accurate method of determining reservoir storage re
quirements is by the detailed sequential analysis. This approach is
 
usually considered more acceptable than the previously described tech
niques because all inflow and outflow to the reservoir site are examined
 
during sequence of critical low flow events. Reservoir storage require
ments then are evaluated with a procedure based on the principal of con
servation of mass. The conservation ofmass is expressed by the following

continuity equation: 

=
I - 0 AS
 

where:
 

I = total inflow volume to the reservoir during a specified time
 
period
 

0 = total outflow volume during the same time period
 
AS = change in storage volume in time period.
 

The change in storage can be expressed as follows:
 

S = St - StO l 

where:
 

St = storage volume at end of time t
 

St-, = storage at end of time t-l
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=
By substitution and rearrangement: St St_ 1 It - 0t
 
examlnation
A repetitive solution of the above equation together with an 


of constraints, storage boundaries and service priorities is called a
 

the detailed natu're of , seluenti al1analysis, computerBecause of 
progriis -are often used. Sequential routinJ can be performed by hand 

acalculationis, particularly when determining the storage capacity of 

simple single reservoir, but the work is tedious. 

Desijjn Floods
 

are selected for reservoir studies
Design floods or design storms 

as standards against which performance of the facility may be evaluated.
 

The design flood is simply the runoff from a large storm and is defined
 

by some selected criteria.
 

Design floods are typically referred to as spillway, reservoir,
 

or project design floods. The spillway design flood is that flood which
 

is selecte& to determine the size of the spillway of the reservoir. The
 

reservoir design flood refers to the event selected for sizing the flood
 

control storage of a reservoir. The project design flood is that which
 

is used to determine the size of the project.
 

There are several approaches to determine design floods for one
 
mw.rim floo,1 (PMF) that flood 

combination of hydro-meteoro
of the above purposes. The /Hob+,Iw/ is 
which may be expected from the most severe 
logical conditions that are reasonably possible for an area. Typically, 

is used in the design of a spillway, particularlysuch a large event 
The U,11tanaczrclwhere failure would be disastrous in terms of loss of life. 


than the probable flood.o,,Icctt jV o, (SPF) is usually smaller maximum 
to 60 percent of the PMF rainfall is used to gen-
Often a figure of 40 


erate the standard project flood. It is usually used as an upper limit
 

design flood for major reservoirs or local protection projects. In
 

either case, the estimated flood events are based on sound knowledge of 
A certain amount of judgthe meteorological conditions in the region. 

ment is used in determining both of these floods. An alternative ap-

proach would be to determine floods with specific exceedence intervals 

such as the 20 year, 50 year, or 100 year event. A risk is thus asso

ciated with these design floods. Reservoirs should probably not be de

signed on the basis of recurrence intervals except where loss of life is 

not a factor or where the economic impacts of failure are insignificant. 
It must be realized that a reservoir designed on the basis of, for ex

ample, a 100 year recurrence interval flood has associated with it a
 
risk of failure of 67 percent over a 100 year period. In the case of
 

multiple projects, the design on the basis of the 100 year event could
 

be very misleading. Ifwe have 100 reservoirs designed in this manner,
 

there is a 67 percent chance that one of those reservoirs will fail in
 

any given year.
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As with low flow analyses used in conservation-storage studies,
 
stochastic streamflow data miay be generated for flood analyses. The
 
concept of the design storm or desig n flood is simply that we car pre
select the performance cri teria which we wish to use for a particular 
water resource facility. Aga in, thi, performance criteria may be based 
on many Factors other than hyd rolog'ic considerations. The economical, 
institutional, political, enviconmental, and social ispects may be de
termini ng factor, in the selection of performance c'iteria. 

Seleci, n crituria for design floods are usually established by 
an agency which is rq ponsible for designing and operating the reser
voir. If d ,rojen has a very high dam with a large volume, and it is 
determi ned Mh&-t I ',rcture cannot be overtopped without disastrous
 
consequence,, ,,,rotll maximum flood would be likely chosen for spill
way Cesign. n ,rIP , run of river hydroelectric power plants 
or (ii vr iu , : , o ned by means of a standard project flood 
inwhich c,,, On Arivture could be overtopped without suffering serious 
Smag . Wai 1 in whi ch impound one to two mill i on cubic meters or 
le .,or sdll ,rrea inrl type lakes and farm ponds may be designed 
on the his is of flon0l,, with a specified recurrence interval. In such 
cases whei a W iK low enouglh and the storage snalli1 enough so that no 
snerious Wor',d Pxin'Is to downn;tream inhabitants, an event such as the 
50 year rcurreni ieltrvial flood may he selected. 

iot.hod; of lenera t ig ldes ign f1 oods have previously been dis
cussed. In the case of standard project flood or the probable maximum 
flood generation, one would likely select a model such as the urnit hydro
graph and take meteorological (rainfall) data and generate streamflow. 
In the case of recurrence interval design floods, the study would involve 
a statistical analysis of existing streamflow records. Very often this 
requires a regional analysis to determine streamflow responses for un
gauged sites. 
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CHAPTER X1 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

INTRODUCTION
 

For the hydrologist or watershed manager concerned with action pro
grams and getting technically sound project proposals implemented, economics is of central concern--as are politics, social pressures, etc.

This is the basic rationale for including an economic perspective in this
 
course. 
 While the academic hydrologist at times can quite justifiably

ignore economics and politics in his search for the "best" technical

approach to a watershed problem, the practitioner--who is of central 
con
cern to this course--cannot ignore the broader picture, i.e., 
the condi
tions which determine the commitment and capacity to implement hydrology 
projects.
 

WATERSHED OBJECTIVES AND PROJECT PLANNING
 

Most land-use related projects involve implications in terms of
 
changes in water quality and/or quantity. Thus, most such projects should
include explicit consideration of water related impacts and of potential

activities to achieve acceptable watershed protection standards. In some
 
cases the major objectives of a project may bewater related and consti
tute 
the reason why the project is being considered and proposed. 
 In

other cases, water related concerns may merely enter the project analysis

in the form of constraints on other project activities.
 

Basically, project planning involves: definition of objectives,

identification of alternatives to meet objectives, design of alterna
tives in terms of specific required inputs and outputs, analysis or appraisal of alternatives, and choice among alternatives. It is a dynamic

and reiterative process which uses feedback from past and ongoing oper
ations to 
improve future project planning activities.
 

The focus of this paper is on one of the elements in the overall

planning process, namely analysis or appraisal. We limit ourselves to
 

prA 
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the economic analysis and appraisal process, recognizing full well that
 

most projects involve other appraisals, including: technical appraisal
 

(a main subject covered in the present course), oom ,cial appraisal, or 

the consideration of the availability of inputs when needed and the
 
mN iivutu; ,u1,.d orqaniz.ationalactual uses or requirements for outputs, 

a(ip/w'v l!, which deals with the consistency of a given project alterna

tive in terms of the institutional structure existing and the organiza

undertake a project; ,mjcv/al ai'oai~al, or thetional capacity to 
consideration of whether or not in fact there is the managerial capacity
 

'inancialavailable to implement and execute a given project; and 


appraiaL, or the consideration of budget implications and financial
 

profitability. 

THE BASIC FRAMEWORK FOR AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
 

provide information for
An economic analysis is carried out to 

the costs and benefits or economic impacts associated
decision making on 


with a project and the relationship between costs and benefits, C-g.,
 

whether the benefits exceed the costs for a given project alternative.
 

on aeonomic analysis from a national, pub-
The emphasis here is 

distinct from the closely related J'VtuineiaI
lic point of view, as 


concern to private entities. The public
analysis, which is of central 

sector is also interested in financial considerations, since a project
 

cannot be undertaken unless it is financially viable, i.(J., within the
 

budget limits of the public sector or agency considering the project.
 

A financial or budget analysis for a watershed project is fairly
 
(money) outstraightforward and involves consideration of financial 


group of entities.
flows and inflows for a given entity or 


There are two main applications of economics in project planning.
 

First, we are interested in the economics of alternative dcesigns (or
 

project opportunities) to achieve the ocane objective(s). This involves
 

analysis of "mutually exclusive" project alternatives. Second, once the
 
the
"best" design for meeting a given objective has been chosen, i.e., 


is relevant in terms of deeconomically "optimum" design, economics 

ciding whether or not in fact the project will be undertaken, when other
 

known uses for scarce resources are considered.
 

Economic analyses of watershed projects are no different in
 

principle or concept than economic analyses for any other type of project.
 

an economic analysis we are concerned with economic effi-
Basically, in 

how
ciency associated with alternative allocations of resources, i.e., 


to achieve the greatest benefits with given resources, or how to mini
in achieving given benefits. Some
mize the expenditure of resources 


issue and empirical problems are particularly important for
analytical 

Some of these issues and problems relate to
watershed related projects. 


this paper. Others
economic factors, and they are the main subject oi 


relate primarily to technical factors and their treatment is properly 

the task of hydrologists; many of these have been discussed in earlier
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sessions of the course. Thus, we do not discuss them further here, other

than 
in terms of how the economist can interact with the hydrologist in

determining what physical input-output information is needed in order to
 
carry out an economic analysis. 
 A basic point is that the physical re
lationships must be quantified LK, an economic analysis can be carried
 
out. Thus, the present discussion proceeds under the assumption that
such information can be generated. Given the fact that the lack of such 
iuiormation is in practice the major bottleneck encountered in most

watershed project appraisals, it may seem that this assumption is made

here to avoid a major problem. In fact, it is made to emphasize the
 
poi nt that the . , Hix
. . ,.in8,I& M o t =.:! /,,t, . 1,7o,,.. _ o...0h .. ,:: , /',o,ytoK.1 What he can do is to suggest a sys
tematic approach to ,K.-J thi direct and indirect negative and positive
impacts associated with a project, and point out what information and
 
data are needed for him 
 to be able to valac these various impacts. 

STEPS IN AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The nature and the amount of detail included in an economic

analysis of a watershed project will vary from project to project and
 
from institution to institution. However, some 
general guidelines can

be mentioned. First, a meaningful economic analysis can be carried out

only when objectives have been clearly specified and 
 alternatives for
 
meeting the objectives have been identified in terms of the physical
 
input and output relationships involved.
 

Second, any economic analysis should include at least the fol
lowing five steps:
 

(1) Looo-rl //tC i!'nUZ2 1 'Z -co/ ut ra tioflsli jO' arna
tio"a8 'o* 'a (Z 'o ;'/: ofi thuT coo loimic ap

j-ai.:,. This means organizing input and output information in terms of
basic physical units and in terms of the times when inputs are required

and outputs will be forthcoming. Fhe appropriate units are those with
which values can be associated. The time element is critical, since
the economist will eventually have to adjust costs and benefits that 
occur at different times to a commnon time basis. 

(2) ,,.S IQ 'q 1V,, ,tc WI. .o .i. . and tpuc t.a to L<Uleo 
In a financial analysis, market prices 
are used; in an economic analysis,

some market prices are adjusted to take into account differences between
social value and market value and an attempt is made to derive monetary
value (social values) for nonmarket inputs and outputs or impacts
associated with a project. Again, economic unit values (usually called"shadow prices") are organized by time periods, recognizing the fact 
that they will likely change over time.
 

(3) 'ii.a,- tQ-,. .,.u . ,bu Mtt add ca - I. in o ,pat wionith thr
,'UM. /. u u to a.Lti a a total Maluc flow j.r the project (such asillcstrated in Table 4). This is a basic table for the economic analysis, 
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be derived the various measures of economic project
since from it will 

worth which will be used by decision makers in making their choices
 

among project opportunities.
 

auq 	 ,, a o:, wo i,/, " r t? 1,;
(4) 	 a'.;, ,,: 


/Li'i j 	 thr wu/j8 ,<. The most common
.' 	 ,'h.. ,/k1W ,wh r, ,. ', 

measures involve "adjusting" costs and benefits which 
occur at different
 

The 	process of
 a common point in time, generally the present.
times to 

adjustment is called discounting (and compounding) and the basis for the
 

adjustment factor used is the relevant discount rate, 
qenerally deter

and applied to all projects in all sectors,

mined at the national level 


to insure consistency in results for diverse types 
of projects.
 

-

;~;:LL of:,Mjc "1001002L ' M'"WO'':',.W ,Ofj pro1,, Zhu ac"WWWO 

I~a tio''. hips,' 
(5) 	T"S',.; 


'Z ~ ts&0 U)'T''jS WOM W2O 

'
 exi 	 lto. Treatient of unsoma OGi'p w.hI2 ,chri intju&' t 	 nu 17. - , in , 

certainty is a critical step in the analysis process, since in most cases
 

we will be quite uncertain about many of the values assumed in 
the
 

analysis.
 

PARTICULAR ISSUES OF CONCERN IN HYDROLOGY PROJECTS
 

Based on review of a number of hydrology/watershed management
 

projects in developing countries, it appears that there are some specific
 
for waterissues which are particularly common
analytical and empirical 


shed projects. These are discussed in the remainder of the paper.
 

The specific points selected for further treatment are 
the
 

following:
 

(1) 	Consideration of alternative means for achieving goals.
 

(2) 	Determination of project scope and context.
 

(3) 	Identifying costs for watershed projects.
 

(4) 	Identifying benefits for watershed projects.
 

(5) Treatment of benefits and costs in multiple purpose pro

jects.
 

(6) 	Presenting cost and benefit information in an appropriate
 

form.
 

The fact that there are only six points does not mean that they are the
 

only ones of concern to the analyst of a watershed related project.
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EXAMPLES
 

The first of the examples is an economic analysis of alternative
 
logging systems. The objective of the analysis is to find that system
 
that maximlizes net revenue subject to a constraint on maximum allowable
 
sediment discharge. It is an example of an economic analysis to provide 
information for an operational deciion where wcter related concerns
 
are entered as a
 

The second example illustrates in summary for, an econom1iic analy
sis of a major watershed project designed to reduce the rate of sedimen
tation in a reservoir, thereby externding the useful life of the reservoir
 
and producing additional downstream benme f its. The project a]so involves 
several other elements, including w,d production in combination with
 
watershed protecI:ion, pasture improvement, and general im:provement of
 
upstream agricul ture.
 

Example No. 1: Watershed Considerations
 
as a Constraint in a Project
 

The growing worldwide concern for environmental protection makes
 
this type of example relevant.
 

A 20 hectare woodlot is to be harvested. The lot occupies land
 
along a river with anm average slope of 20 to 30.. In o-der to prevent
 
erosion and decrease resulting sediment flows, a clearcut will not be
 
allowed by regulatory agencies. For this reason a selective cut will
 
be made. However, it is anticipated that with standard logging tech
niques about 31 metric tons of sediment per hectare will enter the
 
river the first year after the harvest. This amount of sediment is con
sidered unacceptable by authorities and they will not issue the harvest
ing permit unless measures are taken to reduce sediment to no more than
 
1.8 metric t-ns per hectare. Thus, the forest anager must find an
 
alternative that will reduce sedimentation of the river by at least 1.8
 
metric tons per hectare per year at the lowest cost possible, !.a., he is
 
searching for the least cost alternative for logging the area that will
 
meet the constraint.
 

Harvestable volume on the woodlot is 300 cubic meters per hectare
 
which can be sold for $10 per cubic meter.
 

If all 20 hectares had been harvested using standard methods, it
 
is estimated that the following costs and returns would have then obtained:
 

Returns
 

300 cubic meters/ha x $10/cubic meter x 20 ha equals $50,000
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Costs
 

]abor: 1000 man hours x $2.00/hr equals 2,000
 
tractor: 250 hours x $25/hr equals 6,250
 
loading/transport: 120 hours x $20/hr equals $2,400
 
total cost: $10,6F.0
 

Net revenue
 

$60,000 minus $10,650 equals $49,350
 

However, as mentioned the standard method is not acceptable be
cause of the high sediment discharge associated with it. Two alterna
tives are proposed that would iieel tthe Iliaximumi discharge restriction. 

The , feasible alternative consists of leaving a 25 meter 
wide buffer strip (no cutting) along the river. The woodlet has a shore
line of 1600 meters, therefore, cutting would be reduced to a total of 
16 hectares instead of 20 hectares. This mens a loss of 4 hectares of 
tumber or 300 cubic meters x 4 hectares x $10 per cubic meter which 
equals S12,000 of revenue foregone. This is considered a cost for this 
alternative. It is assumed that other costs would be reduced by 20 per
cent since only 16 hectares could be harvested. Thus, costs other than 
revenue foregone would decrease to $(,520 (20 percent less than $10,650). 
Total cost of this alternative would be $20,520 ($8.,?0' lus Sl,000). 

The c.,,s! alternative which meets the sediment discharge require
ments consists of establishjmient of 40 meter filter strip in which no 
machines are allowed. All commercial timber (.,., 300 cubic meters per 
hectare) on this 6.4 hectare filter strip can be cut but must be winched 
out at a higher cost. On the 6.4 hectares of the filter strip are 
estimated to be $8,094. For the remaining 13.6 hectares, costs will 
drop to an estimated $5,242to reflect reduction 1i area logged. Thus,
 
total cost of this alternative will be $15,336. 

Assuminqi that these are the only two alternatives considered that 
meet the sediment discharge restriction, we would choose the lowest cost
 
alternative or the filter strip approach. Revenue would be $60,000 as
 
before and cost would be $15,336, for a net return of $44,664, which
 
compares with a net return of $29,480 in the buffer strip alternative.
 
The information generated in this analysis further indicates that the
 
cost of the sediment discharge restriction would be $49,350 minus
 
$44,664 or $4,686.
 

Example No. 2: Economic Analysis
 
of a Watershed Protection and Management Project
 

Some years ago a reservoir was built along the Sierra River to
 
provide storage of water for downstream use during periods of low flow.
 
Downstream uses include irrigation on some 9,500 hectares and domestic 
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water use by the local population. It has been found after five years of
 
operation that the reservoir is silting in at a much faster rate than 
initially anticipated, thus reducing effective capacity and ability to 
meet water requirem]ents downstream. Siltation -is occ~irring at a rate of 
4 wi illion cubic meters per year. Pres eot re ;Per\n .r CUpIcity i s down to 
100 million cubic meters. At the present ,ut.(2 sl1tation, it will only 
be four years before capacity is reduced to a point where it can nio longer 
meet estimated water requirements of downstream users. (Domestic water 
use is increasing at a rate of about 6.19 percent per year, while irri
gation use is fairly constant.)
 

Project Goal
 

To prevent the reduction (or loss) of water related downstream
 
benefits (those that would be lost without the project include crop
 
values and health and satisfaction associated with domestic water use),
 
the project would extend the effective capacity and life of the reservoir
 
by reducing the rate of siltation from 4 million cubic meters per year to 
1 million cubic meters per year. Since there was apparently no problem

of flood damage with or without the project, flood prevention was not
 
included as a goal. It could be added in as a goal and treated in ex
actly the same way, if it was a problem.
 

Project Points of View
 

(1) Downstream users of wuiter have a direct interest inmaintaining
 
the capacity of the reservoir so that they can continue to re
ceive water during the dry periods when river flow is inadequate
 
to meet equirements;
 

(2)Upstream users of the land which would be affected by the var
ious conservation measu-es proposed for the project are
 
interested in how such measures would affect them. If effects
 
are negative, some form of compensation may be included in
 
the project plan;
 

(3)The nation at large is concerned with increased crop consump
tion, improved welfare of domestic water users, and losses
 
or gains incurred by upstream land users.
 

The point of view adopted in the analysis is primarily that of
 
the nation, although the other two viewpoints are also considered.
 

Identification and Valuation of Project Costs
 

To accomplish the project goal, the following project components
 
have been proposed in the technical design and analysis:
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(1)Establish protection forest on the most critical areas where
 
no other activity should take place because of slope or crit
ical nature of soil protection.
 

(2)Establish protection/production forests on areas that need
 
permanent protection but which are less critical so that 
some forest utilization can take place on a controlled basis.
 

(3)Build terraces on some of the most critical areas with very 
unstable soils. 

(4)Manage and maintain pasture lands on a rotation, based on their
 
carrying capacity and ability to regenerate. Ihis will pri
marily involve control and policing activities together with
 
technical assistance.
 

(5) Establish f-orest management on exis:ing natural forest areas.
 
This would include control of harvest and other activities,
 
watershed protection inputs into access road establishment,
 
inventory and other information gathering activities.
 

(6)Establish an overall watershed management and administration
 
unit within the regional government to supervise and control
 
implementation of an integrated watershed management program
 
for the whole watershed, including the above elements. Include
 
extension services for local farmers.
 

In the project documentation, appropriate technology, input re
quirements and timing for each of the project components were analyzed. 
Based on an initial survey of the total watershed of 17.500 hectares,
 
the scale of each of the project components was determined, as shown
 
in Table 1. Average input requirements per hectare were estimated and 
applied to the total areas to arrive at total labor, equipment and 
other input requirements. These input requirements together with unit 
value estimates were then used by the economist in valuing the project 
costs, which are summarized on lines 4 through 8 of Table 2. 

In developing economic values for inputs, only unskilled labor
 
was shadow priced. Other inputs were valued in the economic analysis at
 
their financial or market price values.
 

A project period of 26 years was considered appropriate, con
sidering the relevant social discount rate of 12 percent.
 

Identification of Benefits
 

Reservoir demand (i.e., the demand on water from the reservoir
 
which would not be available without it) is estimated at 86 million
 
cubic meters in the first year (year 0) of the project as shown on the
 
first line of columns 5 or 6 of Table 2. The capacity of the reservoir
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Table 1. Areas associated with each pruject component
 

Component Hectares
 

Protection plantings 760 

Protection/production plantings 870 

Terraces 320 

Pasture use control 3,850 

Natural forest management 

Watershed planning & administration 

3,160 

(17,500) / 

I/ Including the parts of the watershed not requiring direct action.
 



Table 	2. Watershed project: identification of water benefits.
 

(millions of m3/yr)
 

(1) 	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
 
Reservoir Capacity Difference Reservoir Use Difference
 

without with with & with- without with in use with & 
Year project project out project project I/ project 2/ without 

0 
1 

100 
96 

100 
99 

0 
3 

86.0 
86.4 

86.0 
86.4 

0 
0 

1/ Constrained by denand for 
water during first 4 years then 

2 92 98 6 86.8 86.8 0 zonstrained by capacity as 
3 88 97 9 87.2 87.2 0 demand outstrips supply 
4 84 96 12 84 87.7 3.7 
5 80 95 15 80 88.2 8.2 2/ Constrained by demand for 
6 76 94 18 76 88.7 12.7 first 10 years then constrained 
7 72 93 21 72 89.2 17.2 by capacity as demand outstrips 
8 68 92 24 68 89.8 22.8 capacity even with the project 
9 64 91 27 64 90.4 26.4 

10 60 90 30 60 90 30.0 3/ This is the measure due to 
11 56 89 33 56 89 33 the project, i.e., the difference 
12 52 88 36 52 88 36 in use with and without the 
13 48 87 39 48 87 39 project 
14 44 86 42 44 86 42 
15 40 85 45 40 85 45 
16 36 84 48 36 84 48 
17 32 83 51 32 83 51 
18 28 82 54 -8 82 54 
19 24 81 57 24 81 57 
20 20 80 60 20 80 60 
21 16 79 63 16 79 63 
22 12 78 66 12 78 66 
23 8 77 69 8 77 69 
24 4 76 72 4 76 72 
25 0 75 75 0 75 75 
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is 100 million cubic meters at present (start of project) and is de
creasing by about 4 million cubic meters per year due to i ltation. 
(See Col. 2 of Table ?) [bu,. inabout four years fromj the present the 
estimated capacity )f the rservoir , ',, the proj(, i would jut he 
equal to demand. F oml then -,,i,the reservoir woul not iiot the reqjuire
men ts for water f rum it. 

Wilk the project, il is estiiiated that the rate of siltation can 
be reduced to about 1 million cubic meters per year. nhus, the reser
voir will be able to meet requirements for a longer period of time,
 
although eventually, even with the project, demand for water will out
strip the capacity of the reservoir. This will occur in year 10 (compare
 
Cols. 3 and 6).
 

A first reaction m ight be to use the difference between the with
out and with project capacities as shown in Col. 4 as a measure of bene
fits. However, this would overstate benefits, since even without the
 
project, the reservoir could satisfy demand for four more years. With
 
or without the project, the benefits would be the same during those
 
first four years and, thus, the benefits due to the project would be zero
 
during that period (years 0 through 3). For the next six years (years

4 through 9) capacity NO Thus,
,'/the project would still be above demand. 

with the project, the benefits due to the project for this period would
 
be the dif ference between estimated demand and S'pl1y ',. ,l the pro
ject, or the demand deficit which would start to be felt inyear 4 if
 
the project were not undertaken. (This is the difference between raw
 
items in Cols. 5 and S) In year 10 demand would start to outstrip supply
 
even with the project. Thus, from year 10 and on to the end of the 
project, the appropriate benefit figures would be the differences in 
capacity with and without the project (i.., the difference between Cols. 
2 and 3). Using the above approach, the increased water use due to the
 
project is identified and shown for each year (Col. 7 of Table 2).
 

The figures shown in Cols. 5 and 6 are gross figures which in
clude evaporation from the reservoir, estimated to average about 54
 
million cubic meters per year. Since the evaporation would be approx
imately the same with and without the project, there is no need to adjust

the figures shown in Col. 7. They represent net increases in cf'Jetive
 
water use.
 

In addition to the direct benefits associated with increased
 
reservoir capacity, there will be some timber related benefits from the 
combined production/protection plantings (Table 3). Inyears 6 through
10 there will be some minor thinning volumes available and inyears 17 
through 21 there will be final harvest volumes available. 

In addition to the water and timber related benefits, the fol
lowing indirect benefits were identified but not quantified in the
 
study:
 

(1)Eventual increases in livestock production due to regulation

of grazing on watershed lands. (At present, many of the
 



Table 3. Inputs and outputs--production forest components. 
co 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-16 17 18 19 20 21 

Hectares planted 

Thinning harvest 

174 174 174 174 174 174 174 174 174 174 

ha I4 174 174 174 174 

m3/h3 

Total m 3 
20 20 20 20 20 

3480 3480 3480 3480 3480 

Final Harvest 

ha 
174 174 174 174 174 

in3/ha 

Total m3(1000) 
525 

91.3 

525 

91.3 

525 

91.3 

525 

91.3 

525 

91.3 
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pastures are marginal due to overgrazing.) The project would
 
restore these lands.
 

(2)Aesthetic values will increase as the land is rehabilitated. 

(3) 	 Access roads required for protection and other watersied manage
ment activities will permit faster and cheaper access by farmers 
to markeits and increas;ed mobility for extens ion pcrson el so 
they can reach more farmers. 

(4) 	 The project is expected to result in an increase in water 
quality in addition to quantity. A reduction in suspended 
loads carried over the reservoir dam will decrease the need 
for maintenance on individiual irrigation installations. 

Valuation of Benefits
 

Based on studies of ..
rop increases made possible by irrigation, 
it was estimated that irrigation water flowing out of the reservoir 
would return a n t of P2 per cubic meter of water. Since the major por
tion of the water is used for irrigation, there was no feasible way of 
placing a value cl the water used for domestic purposes, and there is 
no feasible way of allocating the ,;i,',:u:!water made possible by the 
project to irrijation ano domestic use, it was decided to N'alue the doilies
tic water at the rate used for irrigation, namely P2 per cubic meter. 
This was recognized to be a conservative estimate. Using this value 
per cubic meter and the water increase figures in Col. 7 of Table 2, the 
corresponding annual water related benefits from the project were de
termined (Row I of Tble 4). 

The wood production benefits were valued at P290 per cubic meter 
on the stump. This value was a parity price based on the value of 
imported wood. The parity price was adjusted down by 10 percent to 
reflect the lower quality of project wood. Total wood production bene
fits are shown on Line 2 of Table 4. 

Other benefits were not valued due to inadequate data or to the 
inappropriateness of attempting to quantify values, e.g., for the 
aesthetic benefits. 

Comparing Costs and Benefits
 

As indicated (Line 9 of Table 4), there is a net cost involved
 
in the project for the first four years, after which the value flow
 
turns positive and increases steadily over the life of the project.
 
Using a rate of discount of 12 percent, we arrive at a Net Present Worth
 
(NPW) for the project of some P292 million. The rate of return (ERR)
 
of the project would be well in excess of 50 percent.
 



Table 4. Value flow table. 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 12 13 14 15 16 - 1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

aillto, of p'-sos 

BENEFITS 

I 	 lrrigation1 
domestlc use 0 0 0 0 7.4 16.4 25.4 34.4 45.6 52.8 60 £6 72 78 84 90 96 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 

2 	Wood 1,euduc

tion 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 26 26 26 26 26 

3 Tutal 0 0 0 0 7.4 16.4 26.4 35.4 46.6 53.8 61 66 72 76 84 91 96 128 134 140 146 152 132 138 144 150 

COSTS 

4 	 PI..ting pro
tectio, forest 3.4 4.5 1.1
 

5 	 Plnting PrU
ductlon forest 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.3
 

6 	Terrace con-

Struction 0.8
 

7 Manugetuent

costs / 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

8 Total 6.5 7.1 3.7 2.6 2.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.3 Z.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 

9 NET OLNEFIT 
(LUST) (6.5 7.1 3.7 2.6) 4.8 15.1 25.4 34.4 45.6 57.8 60 65 71 77 83 89 95 125.4 131.4 137.4 143.4 144.4 130.7 137 143 149 

10 PreselntViue 
at |e. (6.5 6.3 2.9 1.8) 3.0 12.9 12.9 15.6 18.4 19.0 19.3 18.7 18.2 17.6 17 16.3 15.5 18.3 17.1 15.9 14.9 13.6 10.8 10.1 9.4 0.8 

II fPW at 12 NPWat 121 
P29Zmillion
 

I/ Including proLection dia extension SerVg..es. maintenance and adinlstratiun. 

http:SerVg..es
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The high returns to this project can be explained quite easily.
 
Since the reservoir was already in place and its cost represented "sunk
 
costs," they were not included in the analysis of the project. Thus,
 
the small amount of additional expenditure required for the watershed 
protection activities (the project) were compared with the returns which 
octually include the total incremental benefits from the reservoir. 
Obviously, if one were analyzing a new reservoir project, the situation 
would be quite different, since the substantial expenditure for the 
reservoir would have to be added into the cost stream for the project,
 
while the benefits would remain approximately the same. 

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
 

The two examples presented are representative of the types of 
economic analyses one encounters for watershed related projects. The 
following discussion outlines some of the major issues which arise con
cerning these examples. 

Considering Alternative Means
 
for Achieving Project Goals
 

Project planners should explore alternative means for achieving
 
given project goals. Ifonly one alternative is presented to the decision
 
maker, his only decision is whether to accept or reject it. On the other
 
hand, if information is presented which permits him to look at a range 
of alternative means for achieving a goal, then he can more thoroughly
 
consider and weigh the iniplications of different courses of action.
 

In Example 1, two alternatives to the standard logging approach
 
were considered explicitly in the analysis. If other known alternatives 
had been available then they should also have been considered. In this 
case, the objective was to find the lowest cost alternative that met 
the maximum allowable sediient discharge restriction or constraint. 
Thus, one should note that costs and benefits for the standard logging 
approach were used only as a basis for comparison since it was, by 
definition, an unacceptable alternative due to the fact that it did not
 
meet the constraint. Thus, actually only two alternatives were compared, 
the buffer strip one and the filter strip one. If others had been
 
available (technically defined) they could very easily be included in
 
the analysis. 

The appraisal did not consider alternatives in the case of 
Example 2. However, there appear to be two which might have been con
sidered. The first is the use of dredging at some future date to 
maintain reservoir capacity equal to demand. The second is the expansion 
of the reservoir to increase capacity so it can meet demand even when 
siltation occurs. In addition, the report on which this example is based 
did not discuss alternative technologies and scales for project components, 
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nor did it go into the relative advantages of alternative timings of
 

project activities to more efficiently achieve the goal of the project.
 

Finally, although some of the project components were separable in terms
 

of costs, the analysts did not have information on which to base a sep

aration in terms of benefits. Thus components were not analyzed
 
not possible to evaluate alternative ,.':i&j.Jtonm
separately and it was 


of project activities to find a more efficient overall solution for
 
meeting the goals.
 

Determirin__Poject Scqpe and Context
 

A major question facing project planners is what to include and
 

what not to include within the scope of a given project.
 

From a practical point of view, it boils down to a question of
 

cut off the endless chain of effects or impacts associated
where to 

with a given project. The theoretical answer is: "Include all the
 

impacts which
impacts." The practical answer is: "Include all those 

you can identify and which appear to be large enough relative to the
 

direct and immediate impacts to make a difference in the cosL and bene

fit flows." The object of a project evaluation is to generate the 
to whether or not the
information needed to make a sound decision as 


project has benefits exceeding costs and, if so, whether the benefits
 

exceed the costs by a large enough margin to make it worthwhile to com

mit scarce resources to the project rather than to some alternative
 

use. If the direct benefits associated with a projecL are large enough
 

relative to costs to make the project worth undertaking from an economic
 

point of view, then ;pending a large amount of effort and funds on
 
not be worthfurther analysis of all the varios indirect impacts will 


while. However, if the project is marginally unacceptable, then there
 

is a much stronger case for detailed analysis of indirect impacts. No
 

general guidelines can be put forth here on how to determine the
 

appropriate cutoff for considering indirect impacts. That will depend
 

on each project situation, the knowledge of the project planners and
 

staff specialists, the cost and time involved in generating information
 
on indirect impacts, and the objectives of the institution sponsoring
 
the analysis.
 

In the case of Example 1, the scope was very narrow, mainly
 
due to the fact that the project involved a very small area and probably
 

had insignificant indirect impacts. The example illustrates well the
 
type of brief, uncomplicated analysis associated with operational de
cisions. Once this particular situation had been analyzed and the best
 
logging method chosen (the lowest cost method that met the constraint)
 
it is likely that that method was accepted and used for other similar
 
logging situations without further analysis, i.e., this simple analysis
 
served as the basis for developing an operational guideline for logging
 
that says: "In situations of riverside logging, a filter strip system
 
is the cheapest alternative logging system which meets the specified
 
maximuil allowable sediment discharge constraint."
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in the case of Example 2, the project scope included the major

impact elleents, with the exception that there was no consideration
 
given to how the project would affect the farmers upstream on the
 
watershed lands who would have to change their operations due to conver
sion of land to forest or due to curtailment of grazing on critical
 
watershed lands. Similarly, there was no quantitative analysis of the
 
positive impacts on farm economies associated with the improved road
 
network and the increased mobility and availability of extension ser
vices. Ideally, these should have been included in the analysis, and
 
one would expect--even without having information on the project back
ground and area--that it would have been possible to provide some more
 
explicit treatment of these impacts.
 

The question of project scope is closely related to other aspects

of project definition. These are: project points of view, cost arid
 
benefit identification.
 

Concerning project points of view, Example 1 can be identified
 
with two: the logging operator (or company involved with logging the
 
area), and the public point of view concerning sediment discharge. In
 
this case, the public point of view has been expressed in terms of the
 
maximum allowable discharge regulation and thus does not need to receive
 
further consideration in the analysis. The logging operator or company

point of view (assuming that this is a private entity involved) is really

the point of view from which the analysis is carried out, i.e., the
 
question is: "What is the minimum cost we have to 
incur to achieve the
 
constraint?" If the public sector is doing the logging, the question

remains the same from an economic efficiency point of view.
 

Example 2 is somewhat more complex in terms of points of view.
 
As stated in the text, there are three points of view identified, namely

the downstream water users, the upstream land 
users and the national
 
point of view which incorporates the other two points of view within an
 
overall objective function. The downstream users' point of view defines
 
the scope of the project at that end: the project should be defined
 
broadly enough to include the necessary downstream costs to achieve the
 
benefits accruing to the downstream users. On the other hand, the up
stream land users' point of view defines the scope of the project at
 
that end: the project should be defined broadly enough to include 
those costs and benefits for that group that occur because of the pro
ject. As mentioned earlier, there did not appear to be adequate con
sideration given to this point of view and the associated costs and
 
benefits.
 

Consideration of points of view helps the analyst in identifying
the appropriate scope and in identifying relevant costs and benefits
 
lor use in the economic, financial and social analysis for the project.
The following two sections discuss cost and benefit identification in
 
terms of economic efficiency analysis.
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Identifying Costs 

specify three main categories of costs involved in
One can 


datershed projects. These are.
 

Structures and Work Costs
 

gully plugs, construction of conlhese include costs of dams, 
construction or improvement, road 

tour furrows or terraces, channel 
and maintenance of these stru(:turesct.,,.,
relocation, retainer walls, 

and facilities. 

Vegetation Manipulation Costs
 

These mainly include costs of removal of vegetation and planting
 

and management costs associated with the establishment 
of new vegetation.
 

Value of Outputs Foregone
 

Even eroded or deteriorated lands may be producing values 
through
 

cur-
These activities may have to be 

grazing, subsistence farming, i.'.. 


tailed for a period of time in order to restore land to some higher
 

The value of such production forego,e should be
 
level of productivity. 


a project cost. In the case of a protection project, tim
included as 


be reduced due to the introduction of 
ber harvested per unit area may 

buffer strips along rivers, streams, roads, ' ,. Selective harvest may 

have to be imposed on steep hillsides which may in turn 
reduce the pre

sent value eJ harvests. This reduction is a cost. 

The first two categories of costs are quite obvious, and both
 

The third category-.examples treated these in an adequate fashion. 
 In Example 1,

value of outputs foregone--is also relevant to both cases. 


can be noted that the analyst treated the value of timber foregone
it 

a cost. He could also have merely
through creation of a buffer strip as 


reduced the total benefit figure by this amount, thus treating this
 

Either way would have produced the
 
value foregone in terms of benefits. 


same result, since the objective was to arrive at the alternative with
 

the highest net return.
 

In the second example, there were values of outputs foregone
 

use that should have been considered but were not,
from changes in land 

This supports the point made
 as explained in the previous section. 


earlier that project scope points of view and cost and 
benefit identifi

cation are closely interrelated. Since the upstream land users' point
 

of view was not adequately defined, the analyst also missed 
identifying
 

explicitly changes in value of output associated with upstream 
land use
 

some lands and shift in land use from
 due to restriction of grazing on 

other lands.
agriculture to forestry on 




.nt -.jj LLCT _it Us ---n the "Ai th and Witho u t" Test 

The basic approach sLgeste( for irdulncifyin costs and benefits 
ivl.vs use & ze "wi h ant,without" test. Basically, this means that
 
n ,, s,.lt ....oac a:g,.c' the qudtlon: "What would the situation 

likely h'e witut the nrec, ovr the pericd of years cntemplated for 
the project -0 ,aU v.01 tie StUUoln likely be with the project?'' 

The p.rt ;tu ar point zo ..., ; ze w t is tha the ",,Ihout.' 
.t;, s no! (project slldlC i~ T:he ,gam.a us thu present cit;,ationq fo," most-t ' S tt " ,rre L~ toi2 V) 2 

rypes of wtershed projec..s Thus over tIA, WithOUt the proposed 
wae"'heulrO Et. >oilconditions might deLeriorate., erosion might in
creas, M i aalysE has Iomake sure that these changes are taken 
into a, Qifl i ). Wtnout the project, conditions would deteriorate 
tAIn inYCOZ r PrU' i, would have dcir&sed to Y. i ti the project, 
:L IS ,.0,,,. thac production will increase to Z. The point to note 
nar: i5 .-.7 V A 1iinus X ., X minus Y are legitimate benefits to be 
wiutL n, thin c,'jec.. inuc the arnilyst will not only need to es-
Jm o : , t u(a in proa ,ctior which will be possiole (i.C. Z-X) 
;ut ne will ulso Ova to make an estimate of the losses which will be 
avoided J... X-Y). Example 2 illustraces this point. 

Appiica of -the "wit rn without' test also brings out another 
oint related to -nefit identificaLion and valuation (which is also
 
ilustrated b. Exaiple 2). The poiNt is thac merely because a project
 
neones some physical dimension in a positive way, this does not neces

sarily ean thac there is a benefit involved, in Example 2, the project 
starts immediately to reduce the level of siltation in the Sierra 
reservoir ard thrany increases the effective capacity of the reservoir. 
however, even witihouL the project the level of capacity of the reservoir 
is in excess of demand and will continue to be so for the next 4 years. 
Aplyinj a' "with and test, the analyst can see that consump', withou," 
tion of WaLer (the relevant benefit paramemer) will remain the same 
with or QU 1 the for this period. Thus, the benefit (lossesMrOL project 
avoided) due to the project wiii be zero during the first four years, 
or until the capacity of the rescrvoir w thlout. the project would have 
fallen below requirements for water. Tiis point applies more broadly 
to many different types of watersoed projects. 

The Moe poirt relatcs to the fact that in an economic efficiency 
analysi s en shuliid be meas ured in terms Of human consumption. 
Thus, for e.a p,e, the hydrologist may provide an estimate of metric 
tons or c i, eters of0oil loss toat can bn avoided by undertaking a 
qiVUO ,Y:woL.. But thi s information is not enough for an economic
 
dnalysis. in order to value the benefits from the project, such losses
 

ve ra,
a .i.n eN lated into a schedule of crop or other consump
* stinto 4,e, .,w.. Thus, arcu-ltura- expe~r have to come up with 

a 'I" 1c ,'10 oi l loss and crop pr .uc utn or ';oil ions and 
produc tiin' c some ater consumption item. This consumption loss can 
then be valued ando used as Lhe benefit in the economic efficiency 
analysis. 

I 
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0
 

I-o 

3 pres~ent level0'
 

Y 

0 n 

(present) YEARS (end of project) 

Figure 1I. Identifying benefits using the with and
 
=
without test. A losses avoided.
 

=
B production increases over present level.
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Treatimnt of Benefits and Costs in yluL;ie Purpose Projects 

A pnit wr.. nenc on n l rn Co u ca re and caution 
i enrif',L n; , no, ano w nafiS un',suciatud ,i Iuiii le pJurpose pro
jL5L ' ,:i;h ,aWdLeMU Managemenldtlaq peL Fr'.1 caple,. . o in some 
ca,.. (.. pi o on nqnu(e tIoLf -,w.tersic d protectionIt Qe 

W "0i c Ct ,Wo d1l ae1 !for contr i' C harvest for
F',0 : will ho 

WLIt Or' (LM UC' ...,,. .. SUC;- CaO.%,: 0 6h; ty'I T 4
.M, . S Of" WL : -,Will
 

n .toA - "si,. OF , rse, cly aSsOciat.ed costs 
iv ved i 1hdve ill to be s,.,r,;ted, if roadside value for 

L havet I of ta va lue. Proper allocation of tree 
dn i I ...,, z i2,ad ," i e id . S ,-M the wood output besnefits 
1Yffnl!, I K-;r , -nin 0 rhp main objective of iWie project 
n ,,rneva prc.iion, res- rc~a s a secondary purpose, then 

I &MCK( L ,ruioco , loca the basic costs to the tim( aww 
' , .ec L IV-' ,- :..'/ .,,,.: coto f veg ta manaOefren". to achieve 

zh. cc nst'r : ,-,r ,.ershud ob~j cive would he a1 iccated to the wacer
... c K2 d....,.c . "il a y.. in Mie case of logging road, . . r 

,wd . " tr.u"she conrbc;s cr obiccKiv, the
 

equi-v' i..i u- ,t"u nim,.,; road cost to g:ot the -mioier out would be
 
1,)1 7' tu Ar tiber eielert, w l]c the addi ional costs associated
 

".,C 0ne- s~.;d ris to Me- c.e Watershed objectivs would be
 
oc td tu the ,. .shed N e,t .
 

in Lne ae of a priry rpaose watershed project, the cost of
 
. p ...rahtng.
or other acivii, would be associated with the primary 
prposu and oeriefi t,, wile Limber iNe V ts would be treated as secondary 
cenefi.;. As ment o1ed earl']ier, it i-i important in such cases to remem
ber to MCzDtraCL:c any secondary c..t. associated with the timber production 
;, to the point of valuation of thn timber (,. stumpage level, deliv
ered lOU level, L., 

Timing of Costs and Benefits--Presenting Cost
 
and Benefit information 

Most watershed projects tend to be longer term projects in the
 
sense that the inputs occur over a considerable period of time and the
 
benefits accrue over an even longer period of time. Further, benefits
 
and costs are constantly cnan.inj over time.
 

A main proile i. to, develop a sound estimate of the timing ofTfh belr1efits. Res-toration projcts generally take time to implement.
 

Full praouczvi y in ,to".rd slowly in most cases. For example, if 
Lres are planted or Geerlorated watershed, the full protective
 
effect on erosion control will take somne time to achieve.
 

In o.,c,o ;7eep track of the project assumptions regarding the 
build-up to project benefits and costs over Line, it is essential to 
use appruprate poysical flow tables and, ultimately, properly designed 
value flow tables. (Such tables are shown as Tables 3 and 4 in Example 
2 in this paper.) 

http:aSsOciat.ed
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TreatmIent f _Unce-rtainty 

Watershed related projects ,ro particularly subject to great 
of the values of costs and benJefits used. Thus, it

uncertainty in terms 
is important that project appraisals include explicit treatment of un

xample- presented earlier did so, and
certainty. Neither of the two 
that is perhps a tly ial Atituaitionlou nd in most economic appraisals. 

nimiple pchniqueq, sich as sensitivity analysisThere are some 
ana lysis, which can he applied rather easily and cheaply

and break-evun 
in most cases. Basically, sensiLiviLy ana ysis involves varying assump

tions concerning the values of key parameters and then testing the 
to such; changes.sensitivity of the ciosen measures of project worth 

values of key parametersaimed at identifyingA break-even analysis is 
which would switch the profitability of a project from acceptable to 

unacceptable levels. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper presents an overview of some special problems 
The paper preassociated with economic analyses of watershed projects. analyses of watershedsents some examples and case studies of economic 

into how the analyst can consider water
projects and provides insights 
shed elements when they are imposed as constraints on projects that have 

other goals (c.gi., wood prnduction). 

What lessons and conclusions can be drawn
A question remains: 

can work more effectively with hydrologists,
in terms of how the economist 

foresters, agronomists and other technical specialists in attempting to
 

provide improved analyses of watershed projects? Based on the discussion
 

in this paper and a review of a number of watershed project 
appraisals,
 

relevant in answering this question:
the following points are 


it would appear that the weakest link--or the
(1) In general, 

watershed promajor problem--in carrying out an appraisal of a 


ject relates to the identification and quantification of the
 

physical input-output relationships and the costs and benefits 
benefits have been appropriatelyinvolved. Once costs and 

appearidentified and qpiantified in physical terms, there do not 

to be any spacial problems involved in vaZuin;' them and com

paring them in terms of the measures of project worth comonly 

used. With regard to this point, it would appear that there 

are a lot more data available on input-output relationships
 

than isgenerally thought and used in projects. The problem 

is that very little has been done to bring this information 
:utQji form that can be used by the generaltogether in a 


to sem a.zLlot more timeproject planner. Thus thero is a nomad 
coumlartiv studies and translatingand efj'ort in dcovelop in.y 

highly technical infoJiiation into practical guidelines that can 

be used by project pI annei 
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We fully recognize that the technical specialist and researcher 
may argue that each case is a different dine and that it is impos
sible to transfer the experience from one situation to another 
situation. While we agree that there is seldom a situation where
 
experience from one project fits perfectly the conditions for 
another project, we also suggest that most analysts dealingare 
with averages and orders of magnitude in their attempts to
analyze new projects, particularly in developing countries. 
They have no choice. 

(2) ,'uonomista and the other technical specialists have to 
intc'raatut: zZ4 3tajes in the project planning process, for the 
economist cannot carry out an economic analysis unless he has 
the basic physical input-output information on which to base his

analysis. ''Lh,- ,conomiot hao to make known at an early stage his 
inf'uyqution need;. If he does not, then he can rightly be 
criticized. However, the primary responsibility for generating
the needed information lies squarely on the shoulders of the 
hydrologist and other technical specialists. This is not with
in the economist's area of competence. His main responsibility
starts when the apr-',.Piatc information has been generated. We 
stress the word "appropriate" since in a number of cases it has 
been observed that a great deal of information has been
accumulated for a project, but it is not the ti,{l. information 
for the purposes of quantifying and valuing costs and benefits. 
Thus, for example, it is not enough to have information on 
average per hectare soil losses under various conditions, The 
agronomist and soil experts must make a specific link between 
soil loss and crop loss, for benefits in this case have to be
 
specified in terms of coneomp-3ttion losses avoided. We do not"consume" soil, we consume the products grown on it. In order 
to value such product losses aoided through implementation of 
a watershed project, we will need to link soil loss to crop
production changes. The same argument holds for other types
of relationships. 

With the above in mind, we otrongly recommend that if an economic 
OanCiZl,!io i to bc arr , ou:t flor a watershed project, then the economist 

ohtuelId be inclUrded n the planning py'ocesv at an early stage so he can
m.ic, hio infowviation needde known. It may well be that the information 
he needs cannot readily be generated with available time and funds.
 
In such cases, it will not be possible to carry out an economic analysis
that considers both costs and benefits. Rather, the economist will have 
to stock to a cost-effectiveness analysis or some other types of partial
analysis. Or, at the extreme, he will have to state that an economic
 
analysis is not possible, given the present state of knowledge and data
 
availability. However, at this point we should stress again that, in
 
many cases, more information is available than is generally thought and
used. It would be well worthwhile to spend some time and effort on 
bringing together such information in a form that is readily understood 
by general project planners and decision makers. 
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CIAPTER XII 

INSTITUTIONAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

INTRODUCTION
 

In essence, two sets of limitations dictate the degree of success 
in watershed resources management. First, there are natural limits 
involving biological, physical and hydrological relatioships, which de
termine the responses of watershed resouirces to a given management prac
tice. (To a large ex'.tent, the materials presented in this syllabus are 
directed toward cons iderations of these natural limits.) Second, insti
tutiona1 limits to watershed resources management, which include legal, 
social and economi(: c cocrns, are every [it as important as natural 
l imi t: in the devel'opnent of an effective management s trategy. Institu
tional liwits, :inIie natural limits, are establ ished by man to meet 
speci fic condi lions and, therefore, can be modified by man in response 
to changes in leqal , socioeconomic and pol iti cal situaLions. 

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Perhaps the most important of the institutional limits to water
shed resources management involves legal considerations, or limits 
sanctioned by law. In specific, two primary areas of law must be re
garded in the development of watershed resources management strategies: 
laws which address the ownership and use of water, and laws which reg
ulate the use of land. 

Laws of Water Ownership and Use
 

Individual countries have formulated legal frameworks in which 
laws of water ownership and use can be made. In general, these legal 
frameworks have evolved in accordance with the development and subse
quent utilization of the water resources in a country. While it is not
 
possible to generalize laws which treat the ownership and use of water,
brief mention of the two types of water iaw applicable to the United 
States may be of interest. 

t' 
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In the eastern part of the United States, the doctrine of riparian 

rights, based upon comon law, prevails. Under riparian law, all of the 
owners of land touching the 1Wake or stream course of natural water have 

the right to use the wakr. II. in ilportant to note that, with t.hi4 

right, the use of wa .er ly an owner cannot harm the equl rig ht of any 
,other ri parian nwner:, thus, upstream owner must insure that downstream 

users receive water that. iS unchanged in quanti ty, quality and regimen. 
With the exce ption of withdrawal for domestic use, any use which reduces 

the right of other rilpar ian owners is prohibited or rcquires compensation. 

I n the arid regions of the western United States, the doc trine of 
prior approl)riation has been developed to regulate water use. This doc

wastrine of water use is different than riparian rights, in that it 
developed to guarartLee water supplies where land aid natural resources 
are essentially worthle ss without water. Under prior appropriation, the 

first to claim a l mited water supply had the first right to its use. 
useHowever, the claimant was restricted to the amount of water he could 

beneficially. Any other person was entitled to claim water in excess of 
for successive units ofa first claimant's use. Claims could be made 

unclaimed water unt; the supply was exhausitd. In times of short water 
supply, the first claimant had priority to une the limited supply, the 
second had the next priority, and so on, until the supply was fully 
appropriated.
 

A combination of riparian law and prior appropriation is used in
 

some states. Even in some states with the same basic type of water law,
 

details of application and interpretation often vary.
 

Laws Rejulating_Land Use
 

Laws regulating the use of land are also varied, with individual
 

countries formulating those laws appropriate to their needs. Many of
 

these laws are regulatory in nature; others have been designed to establish
 

public policy to insure adequate consideration of natural resource values
 

on watersheds. Again, a brief discussion of some of the more important
 
laws that regulate the use of land in the United States may illustrate
 

the purposes of such laws.
 

The Forest Preserve Law of New York State is an example of a
 

regulatory law that considers the importance of maintaining water yields
 

from upland areas for use by man. By this law, the Adirondack Park was
 
established in 1892, with the provision that the state-owned lands within
 

the Park be preserved, maintained and cared for as land open (for the
 
health and pleasure of all people) and as forest lands (necessary to the
 

preservation of the important rivers in New York). An amendment in 1894
 
provided that these state-owned lands should be protected from sale and 
that the timber on these lands should not be sold, removed or destroyed.
 
Unfortunately, the restrictive nature of this law has prevented sub
sequent applications of water yield improvement practices involving tim
ber harvesting, a means of land management designed to relieve water
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shorLages. Therefore, a well-intentioned law has somewhat prevented
 
attainment of the ohinecive for which it was es.ablished.
 

As menLiont-d above. not all of the laws regulatinj the use of land
 
are restric:tive. Sia of these laws have been formulated to set public

policy with resiI to recognition of natural resource values on water
okeds. Two uf t oK imlortont of these are the "multiple use laws"
 
OR q i W, e ituwqu public in United Statesol y - u.Loi lands the 

under tu, 0;'Ili or, he I "_t Krv ico and the [:trej of Land
 
.rimn H l fr lutis . each oency, these laws es:i.. ! houn, aL wix for 

1ih policy or the i.inagm ent of public lanvi so tLit ail of the various 
naturl re1 ~ri (water. I imtber, forage, wildlife, recreation,, vov( 

.. hrh. 1), , ill . a irl (,irOrt, However, these laws do not
 
prscribe Lse n.,> to meet pl(nn in)g goals; these decisions are left to
 
the i r i VC I,iwanra(ln ! jpe:rC i es.
 

It should ho cleo' that a watershed resources manager must be 
aware of all laws., both regulatory and permissive, applicable to his par-
IiCulc 'ituation to do a proper job. 

SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
 

In essence, legal considerations are "formalized rules" that guide
 
t he conduct of watershed resour'ces managers. Less explicit, hut equally
 
imlportant, guidelines derived from other cultural features (tradition,
 
religqion, folklore, /.. ) also dicat te the activities permirtted by, or
 
drmol',1rded of, t!u:e IIOIidjnag _. A; wi tL Iow;, these other social considera
tiosnml:,f.t e rel lected in,the deri 0ionmaking processes. Failure to do
 
no may lead to adverse rect.tions that can severely restrict operational
 
f reedom.
 

It is beyond the purpose of Lhis syllabus to descritbe in depth 
.;awples where social considerations determine the options available to 
watershed resources managers. However, from the flood plains of the 
Mekong River Basin in Southeast Asia to the fragile desert environments of 
Nr thern Africa, situationls can be found in which social patterns re
.rict the ipll1.01 t,Lion of particular management practices, What is 

important to remember is that to answer questions such as whether or not 
d erosion abatement practice sniouid be initiated, whether or not a flood 
control reservoir should be (:onstructed, coo., the cultural features 
that charracterize a society must be considered. 

In e:seiice, it b'ecomes the responsibility of a watershed resources 
mal yr to function ,within existing social limitations or, if possible, 
determin1e how thse limitations can be modified to achieve a desired 
end. As -o.id! constaints ore often difficult to assess precisely and 
Ie,.:autu ihy ire not usua Ily suscepli h to easy sol utions, incl usion 
of these concerls iln a 11analeeilet strategy can easily be ignored; how
ever, to do so woul d be foll. If sound watershed resources management is 
not achieved, it fmay liLkely be the resul: of a lack of human understanding 
rather than d lack of technological abiiity. 

http:ipll1.01
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
 

course
Quite often, watersheo resources managers must select the best 

given a set of alterna
of action in implementing a management practice, 

to select and implementThe decision of which alternativetive plans. 
a part of the institu

often requires econonic considerations. Although 
involve certain patterns of rational analysis,

tional framework, economics 
situations.are well-established in manythe technilues of which 

be made here to provide a review of economic theory
No attempt will are madein which economic analyses

and practice. Furthermore, structures 
are often unique in a given country. Generalizations are difficult. Many 

in watershed re
of the more generol aspects of economic considerations 

elsewhere in this syllabus.
sources management have been presented 

To make an economic assessment of alternative courses of action, 
to form a basis of choice.

three general criteria are usually analyzed 
These criteria are: 

(1) to maximize benefits; 

on an investment; and(2) to maximize the returns 

(3) to achieve a specified "production goal" at least cost.
 

single course of action will satisfy all criteria
 It is conceivable that no 

of these criteria should give the 

at the same time. However, analyses 

decision maker a better understanding of the economic implications of
 

selecting a particular course of action.
 

first two criteria, maximizing the benefits and the
To analyze the 

of physical responses to alternative 
returns of an investment, estimates 

be known.costs of implementation must
management actions and associated 

from previous experience or, if the
This information can be obtained 

In 
course of action is newly prescribed, through simulation 

techniques. 

objective and representative of 

either case, the source data must be the
 

situation being studied.
 

achieving a specified "productionTo satisfy the third criterion, 
at least cost, goals must be established for various 

levels of pro
goal" 


These goals are often set through value judgements made by water
duction. 

shed resources managers, coupled with long-range goals 

derived through
 

the political process.
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CHAPTER XIII 

MODELING AND 

SIMULATION TECHNTQUES 

INTRODUCTION 

Models, regardless of their purpose, are simply representations

of how some part of the real-world operates. Models are often essential
 
for the solution of complex problems, but models do not have to be com
plex to be useful. In fact, models can vary in structure from simple,
logical statements, to network diagrams or to sets of detailed mathe
matical equations. With the advent of present-day electronic computer
systems, the development and subsequent application of models has pro
gressed quite rapidly.
 

In general, models may be dob .nsticor ttjbtca-. A deter
ministic model shows a relationship between variables without any random 
elements: a statistical model presents relationships between variables 
in terms of probability distributions. Both types of models are useful 
in watershed resources management. 

Simulation techniques are used to reproduce the behavior of a
 
system in the form of a model that closely represents real life. Through

simulation, appropriate models are operated to obtain alternative solu
tions to management problems. Simulation techniques do not necessarily
 
generate optimal solutions, rather they show alternative results that

allow an investigator to make a decision on the levels of inputs that 
are best for a given purpose. Simulation exercises are normally carried 
out on digital computers, since these exercises usually require much 
calculation. However, the concept of simulation is not dependent on 
electronic comJputers; simpler exercises can be nxecuted without them. 

It isnot the purpose of this syllabus to introduce the 
details of modeling and simulation Iechniques. Rather it is hoped that 
the reader will gain a general understanding of how these methodologies 
can be applied to evaluate the potential impacts of alternative water
shed resources management.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS
 

Models can be developed from source data in a number of ways.
 

One common approach is through linear regression analysis. With this
 

.. ra.h ,lrthrough a scatter diagram of sourceapproach, the bciw.. 
data is calculated, with the independent variable regressed against the
 

dependent variable. The best line will facilitate prediction of the
 

dependent variable from knowledge of the independent variable. Statis

tically, the line is positioned such that the deviations of actual de

pendent values at observed independent value points from those predicted
 
and summed) are minimal.by the linear regression equation (when squared 

are plotted in a scatter diagram, a
Often, when source data 

straight line is not the appropriate regression model to In
use. 


these instances, curvilinear (nonlinear) functions should be selected
 

to represent the data. Again, regression constants are calculated to 

minimize the sum of squares of the deviations of observed and predicted 

dependent values. 

In a curve fitting process, it is quite useful to use a regres
some natural relation between the variables.
sion model that expresses 


a rela-Sometimes, knowledge of the behavior of the variables used in 

tionship allows one to select one regression model over another.
 

From the multitude of regression models from which to choose,
 
set is somewhat of an
selection of the one to represent a given data 


The person making the choice should be aware of the statistical
art. 

characteristics of various regression models, as this may reduce time
 

and costs required to arrive at an appropriate fit of the data. Knowl

edge of the following regression models will often suffice for many
 

data sets encountered in watershed resources management: linear, poly

nomial, logarithmic, semilogarithmic, and periodic. One, or some com
usually fit the source data. However,
bination, of these forms will 


other regression models may be more appropriate in a specific case. 

The assemblage of one or more appropriate predictize'functions, 

such as those defined by regression analysis, may allow for simulation 

of a given system. Simulation of a system may be used to achieve the 

following: examination of the response of a system to different inputs 

and levels of inputs; determination of parameter sensitivity; optimiza

tion of system design; observation of the effects of system modifica

tion; evaluation of overall performance and suitability; and assessments
 

of subsequent development in a system and collection of any required
 
support data.
 

With the advent of computer equipment has come the synthesis of
 

computer simulation techniques. Mathematical models that were previ

ously interpreted manually can now be analyzed on a computer, allowing
 

the models to be operated rapidly. Consequently, models can now be
 

increased in complexity and sophistication. This increased speed of
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computation facilitates the use of modeling techniques seldom used before
 
due to their excessive time requirements.
 

In computer simulation modeling, mathematical models of a system
 
are constructed. These models are then translated into a set of instruc
tions in a higher orde, computer language, such as FORTRAN (FORmula
 
Fk~lislation). Models expressed in a computer language are entered into
 
a computer and the appropriate descriptive or input data are introduced.
 
[hen, through "solutions" of the models, output that predicts system 
response is obtained.
 

For ease of operation, many models require input data introduced 
Lo them th uugh answers to questions posed to the user by the program. 
These are termed /il"o e:<-.mode/s,in contrast to numbers on cards or 
assemblages of data records which are input to batch or noninteiwcive 
models. 

Computer simulation modeling iswidely used in many fields of
 
science, largely due to the savings of time and cost associated with it,
 
and the flexibility it exhibits as an analytic tool.
 

WATERSHED RESOURCES SIMULATION MODELS
 

A group of i;teractive computer simulation models has been de
veloped to aid natural resource managers estimate the impacts of land 
management practices or ecosystems. The group includes three general 
modules: W\TER for assessing streamflow yield, sedimentation and chem
ical quality; FLORI\ for estimating responses of vegetation (r.g., for
est overstory, herbaceous understory, ,. ); and FAUNA for evaluating 
wildlife habitats, carrying capacities (wild and domestic), and popula
tion dynamics (Figure 1). A connand system enables users to operate
 
all modules through a common language written in straightforward user
 
terminology. his design provides flexibility in representing manage
ment activities by operating selected modules interactively.
 

The coimputer simulation models have been designed to be used by 
resource management professionals at remote locations to obtain reli
able pyedictions using readily available data and modest computer equip-
Ine t. To date, models have been developed to evaluate the effects of 
silvicultural practices on forest ecosystems. The methodology is
 
readily adaptable to the severe problems of shifting agriculture, fuel
wood arvesting, and Forest grazing practices which prevail on the
 
upland woersheds in most of the developing nations. This project will
 
iodify and adapt the procedure to these problems.
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Figure 1. Components of watershed resources simulation models.
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WATER MODULE 

The WATER module is comprised of generalized components to
 
predict streamflow yield, as well as suspended sediment and chemical
 
quality of streamflow.
 

Streamflow Yield 

The requirement for a small model with simple data needs to 
represent streamflow yield has led to the development of a model called 
YIELD (Figure 2). Within YIELD are several water yield prediction com
ponents which may be included in other simulation models to predict 
water yield.
 

One modular componeon, .imulates a water balance on a daily basis. 
Data inpu ts that are reqluired from the user are few and commonly avail
able. Ano!:her component is a water halance model developed to handle 
various depths and textures of soil., and either coniferous or deciduous 
forests.
 

Coupled with these water yield components may be other model s, 
such as those which predict the accumulation and melt of snow. There 
are currently two models in YIEl D which may be utilized to predict water 
yield from snow. One is a modeil based on degree day concept of snow
mel t. Another is a routine which models intermittent snowpacks and is 
dependent on four daily input vari jbles: maximum and minimum temper
atures, precipitation and shortwave radiation. A general model, which 
predicts water yield from an area for (ll times of the year, includes 
models for both snow and nonsnow coindilions. liitializing requires

only limited knowiedge of wdt.er,:hed and .riowpack parameters. 

The primary "driving variable" within YIELD is daily precipita
tion. The primary initialization variable is a measure of forest den
sity conditions, expressed here in terms of basal area. Outputs from 
the model are value< -onresentiog dai ly runoff, change in soil moisture, 
evapotranspiration, melt and deep seepage. Linkages to other compo
nents in the group are used to ebtain basal area, while the outputs of 
daily runo ff are, in turn, i nputs to the components used to predict
sediment and chemical qil i ly. 

Sedi menta ti on 

Another modular co,.ponent in WIATER, called SED, predicts the 
amount of suspended sediment, in streamflow (Figure 3). This model is 
structured to offer a choice bet,,een two al ternative sets of input data 
re(ui rements. Depending upon the data which are available, the user 
will select one set to be used. Input data, which either represent 
forest density conditions or spatial distributions of organic materials 
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on a forest floor, are entered directly by the user or generated by 
other models. The other data input needed, streamflow yield, may be 
obtained from YIELD. The program outputs the maximum concentration of 
suspended sediment each day, the maximum streamflow discharge, and the 
total weight of suspended sediment produced under alternative silvicul
tural management practices simulated. 

Chemical Quality
 

As an initial attempt at developing a modular component to pre
dict the chemical quality of streamflow, a simulator has been devised 
to estimate maximum concentrations and daily volumes of selected dis
solved chemical constituents. This component of WATER, called CHEM, is 
specifically aimed at describing the chemical 1uality of discharges 
from watersheds in forest ecosystems (Figure 4). The primary "driving 
variable" is streamflow quantity, the magnitude of which will often 
vary with alternative silvicultural management practices. This input 
variable can be entered directly by the user or obtained from outputs 
from YIELD. 

Presently, thirteen constituents are estimated with the CHEM
 
chlorideframework: calcium (Ca++), magnesium (Mg++), sodium (Na+), 

(ClI-), sulfate (S04), carbonate (CO ), bicarbonate (HC0 3 ), fluoride (F-),
 
nitrate (NO3-), phosphate (P04), toial soluble salts, hydrogen ion (pH),
 
and conductivity. Efforts are underway to include other water quality
 
parameters, such as heavy metals (Zn, Fe, Cu, Pd, Cd, etc.) and dis
solved oxygen.
 

FLORA MODULE
 

The FLORA module consists of computer simulators that predict
 

the growth, yield, and di-versity of forest overstories, the production
 
and (to some extent) composition of herbaceous understories, and the
 
development and accumulation of organic material on the forest floor.
 

Forest Overstories
 

The component simulators designed to estimate the growth and
 

yield of forest overstories generally fall into two categories: first,
 
models that are broadly structured to represent a wide variety of tree
 
species (or tree species groups); and second, models that are specif
ically structured to represent a particular tree species (or tree
 
species group).
 

Within the first category, three simulators have been developed,
 
or are presently under development. These simulators, called TREE,
 
STAND and FOREST will estimate the growth and yield of an individual
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tree, a forest stand (by definition, a community of trees possessing
 
sufficient uniformity in composition, age, spatial arrangement, or con
dition to be distinguishable from adjacent communities), and an entire
 
forest property, respectively.
 

TREE is an interactive modification of a computer model that
 
simulates the growth of an individual tree from knowledge of diameter,
 
height and volume. In addition, one can easily see how individual tree
 

not a new congrowth is influenced by tree size and age. While this is 

cept in forestry, the approach exemplified by TREE differs from that of
 
others who have employed mathematical formulas to simulate tree growth
 
phenomena.
 

The primary reason for including TREE in the group of models is
 
to analyze changes in tree growth influenced by alternative silvicul
tural management practices. Such assessments furnish direct insight to
 
the understanding of the dynamics of even-aged and uneven-aged forest
 
stand developments.
 

STAND, is structured to estimate the growth and yield of forest
 
stands comprised of single tree species or a mixture of tree species
 
(Figure 5). In essence, the mensurational input to STAND involves the
 
simplification of stand projection methods applicable to uneven-aged
 
forest stands.
 

The simulation objective of SIAND is to predict the growth
 
(both gross and net) and yield of forest stands prior to and, if appro
priate, following the implementation of various silvicultural manage
ment practices. Inputs to this modular component include a listing of
 
trees per hectare by size class, and associated diameter growth rates
 
and volume expressions. As management is prescribed to change these
 
inputs, pottreatment growth and yield are interactively generated.
 
Silvicultural management practices that can be simulated within STAND
 
represent an array of viable options for the different forest stand
 
compositions being considered.
 

Outputs derived from STAND, including summaries of basal area
 
levels through time prior to and following a management redirection,
 
are readily used by other modular components .inFLORA and others. As
 
the manipulation of forest overstories is a primary management activity 
affecting many aspects of an ecosystem, such interfaces among modular
 
components are critical to realistic simulation of an ecosystem's over
all behavior.
 

FOREST is being assembled as an interactive version of other
 

general computer models that have been structured to simulate the
 
growth and yield of single or mixed tree species, and even-aged or
 
uWieven-aged forest properties. This modular component addresses topics
 
of forest growth and yield such as seed production, dispersal and ger
mination, as well as competition, mortality and stocking manipulation
 
by man. 
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In concept, inputs to FOREST include a set of real or generated
 
tree locations and associated tree characteristics. Each tree is then
 
grown for a specified number of projection periods, based on potential 
growth functions modified by competition measures synthesized from 
relative tree size, crowding and shade tolerance. Mortality is gener
ated conjecturally and depends, in part, upon the competitive status of
 
the individual trees. Reproduction is represented by simulatirg seed 
production and germination and, if appropriate, sprout production from 
the forest overstory. Numerous site alterations and harvesting options 
can be specified as the forest develops over time. Outputs from FOREST 
will be in the form of periodic tables displaying data on stocking,
 
mortality and yield for an array of primary wood products and total 
biomass. 

There are many examples of simulators designed to estimate the 
growth and yield of a particular tree species (or tree species group).
 
In using these models, users generally initialize the model by select
ing prestored stand tables, by entering tallies from point sample in
ventories, or by entering the number of trees per hectare by size class. 
Then, harvests can be specified at intervals through a sequence of ques
tions and answers to meet a particular management objective. 

In addition to computer simulators that predict growth and
 
yield, a modular component is under development in FLORA to estimate
 
the diversity of (and within) forest overstories. This component,
 
called DIVER, has two primary options with respect to manipulations of
 
forest overstories: clearing and thinning. The clearing option derives 
a diversity index that represents the edge irregularity of a clearing 
(or other type of forest opening). The thinning option calculates a
 
diversity index that represents the proportion of an area that is
 
stocked to different forest density levels. 

The diversity index derived by the clearing option is based on
 
a previously reported analytical model that quantifies wildlife habitat. 
The geometric shape with the greatest area and the least perimeter or
 
edge is a circle. If the ratio of circumference to area of a circle is 
arbitrarily given in index of 1, a formula can be used to compute an
 
index for comparison of any area with a circle. The higher the index
 
value is above 1, the greater the irregularity, and, by definition 
within DIVER, the greater the diversity.
 

In the thinning option, the calculated diversity index is ob
tained through solutions of forEst stocking equations that are devel
oped for the particular forest type and size class distribution being
 
evaluated. Stocking equations define curves which describe the propor
tion of a forest area (the dependent variable, expressed in percent)
 
that is stocked to minimum basal area levels (the independent variable).
 
Values that represent minimum basal area levels for alternative silvi
cultural management practices are the required inputs to the simulator. 
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Herbaceous Understo;ies
 

A computer simulator has been structured within the FLORA module
 
to estimate herbage (all understory species) production from knowledge
 
of forest overstory parameters, precipitation amount, and if appropri
ate, time since the implementation of a silvicultural management prac
tice. Depending upon the particular simulation objective, a user may
 
operate this component, called UNDER, individually or as part of another
 
model (Figure 6). In the latter instance, outputs from other modular
 
componen ts in FLORA and other modules ir the group are utilized as in
puts. An interactive language is used in either case.
 

Many oi the previous attempts at developing computer simulation
 
techniques to estimate herbage production have been dependent, primar
ily, on input variables depicting forest density conditions. While
 
this approach remains viable and has been utilized in several UNDER
 
subroutines, the herbage production simulator will eventually also
 
utilize knowledge of forest overstory growth. Estimates of herbage
 
production that are based on knowledge of this variable appear consis
tently of knowledge of forest
2 higher precision than those based on 

density alone.
 

Subsequent additions to UNDER will facilitate partitioning of
 
simulated herbage production into (at least) three categories: grasses
 
and grasslike plants, forbs and half-shrubs, and shrubs-.
 

Orgrnic Material 

Two modular components describe the development, accumulation
 
and distribution of organic material on a forest floor. One component,
 
referred to as FLOOR, estimates the accumulation of tree leaves and
 
needles (by layer of decomposition) on a forest floor at a point-in
time, the rate of occumulation with respect to time, and the spatial
 
distribution in spa(e. Other components called CROWN and BOLE predict
 
the magnitude of tree crown and branchwood accumulation, respectively,
 
associated with alternative silvicultural management practices being
 
simulated. These models may be executed individually or as part of
 
other models.
 

FLOOR is an interactive component which outputs parameters that
 
describe the development, accumulation and distribution of tree needles
 
and leaves as a function of Forest density levels (usually expressed as
 
basal area) for different management practices (Figure 7). In terms of 
accumulation at a point-in-time, the following individual layers are 
considered: litter, fermentation, humus and total. To date, the rate 
of litter accumulation isthe only FLOOR simulation output that pro
vides a Lime dimension. Regarding spatial distribution, only the total 
forest floor (all layers) is represented. 
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CROWN and BOLE are intended tn present knowledge of tree crown
 

and branchwood volumes by area for a given forest stand prior to the
 
These volumes
implementation of a silvicultural management practice. 


provide a reference point to assess the quantity of tree crowns and
 

branchwood that will occur as logging residues on the forest floor
 

after a management treatment.
 

FAUNA MODULE
 

The FAUNA module includes interactive computer simulators that
 
species, the podescribe the habitat quality for a variety of animal 


area, and the dynamics of setential animal carrying capacity of an 

lected animal populations within specific ecosystem situations.
 

Habitat Assessment
 

into two categories:
Simulators that assess habitat quality fall 

models broadly structured to represent a variety of animal species (in

cluding game, nongame and domestic) and models specifically structured
 

to represent a particular animal species.
 

An example of a modular component in the first category is
 

HABRAN (HABitat RANking) (Figure 8). In essence, this component syn

thesizes ranked response predictions which, in turn, can be summarized
 

and arrayed as pattern recognition models. Within HABRAN, animal hab

itats are assigned numerical values ranging from 0 to 10, with habitat
 

quality in an ecosystem increasing with numerical value. The specific
 

assignment of these values is achieved through analyses of functions
 

that relate habitat preference to readily available inventory
prediction parameters, the magnitude of which are altered by alterna

habitat
tive silvicultural management practices. By comparing numerical 


quality values for existing conditions with those predicted for habitats
 

modified by management redirection, either an increase (+), a decrease
 

(-), or no change (0) is determined. Then, a matrix of pluses, minuses
 
habitats and management alternatives
and zeroes arrayed for all animal 


of interest (by definition, a pattern recognition model) can be dis

played to provide insight into comparative management impacts.
 

The HABRAN component of the FAUNA module is, in a sense, a
 

first-level-of-interest assessment of the impacts of alternative silvi

cultural management practices. In many instances, this sort of analy

sis may be all that is required. However, if estimates of carrying
 
capacities and animal distributions are needed, other modular components
 
may be called into play.
 

Many simulators exist to represent habitat quality of a partic
ular animal species. In most instances, changes in food, cover, and
 

diversity resulting from the implementation of a silvicultural manage
ment practice are used to simulate changes in the rating of habitat
 
quality.
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Animal Carrying Capacity
 

In the modular component that has been structured to predict ani

mal carrying capacity, referred to as CARRY, herbage production (entered
 
user or obtained from the herbage production
as a direct input by the 


simulator) is partitioned into usable forage for domestic livestock and
 

wildlife species (Figure 9). Appropriate plant species to include in
 

each forage component were ascertained from existing literature relevant
 

to the preferred foods for these animals, along with information about
 

appropriate or proper utilization percentages.
 

It has been assumed that the proper use factors to be applied
 
an attempt to meet specific
in CARRY will be introduced by the user in 


management objectives. Itmay 5e necessary, for example, to reduce a
 

proper use factor on a particular range that has been subjected to pro

longed overgrazing pressures. As baseline information relating to proper
 

factors increases, the ability to predict carrying capacities will
 use 

improve accordingly.
 

The amount of usable forage required per animal unit month (AUM)
 

for the animal species being considered is input directly by the user.
 

With respect to the number of months that domestic livestock and
 

wildlife species will actually be consuming forage on any tract of range

land, this value is quite variable depending, in part, upon weather fac

tors that characterize the particular ecosystem and year of simulation
 

(time of snowfall in the autumn, time of snowpack disappearance in the
 

spring, etc.). At best, only estimates based on local knowledge of aver

age situations in the long run can be made. However, to provide a point

of-departure in utilizing CARRY, specific forage consumption time dura

tions have been selected. It should be emphasized that the user can
 

readily override these default duration values to more accurately reflect
 

local conditions if better information is available.
 

be said about possible con-
At this time, relatively little can 


straints that may affect the distribution of animals that are considered
 

While it is known that various factors may restrict (or at
by CARRY. 

least modify) animal movement, explicit identification and subsequent
 

Conceivably, portions of a
quantification are currently difficult. 

because of movement constraints (physitract may be eliminated from use 


ography, fences, etc.), which may necessitate appropriate reductions in
 

animal stocking rat2:.
 

The effects of alternative silvicultural mangement practices on
 

animal carrying capacities of a given area are primarily evaluated
 
of herbage production. As
through predictions of changes in the level 


forest overstories are reduced in density, a corresponding increase in
 
The increased production of herbage
herbage production commonly occurs. 


is then partitioned into forage which, in turn, is converted into AUM
 

values that are distributed over the range.
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Population Dynamics
 

Although still in the formulative stage, an interactive popula
tion dynamics model, called DYNAM, is intended to predict the impacts of
 
silvicultural management practices on the reproduction, growth, mortal
ity, and structtire of selected animal popLIlations. More specifically,
 
this modular component is to predict the manner by which a given popula
tion, specified by the user as reflecting existing conditions within an
 
ecosystem, will respond to changes ir food, cover and diversity that
 
are attributed to management redirection.
 

THE COMMAND SYSTEM
 

The command system of the group of watershed resources simula
tors is largely dispersed into the respective modules. In fact, there
 
is little evidence of a main command system in the overall operation of
 
the group of models. Initial selection of the modules and components to
 
be used and subsequent assignment of default values needed in the opera
tion are handled by the command system. Also, timing and sequencing of
 
operation of individual modular components are carried out by the system.
 
Additionally, summary displays (tables, graphs, maps, etc.) of the simu
lation results are achieved through the command system.
 

All of the modules in the group have been structured to have
 
three modes of operation: initialization, cycling in time and summariza
tion. In the initialization mode, all needed data are either introduced
 
directly by the user or entered from stored files. The second mode of
 
operation is a cycling in time of the processes being simulated (daily
 
streamflow, yearly forest growth, etc.). Finally, the third mode of
 
operation is sumary and, if appropriate, other activities at the end of
 
a simulation problem.
 

When a user informs the command system which modular components
 
are to be operated, he also states when they are to be used in the
 
simulation problem. For example, the component CHEM may be required to
 
operate only in the fifth year of simulation, while all other components
 
may be operated every year. The command system stores this directive
 
and acts accordingly.
 

The entire system is designed to operate with minimal input data.
 
Default values are offered with nearly all of the interactive questions
 
posed so that, whether or not the user has the required data or reason
 
for overriding the default values, simulation can still proceed. Simi
larly, if a module or component is not directly included in a simulation
 
problem, default values are loaded into the system to provide estimates
 
of needed parameters normally obtained as output from the unused modular
 
components.
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After the system cycles through the specified number of simula
tion years, individual models are entered into the summiary mode of oper
ation. Any needed computations to allow display sumaries of the opera-
tion to be output are done at This point. Output summaries may be 
obtained either on a local computer terminal or at a central computer 
location. These summaries may be brief or detailed, depending upon the
 
user's need. in general, the parameters shown are representative of
 
the various modules and components used in the problem. If a component
 
is not used and default data are utilized, the parameters for the unused
 
component will not alter the displ-y.
 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 

Future work in the development of computer simulation models
 
designed to assess the inputs of land management practi,.es will follow
 
two directions: synthesis of other modules and componenti, and exLrapo
lation of the interactive system into other forest and range ecosystems.
 

While in various stages of development, several other modules
 
and components are recognized as part of the group of computer models.
 
For example, to facilitate overall planning with respect to a particular
 
simulation problem, a module called PLAN is being structured to generate
 
a PERT network of activities necessary to reach an objective. Another
 
module, referred to as AREA, calculates the adjusted sur Face area of 
management units within an ecosystem, correcting for sloping or broken 
terrain. As knowledge of site quality is required as i pt to some modu
lar components in the group, a module called SIT[ is under developnent to
 
gene-ate site quality directly (through estimation of site indices) or
 
indirectly (through analyses of plant indicators, physiography, soil sur
veys, ,...). Outputs from this module wil describe productivity poten
tials for both forest overstories and herbaceous understories.
 

To evaluate depth and quality of view within an ecosystem in
 
terms of current and, if appropriate, anticipated conditions, a module
 
named SEEN is being evaluated as part of the group. Another module,
 
called FIRE, predicts the probability occurrence of wildfires of given 
intensities from knowledge of fuel properties and sequencing of meteoro
logical events; this module also estimates the impacts of fire on an eco
system. SNOW is a module that interactivey simulates the dynamics of
 
snow pack accumulation and melt within forests comprised of trees in 
varying spatial arrangements. ROAD allous for predictions of sediment
 
loads resulting from the construction of roads with alternative design
 
criteria. 

To furt'er aid managers and planners in analyzing land use alter
natives, a mod ,e that i.ilitates the development and subsequent display
 
of basic produrtion economics models (production functions, product
product relationships, ,tc.) has been synthesized. This module, referred
 
to as ECON, also includes components that represent various LP and Goal
 
programming techniques. Other modules and components will be considered
 

http:practi,.es
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within the group to more completely provide socio-economic simulation
 
capabilities.
 

The primary emphasis in the initial developmental work on the
 
group of models has been placed on simulation within forest ecosystems
 
'inthe United States. Current plans are to extend this work into other
 
forests and, as the need arises, into range and arid ecosystems.
 

Many of the modular components in the group that have been syn

thesized only require "localization" of coefficients for use in other
 
ecosystems. Other models, particularly those structured to represpn
an explicit plant or animal species, are only appropriate for use in
 
simulating those ecosystems in which they occur and must be replaced by
 
other species-specific models that characterize other ecosystems under
 
consideration. However, even here, replacement is relatively easy
 
within the overall structure of the command system.
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CHAPTER XIV
 

ENVIRONMENTAL
 

MONITORING
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Understanding the impacts of watershed resources management policies

and providing significant input in formulating mo'e effective watershed
 
resources policies requires long-term environmrital monitoring. A program
 
of long-term environmental monitoring must audress basic scientific ques
tions and ecosystem functions as well as policy, human health, and safety
 
issues. For the purposes of this syllabus, reference to environmental
 
monitoring shall mean the process by which selected environmental variables
 
are systematically observed, measured, and interpreted for defined purposes.
 
Such purposes will be directed toward describing the state of an environ
ment and identifying trends.
 

NEED FOR LONG-FERM MONITORING
 

In 1971, the Scientific Committee on Protection of the Environment
 
(SCOPE) reported that the imperfectly understood cause and effect relations
 
and environmental budgets of many substances had given rise to important

questions relating to the complex interactions between man and his bio
environment. Furthermore, it was recommended that a program be initiated
 
to obtain a picture of how all of these processes occur, the rates at
 
which they take place, the timing and nature of equilibrium situations,
 
and their effects on man and the life-support systems of air, water, soils,
 
climate, and biota. Also, a need to develop mathematical simulation models
 
of environmental interactions that can predict the results expected from
 
varying types and degrees of remedial actions was recognized. The capa
bility of advance-warning before an adverse situation becomes irreversible 
is absolutely essential.
 

The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) stated in 1977 that
 
an ecosystem is best considered as a total concept with the natural re
sources its components. Soils, air, water, animals, plants, and other
 
genetic resources combine to form ecosystems in which the fate of individ
ual resources is bound with that of others and of the ecosystem as a whole.
 
Problems in an ecosystem can be examined within the context of the ecosystem
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resources occurring widely in different
 
itself or by considering natural 


At the same time, the intricacies of ecosystem 
functions de

ecosystems. 

mand a specific and quantitative approach to the 

solution of problems
 

brought about by imbalances in the systems.
 

In general, timely and accurate data from long-term monitoring
 

projects are invaluable to agencies managing their lands within certain
 

Yet, seldom is there sufficient knowledge about 
an ecosystem


guidelines. 

to totally assess the impacts that a given land management practice 

may
 
the concept of
long considered contrary to 
exert. For example, fire was 


However, after long years of scientific study,

conserving an ecosystem. 
 suc

now understood that fire can play a critical 
role in ecological


it is 

some cases, should be allowed to run its natural course.
 

cession and, in 


There is an increasing need to know the effects 
that actions such
 

or controlled burning will have
 
as timber harvesting, livestock grazing, 


Long-term environmental monitoring clearly proon future uses of land. 

vides one solution to better land management 

and is in the interest of
 

any country's future.
 

a framework for int.rnational long-term environmental
Recently, 

monitoring programs was identified by UNESCO's 

Man and Biosphere (MAB)
 

Under the monitoring framework established by 
MAB, countries
 

Program. 

are able to emphasize nationally important subject 

areas and implement
 

monitoring programs at a level necessary for sound decision making.
 

In Scandinavia, scientists have long monitored atmospheric depo

sition in their countries to determine the effects of decreasing pH lev-

The World
 

els and to better understand long-range atmospheric 
transport. 


a global network of weather sta-

Meteorological Organization (WMO) has 

Recently,

tions that monitor atmospheric conditions, including pH levels. 


a
 
the United States has begun to monitor atmospheric 

depositions due to 


concern over the apparent trend toward a lower pH in northeastern and
 

Within the framework of the MAB
 northcentral regions of the country. 

nonitoring program, a "chemical" monitoring 

effort has
 
environmental 


to base air pollution control
 been initiated to provide data on which 


laws and to better understand the issues of atmospheric transport.
 

Recognition is made of the fact that some countries may have nin

interest in atmospheric deposition, while 
being quite concerned
 

imal Under such conditions, individ
about other facets of their environment. 
 that help them better
 
ual countries may choose to emphasize subject 

areas 


understand and quantify the interactions between 
man and his environment.
 

DATA MANAGEMENT
 

re-

Information and data exchange are obvious requirements if the 


to have wide benefit.
 
sults of an environmental monitoring program 

are 

For example,


Numerous information and data exchange systems 
exist. 


provide continuously updated in-
UNESCO uses a computer-based system to 
 UNEP uses national
 
formation relating to MAB studies in many countries. 
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focal points in its International Referral System (IRS) to link the source
 
of information with requests from throughout the world.
 

Before a long-term environmental monitoring program is begun,
basic questions regarding data management must be resolved. Determina
tion of user groups, hierarchical options, analytical methods, biblio
graphic files, -a. must be addressed. Proper management of large masses 
of source data in itself can contribute to scientific advances, as hap
pened in several instances with the International Biological Program
(IBP). There is a rapidly growing trend in the scientific community to
ward reanaiyzing data using newer concepts. Therefore, the availability 
of monitoring data, both historical and current, plays a critical role in 
filling important data gaps arid allows other scientists to broaden their 
monitoring efforts. 

Information and data exchange systems have reached a point such 
that they can be designed 80 to 100 percent complete in terms of storage, 
access, quality control, analytical capabilities, and editing prior to 
entry of the first data item. With proper design, data 7oming from 100 
monitoring stations to a central facility with terminals or mini-computers 
at the monitoring site would require no more personnel at the facility 
than that coming from 10 stations. 

IMPLEMENTING A LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTAL
 
MONITORING PROGRAM
 

Using the long-term environmental monitoring framework estab-
lished by MAP as a guideline, a philosophy upon which a monitoring pro
gram should be developed consists of three fundamental precepts. First, 
land managers and policy makers would be in an improved decision making 
position if better basic information were available to them on a timely
basis. Second, a great deal stands to be accomplished through increased 
cooperation between the many organizations which conduct ecological mon
itoring and research activities. Finally, there are processes occurring 
in the natural environment which can only be understood through an exam
ination of long-term data sets.
 

The underlying theme behind development of a long-term monitor
ing program is to determine a process which provides increasingly sophis
ticated amounts of information relating to the interaction and sensitivity
of an ecosystem. Therefore, a "state-of-knowledge" is necessary to ac.
quire gross levels of data on features such as surface water, topographic 
maps, land use maps, soil and geologic conditions, &U>-. With the es
tablishment of a "state-of-knowledge," various parameters may be iden
tified as significant to the ecology or to the human management of an 
area. In some cases, the parameters may be specific to the area or the 
surrounding area (such as a declining species) while they are of global 
significance in other areas (such as the CO2 cycle). 
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Recognizing the importance of environmental monitoring and using
 

the basis, four broad subject areas relevant to a
the MAB framework as 

long-term monitoring program can be identified: biological, geophysical,
 

chemical, 	and anthropological.
 

Among the biological topics to be considered in an environmental
 

flora and fauna species checklists, descriptions
monitoring program are 

of biotic populations and communities, and quantifications of ecosystem
 

Geophysical topics include measureprocesses and dynamics (Table 1). 


ments of precipitation, air temperature, and streamflows; descriptions
 

of soil types and associated physical and chemical properties; and esti

mates of areas or volumes of landslides, intensity and extent of wind-


Chemical monitoring topics involve the
storms, ot . (Table 2). 

detection 	of pollutants and measurements of natural substances through
 

components in the atmosphere, precipitation,
the examination of critical 

Ahthrostreaniflow, soil and litter, and vegetation (Tables 3). 


pological 	monitoring includes the assessment of demographic character

an area, land ownership patterns, legal and institutional
istics o1 

structures, etc. (Table 4).
 

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
 

As may be expected, long-term environmental monitoring programs
 

can assume different levels of sophistication. Depending upon the spe

ciFic objectives in a country, guidelines and standards to monitor 
an
 

ecosystem should provide a flexible progression from a minimum 
level of
 

extensive and intensive monitoring program.
monitoring effort to an 

should be 	trailored to meet the specific
Monitoring of a particular area 


needs of the area.
 

To provide a basis for the design of a long-term environmental
 

monitoring program, the framework established by MAB can be considered
 
Here, three levels of monitoring
as broad guidelines and standards. 


have been specified, ranging from the least sophisticated and technologi

to the most sophisticated and technologically
cally intensive (level one) 

intensive 	(level three).
 

While level three is the most sophisticated and technologically
 

intensive, it does not necessarily represent the "best" approach to a
 

If adequate and reliable source data can

particular monitoring effort. 

be obtained by simpler monitoring techniques, they whould be used. In

deed, it should be noted that many of the elements at level three may be
 

projects of limited duration, possibly repeated at intervals as long as
 

five years apart.
 



Table 1. Biological topics in an 

Types of Data Level Ore 

Species List of vascular plants 
& vertebrate animals 

Significant species (rare, 
endangered, extinct, 
economic, exotics) 

Relative abundance (rare, 
cosmln, abundant) of

Populations/ major vertebrate and 
conmunities vascular plant species 

Major communities 

Low level aerial 
ERTS imagery 

Ecosystem 
processes 

Ecosystem 
dynamics 

photos 


environmental monitoring program. 

Level Two 


Habitat preference 
Geographic aistribution 

Residence status (migratory, 

permanent, epriemaral) 
Reference collection 
Trophic level-major species 

Annual census major species 
1-3 permanent plots 
Low level aerial photos (lOOm) 

(5 yr cycle) on seasonal 
basis 


Estimate net productivity 
(major producers) 

Composition (major vegetative 

communi ties) 

Level Three
 

Inventory erdenic plants 
ano anite1 species 

Identify & monitor indi
cator species for 
pollutants, growth rates, 
habitat requirencents 

Archive select plant &
 
animal tissues
 

Population dynamics major 
vertebra-e species


Quantify distribution and
 
abundance major plants 
and animals
 

Describe ecosystems within
 
Reserve 

Monitor for changes in com
position, trophic organi
zF.tion, and diversity


Pernanent plot system 

Groundtruthing
 

Successional patterns
 
Energy flows
 

Nutrient and
 
System respiration

Nutrient retension
 

System shifts
 
Gene pool diversity 
Genetic drift
 



Table 2. Geophysical topics in an enviornmental monitoring program.
 

Types of Data Level 
 evel Two 
 Level Three
 

Event/occurrence Fecording and where possible, quantifying unusual geological, geophysical or neteorological events, such as mass wasting, earthquake, wieiothrow, et-,. 

Meteoroloa 

precipitation 
 Monthly storage 	 Daily or weekly storage Recording gages along 

precip. gradient:
 

air temperature Daily max/min 
 Standard weather station to Recording weather sta
include shortwave solar, & tion compatible with 
recording hygrothermgraph WMO network 

Geology/Geo- Geological 	map ......... 
 Geologiral map at 
Morphology  1:24,000
 

Minerology of parent 
materials coas tel
 

Channel characteristics
 
perma frost 

HyZdrology 
streams Inventory perennial & inter- Stage neight at rated cross Automatic gaging

mittent streams 	 section
lakes/streams Perennial or intermittent S :ge height, inlet/outlet Automatic gaging 

ice free dates 	 discharge

wetlands 


Automatic gaging

groundwater Seasonal depth measurement Map groundwater resources 

Soils Soil type map 	 Organic content 
Rooting depth 	 Mechanical analysis
 

Physical analysis 
 Water holding character-
Infiltration rate istics 

Soil/water erodibility 
indi ces 

Soil productivity 
(composite index) 

Ceochemi s try 
precipitation pHl
soils pH Cation exchange capacity
 
water pH 

surface 
 NO3 N, PO4 , P,
ground


physical water Temperature Turbidity, color 
 Total dissolved solids,

quality 


suspended and bedload 



Table 3. Chemical topics in an environmental monitoring program. 

Ieo I ine 

Mea%,.rement Pairfall 
Surface 
waters 

Atmospheric deposition 
----------- --------

Wet (rain) Dry (dust) 
Surface 
waters 

Accumulation-animals. 
soil, litter, vegetation 

Atlns pheric 

Gasses Particulate" 

pH 

Cond. 

S04 

PO4 

CC 

IdH4+ 

I-K 

ra + 

N3x 

NO-

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
X 

X 

X 

-

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
X 

X 

X 

++tHa;.1 
+ + X XXxx XXXXX 

rPj 

S.2 

03 

x 

X 

x 

x 

X 

Y 

x 

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 

X 

x 

Level Three 

T-ace metals 

TSP 

B nzo[yrenle 

f h,rnr h.a 

x 

X 

.Xx 

x 

x 

i X X 

X 

N 
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Table 4. Anthropological topics in an environmental monitoring program.
 

Types of Data Level One 	 Level Two Level Three
 

Map 	 Land use map (every 5 years) 

Activities 	 Human activities (faming, Quantify (yield/acre, visits, Inputs (fertilizer, pes
trapping, hunting, mining, economic species yield, board .ticide)

recreation, forestry, indus- feet, tons, miles, etc.) Outputs (yield/area)
 
try, etc.)
 

Land ownership Public-area by agency
 
Ownership public (area) Private-area by size class, Private names of owners
 

private (area) # of owners by area
 

Human population (I) Age/sex distribution Per capita income
 
Demography residents Diet 	 Physiological parameters 

neighbors 	 Educational levEls Origin of visitors

visitors 	 lealth (incidence of d'sease) (nationality, #)

dousing (type, location)
 

Animals 	 Livestock - by
 
Pets species Quantify (#)
 
Other domesticJ 

Acts as Management plan

Legal Regulations> affecting Management activities (type,


Policies ) reserve extent, frequency)
 

Research & training Quantify

Education activities by type Support (faci-ities, budget, 

staff)
 

Development Public facilities, infra
structure, services (sewer Quantify
 
water, electricity, roads, Locate on map(s)
 
hospitals, campgrounds
 

Benpfits 	 Benefits derived by man Quantify
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CHAPTER XV 

WATERSHED RESOURCES
 

MANAGEMENT IN THE 

MULTIPLE USE CONCEPT
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Watershed management is simply a component of the overall manage
ment plan and system to the wildland administrator actively pursuing a
 
multiple use land management. Similarly, timber management, range manage
ment, and wildlife management are components of the management scheme. 
In many instances and situations, one or two of the wildland resource
 
products may prevail due to local demands. However, even when one tree 
or a stand of timber is cut for sawtimber to attempt to increase water 
production, herbage production and aesthetic and recreational values 
will almost certainly be affected. Therefore, to effectively and 
efficiently practice one component of multiple use management, such as 
watershed management, the wildland administrator must be aware of the 
associated wildland resource management impl ications.
 

THE MULTIPLE USE CONCEPT
 

In almost any discussion of wildland management problems, mul
tiple use management is cited as a guiding principle. At times, one 
gets the impression that multiple use is a cure-all for all the prob
lems of wildland adminis 1raLion. However, while there has been little 
difficulty in gaining general acceptance of the multiple use concept,
it has had far less success as a working tool of management. Most people

concede that timber or water production is not necessarily the sole 
production function of wildlands, and that forage, wildlife and recrea
tion should be onsidered in management deci3ions. Buti how much
managerial effort should be allocated to each potential land use is 
a problem that wildland administrators have not always been able to 
resolve. Reconciliation of conflicting interests continues to be an
 
important responsibility of wildland management agencies.
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MEANING AND OBJECTIVE OF MULTIPLE USE
 

The term muZtiple u-e may be applied either to areas of land or 
When applied to land areas,
to particular wildland resource products. 


resource
multiple use refers to the production and management of various 


products or resource product combinations on a particular land manage
resource products on a management
ment unit. The relation of several 


unit to one another may be competitive, complementary, or supplemen
tary. A u.',et~ti'c rchztion exists between resource products when one 

may occur between timber
must be sacrificed to gain more of another, as 

and water or between timber and forage. In conr2ementary relations,
 

both resource products increase together, as may occur between forage
 

and water once the timber has been removed. A supplementary reZation is 

one such that changes in one resource product have no influe,,ie on 
another, as may take place with livestock and wildlife within limited 
ranges or changes in forage production. 

Conceivably, the relation of several resource products to one
 
unit may be competitive, comanother on a particular land management 

conplementary wi:.. supplementary, depending on the area of management 
cern. In this situation, it is important for the wildland administrator 
to know what area of management concern confronts him. For example, if 

working with a supplementary relationship between timber and water, 
not be able to influence water production bythe administrator may 

altering timber production (Figure 1). 

When applied to a particular wildiand resource, multiple use
 

refers to the utilization of the resource products for various purposes.
 

Water may be utilized for irrigation, industry or recreation. Timber 

may be used for lumber, pulpwood, o- Christmas trees. Forage may have 
value as feed for livestock and wildlife, or for watershed stabiliza

tion. Here again, the utilization oF resource products may be compe

titive, complementary or supplementary.
 

In practice, multiple use management involves both the multiple
 

use of lana areas and of particular wildland resource products. Demands
 
(irrigation),
on particular resource products (water) for specific uses 


in turn, place demands on the land where the resources are produced
 

(watersheds).
 

The basic objective of multiple use management is to manage 
the wildland resource product complex for the most beneficial combin:a
tion of present and future uses. The idea of maximizing the benefits 

from a given resource product base is not new, but it has become more
 

important as competition for limited and interrelated resource products
 
increases.
 

The multiple use concept as described by law does not neces
sarily demand that every land unit in question should be utilized for
 

all possible uses and resource products simultaneously. Instead, most
 
public wildlands are utilized, to varying degrees, for a wide array
 

of uses, as dictated by productivity and demand.
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-- -- complementary 
z ...... supplementary 
0- competitive 

I-

[-aH 	 F-b-

TIABER PRODUCTION 

Figure 1. 	A hypothetical relationship between water and 
timber production on a land management unit,
illustrating competitive, complementary, and 
supplementary relations. 
 It is imperative that 
the wildland administrator ascertain which re
lation confronts him before implementini a land 
management redirection. Here, for example, the 
administrator will not be able to influence water 
production by altering timber production if op
erating in area "a" or "b." 
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Multiple use land management of wildlands may be accomplished b
 

any one of the following options, or by combinations of the three:
 

(1) Concurrent and continuous use of the several wildiand reiource
 

products obtainaole on a particular land management unit,
 

requiring the production of several goods and services from
 

the same area.
 

uses of the various resource
(2) Alternating or rotating the 

products or resource product combinations on a unit. 

(3) Geographical separation of uses or use combinations so that
 

multiple use is accomplished across a mosaic of units, any 
specific unit area being put to the single use to which it is
 

most suited.
 

All of thes- options are legitimate multiple use management prac

tices and should be applied in the most suitable combinations. 

From society's point of view, regardless of the land management
 
involves a broader set of parameters
unit in question, multiple use 


that concern the private investor. Generally, society is more inter
in preserving wildland benefits for future generations, requiringested 

the dictat; of limited business economics. On theinvestments beyond 
other hand, the private inves ,r makes decisions based upon relatively
 

resourceshort-term profit motives commonly related to limited product 

uses. Effective multiple use management should accommodate the full 

spectrum of today's needs and provide for tomorrow's requirements.
 

TYPES OF MULTIPLE USE MANAGEMENT 

There are two fundamental types of multiple use land management,
 

that which is resource-oriented and that which is area-oriented.
 
Rcsour x'-of,,! ' multiple use manaqement is dependent upon knowledge of 

of one resource affectsinterrelationships describing how the management 
or one of resourcethe production of others, how use a particular 

resource. Essentially, substitutionsaffects other uses of the same 
between resource products or resource uses, and the associated benefit

cost comparisons of alternative production combinations are taken into 
resourceaccount. Resource-oriented management may deal with a single 

product with alternate uses, or with two or more resource products
 

with alternate uses for each.
 

Resource-oriented multiple use management requires the under
standing of wi dland resource production capacities. However, to
 

effcstivc and efficient multiple use management, resources
accomplish 
must not only be related to each other but also to the needs and
 

wants of people. ..lc-o,int,: multiple use management meets this
 
general objective through consideration of the physical, biological,
 

economic and social factors relating to wildland resource product
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development in a particular place. This type of management provides a 
framework in which ir forliat ion concerninJ the administration of land 
management units can b, .; ran(ed, -iialyZed and eva1luated for tLhe pur
pcse of maki i, s a manygjejU.co L (i( 0. Area.-ori, nted managjement 
draws that info i i on needed t. describe v,,i Idlbrid res5olurce p(roducL 
potentials fo;' O'WurC--Q i ented m,(,eaqearId tdH!en r c tes thi s tont 1a 
the dynauiics of 1:)Ldl ,id rCe i -idl ,1erilcnds. reo-orieritt-d management is 
not necessarily intended to rep1 a e ot her forios of isjn ojewent but rather 
to coniplem en it,. HopeFully, i will help to close the oap between 
resource managemeit arid probl ems on the ground. 

INTEGR\TI NG WIAIERSHID I'\AAGEIILMLNT WI TH MULTIPLE USE 

The problems of inte rat ig %%'atershed nanageilent within the 
multiple use concept, a necessity in f ective arid efficient wildland 
management, are not always fully realizd by the wil ol and administra
tors. While these problems may often he .tricttired in resource
oriented manageiient objectives Jurinq Or tt it] phases of iliarlaeli'e'ltthrf 
implementation, wildland administrators must cons inually be aware of 
area-oriented management implications, especial] v when 'ianarjeiemnt plans 
and systems are developed for a'pplicaLion over lirn(TI 1dnd Num-Ncas. 
erous land management considerations, policy i;ri I ti nsaid itristi tu
tional conflicts confront the wildiand adm i r i tenp Li rIl toStr at 
integrate the component parts of mu]tile use la',,d iiina iemerit. Although 
many of these issues are commion to all componients, several problems 
unique to watershed management implementation oust L(e considered. 

Land Manaement Considerations 

Often, watershed management involves the development, evaluation, 
and application of land management systems designed to alter water pro
duction. The impact of management systems on a river basin may extend 
beyond simple attempts to alter the flow of water into dorins treaii 
reservoirs. Many wildland resource products in addition to water are 
in demand from upstream lands, and these resource products oiust be 
allocated to maximize total benefits to society. 

Land management systems designed to alter water production are 
commonly recommended by various interests groups. Thes, sys temims often 
require sweeping modifications of vegetation on lands whero the poten
tial to alter water production is the highest. Some of these systems 
could jeopardize other land values; and some are irrevocable, at 
least in the short. run, in that they can easily be made but cannot be 
undone if they turn out to be mistakes. Furthermore, technological 
and economic guidelines have not been sufficiently developed to carry 
out the implementation of the system effectively and efficiently, in 
many cases. 

The implications of land management systems designed to alter 
water production are of particular interest to upstrein land management
 

http:manygjejU.co
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agencies since these agencies are charged with administering a large
 

portion of the potentially Letter water yielding areas. But, because
 
concept of multiple usethese management agencies are committed to the 


management, the implications o! these ldnd wanagement systems extend
 

beyond considerations of witer production alone.
 

to ceermine advantages and disadvantages ofThe problem is 
production before theland management systems designed to alter water 


systems become operational.
 

Estimates of Wildland Resource Products
 

Lte yields of all wildland resource products areMeasurements uf 
their responses to 	 land management systems.necessary to determine 

range fr, r livestock and wildlife,These products include water, timber, 
qualityand recreation. Consequently, estimates of water yield and 

system has been imposed are desirable.before and after a managemcnt 

Timber growth and quality measurements should also be obtained on a
 

and after Oasis. Likewise, records of forage production and
before 
utilization con subsequently be translated into beef gains and wildlife 

be used to assesshabitat potential. Records of game and nunter use can 

recreational values.
 

a managementThe measurset. of wildiand resource products on 

unit can be summarized in taLar form as a ni f rMx. This table
 

describes multiple use by quartitatively presenting all resource pro

ducts derived from a particular area or (lass of land. Product mixes
 

developec be ore a land management system is implemented will form a
 
implemenreference cor comparison with product mixes developed after 

tation. These comparison- wil] show what is gained and sacrificed in 

multiple use terms, assunring Lhat a resource product response to a sys

tem can be determined with before and after measurements. Such compar

isons form a basis for deciding among land management systems in terms 

of an appraisal of the advantages and disadvantages in resource pro

duct responses (Table 1).
 

as they are, To, the annualOn one hectare, if things remain 

output will be 4.2 	 cubic aeters of timber growth, enough forage for
 

livestock gain, 0.021 deer, and 15 centiweters of
0.068 kilograms uf 

water. No timber will be cut.
 

With conversion of moist sites to grass, TI, the annual output 

will be 2.5 cubic meters of timber growth, enough forage for 0.48 kilo

grams of livestock gain, 0.034 dee', and 22 centimeters of water. Ap
of timber will be cut on each hectare.proximately 9.0 cubic meters 

Columns and contain the elements of uneven-aged and even-T2 T3 
aged forest management systems, respectively.
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Table 1. 	Product Mix Vectors for Southwestern Ponderosa Pine
 
Forests _/
 

TO T T2 13
 
0 Tn


Item 

As 	is Convert Uneven-aged Even-aged
 

Timber cut (cubic meters) 0.0 9.0 4.9 	 3.8
 

Timber growth (cubic meters) 4.2 2.5 5.5 	 5.2
 

Livestock 	 (kilograms gain) 0.068 0.48 0.0045 0.27 

Wildlife (number of deer) 0.021 0.034 0.032 0.033 

Water (centimeters) 15.0 22.0 16.0 18.0
 

l/ 	Adapted from efficient development and use of forest lands: An outline 
of a prototype computer-oriented system for operational planning ay R.J. 
McConnon, 1965. 

It is important to note that, if To is the best as judged hy an 
assessment of the advantages and disadvantages in natural resource pro
duct and use response, the existing management system should be continued. 

Direct Costs arid 'Benefits 

Determining the costs of implementing and maintaining a land 
management system, as well as the direct returns associated with the 
management system, is prerequisite to efficient multiple use land manage
ment. 

A large body of information on costs is av-iilabl e in the litera
ture. Unfortunately, these data normally reflect a particu : r economic 
situation and time, and cannot easily be adjusted to local conditions. 
Consequently, gross job time costs data in terms of Ohysical input-output 
variables characterizing the management system and laud a rea may be re
guired. Inputs collected include labor time, equipmment time, direct 
supervision time, and materials. Outputs specify total uroduction as 
units thinneu. cleared, . Costs are then determined by 11L1l-ti plying 
inputs by cur, ent wage rates, machine rates, and material cost-). The 
sum of costs L';videcl by the number of production units, iccomplished 
gives an estimate of the average unit costs for a iia,nuewent system. 

Direct returns to the land management unit may largely be depend
ent on the sale of timber removed in the initial establishment of the 
management system. Remember, calculations based on a "saw-timber-only" 
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market, as currently exists within many market areas, could 
become
 

a pulpwood or veneer mill is installed. The presence of
obsolete if 

these additional outlets could alter the expected dollar returns 

by
 
Therefore, since
making previously unmerchantable nvaterial saleable. 


market conditions can change quickly, and since they affect returns 
so
 

the timber resource should be described in terms of multisignificantly, 
yield information for

product potentIals, providing timber quality and 


management and utilization decisions on a continuing basis.
 

returns derived from other resource prc.ducts, i.e.,Direct 
forage for livestock and wildlife, recreation, etc., cuuld conceivably 

be determined by comparable objective analyses, although these markets
 

may be more poorly defined than timber. 

The flexibility derived from the collection of objective cost

land management systems to be reevaluated as
benefit data will allow 

Consequently, a system initially
economic conditions change through time. 

could become operational with a change
considered economically impractical 


in wage or machine rates, or with increased market outlets.
 

Economic Evaluations
 

To make an economic evaluation of a recommended land management
 

system designed to alter water production, the following criteria 
could
 

be selected to form a basis of choice:
 

(1) Maximize benefits. 

(2) Maximize the returns or, an investment. 

(3) Achieve a specified production goal at least cost.
 

to satisfy the first two criteria include estimates ofData required re

source product values and physical responses resulting from land manage

ment redirection, and costs of implementing the management system. Io
 

satisfy the third criterion, goals often derived through the political
 

process must be established for various levels of production.
 

of pertinentEconomic evaluations essentially consist of an array 
administrators make a bettereconomic analyses designed to help wildland 

thedecision. Inoividiaul analysis may yield a one-answer solution to 

problem of selecting a land management system that maximizes the returns 

to the lid. A group of such analyses, based on different criteria, 

will result in an array of items for decision makers. Such an array 

may include:
 

(1) Estimates of multiple use production associated with different
 

land management systems.
 

(2) Estimates of costs of management alternatives.
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(3) Least cost solutions for different goals of multiple use
 
production.
 

(4) Gross and net benefits associated with a range of management 
al ternat ives 

(5) 	Investment returns and cost-benefit ratios associated with
 
different management systems.
 

P1i cForniul ations and Institutional Confl icts 

Given tho aheve array of economic relationships, the watershed 
manager (acting as a wildlanJ adyinistrator) should be able to choose the 
best course of acLion in terslS of impleiementing a lanrd maniagement system. 
However, it is anLicipated that there may be policy isues and institu
tional conflicts that wust be resolved e ori a land :anagement system 
becomes operat ional vi thin the mul tiple use concept. 

The que.n0on f who will pay for the establi .h~ment of a new land 
management systue . designed to alter water production must 
be answered. The group of people that executes the systemn may not derive 
direct benefits from all of the 'nul!tipli uses affected. For instance, 
it is questionable whether the iU.S. Forest Service, who will carry out 
many of the operational programs necesgary to implement a management 
system, will receive benefto coimmensurate with their costs. The role of 
downstream groups benefiting from increased water production from up
stream lands will have to be established regardineg costs, 

The costs and benefits of a land management systey designed to 
alter water production to society's needs mi:;t be ascertained. Various 
viewpoints will need to be adopted so people can deteriine how a manage
ment system is going to affect them individually arid collectively. 

Local groups on or near the land area directly ffected by a land 
management syst-m will want to know how a program may affect theli per
sonally. Their viewpoint can be developed by the valuation of raw multiple 
use products onsite ur by the value added through manufacturing stages in 
the economic stream from resource to consumer within the local area. A 
single economic solution may not be suitable, but analyses reflecting the 
various viewpoints may yield the req uired answer. 

Regional interests will probably bear a large portion of the in
vestment in a land management system. A determination of the effects of
 
a management system on a state's economy seems appropriate to this view
point. Finally, the national viewpoint must be the basis for some
 
evolution, primarily because most of the land that may be subjected to
 
a management system will be federally managed and the federal government
 
will mWke at least a portion of the investment.
 

Perhaps the greatest problem facing the watershed manager pursuing
 
multiple use land management is that of developing an efficient institu
tional framework through which land areas subiected to the multiple use
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concept can be managed. A realistic multiple use management plan (such
 
as that outlining a land management system designed to alter water pro
duction) must either work within the existing institutional structure,
 
or modify it in order to be effective. An evaluation of the political
 
and social organizations through which wildland resources are currently
 
administered may suggest a necessity for institutional reform.
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